MONTE VISTA WATER DISTRICT
10575 Central Avenue, Montclair, California  (909) 624-0035
Teleconference: (773) 231-9226 Meeting ID 238-267-3925 Password 007304
Video: https://meetings.ringcentral.com/my/boardmeeting Password 007304

NOTICE AND AGENDA OF REGULAR BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2022  6:30 P.M.
Consistent with the provisions in Government Code section 54953(e)(2), the Board of Directors will
conduct this meeting by video and teleconference. Interested members of the public may participate in
the meeting to observe and/or provide public comment by using the access information listed above.

1. CALL TO ORDER/FLAG SALUTE
2. PUBLIC COMMENT/OPEN FORUM
Members of the public may address the Board of Directors on any item that is within the jurisdiction of the Board;
however, no action may be taken on any item not appearing on the agenda unless the action is otherwise authorized by
Subdivision (b) of Section 54954.2 of the California Government Code. Comments are limited to three (3) minutes per
speaker.

A. Invitation to Inland Valley Garden Planner Launch Event
Presenter: Elizabeth Skrzat, Chino Basin Water Conservation District
3. AGENDA CHANGES/ADDITIONS
In accordance with Section 54954.2 of the Government Code (the Brown Act), additions to the agenda require a two-thirds
vote of the legislative body, or if less than two-thirds of the members are present, a unanimous vote of those members
present. It shall be determined that there is a need to take immediate action and that the need for action came to the
attention of the local agency subsequent to the posting of the agenda.

4. CONSENT CALENDAR
NOTICE: All matters listed under the Consent Calendar are considered to be routine and non-controversial and will be
acted upon by the Board of Directors by one combined motion in the form listed below. There will be no separate
discussion on these items prior to the time the Board votes unless any Board member, staff person, or member of the
public requests specific items be discussed and/or removed from the Consent Calendar.

A. Meeting Minutes
Meeting Date: January 26, 2022
Recommendation: Approve as presented.
B. Monthly Financial Reports: December 2021
Recommendation: Approve as presented.
C. Resolution 806-22: Re-Authorizing Remote Meetings
Recommendation: Adopt Resolution 806-22, re-authorizing remote teleconference meetings
pursuant to Brown Act provisions.
D. Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement Project
Recommendation: Authorize the general manager to enter into Contract Change Order 1 with
TKE Engineering, Inc. for $28,750 resulting in a total contract not-to-exceed amount of
$122,950 to provide additional survey and design services for the Bandera-San Bernardino
Pipeline Replacement Project.
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5. DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION ITEMS
A. Comprehensive Compensation Study
Presenter: Betty Conti, Human Resources & Risk Administrator; Seth Garrison and Rebekka
Hosken, Raftelis
Recommendation: 1) Review and discuss the Comprehensive Compensation Study included in
the 2022 Monte Vista Water District Organizational Structure and Staffing Assessment Report
by Raftelis; 2) approve the revised Fiscal Year Ending 2022 Staffing Plan; 3) amend the Fiscal
Year Ending 2022 Salary Grade Wage Table to include the recommended position range
changes, reclassifications, and title changes, retroactive to January 1, 2022; 4) amend the Fiscal
Year Ending 2022 Amended Budget by $133,000, adjusting salary and benefits related accounts
to reflect the recommended compensation changes as a result of the Monte Vista Water District
Organizational Structure and Staffing Assessment Report; and 5) approve the transfer of
$133,000 from reserves to appropriate salary and benefits related accounts in the Fiscal Year
Ending 2022 Amended Budget.
B. Organizational Assessment Study
Presenter: Betty Conti, Human Resources & Risk Administrator; Seth Garrison and Rebekka
Hoske, Raftelis
Recommendation: Receive and file the Operational Assessment recommendations included in
the 2022 Monte Vista Water District Organizational Structure and Staffing Assessment Report
by Raftelis.
6. GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT
7. INFORMATION ITEMS
8. BOARD COMMENTS (including reports on conferences/meetings attended at District expense)
9. CLOSED SESSION
A. Conference with Legal Counsel – Existing Litigation (GC §54956.9[d][1])
Case Number RCV 51010, CBMWD v. City of Chino et al.
10. ADJOURNMENT

DECLARATION OF POSTING
In accordance with the requirement of California Government Code §54954.2, this agenda has been posted in the display case
at the gated entrance to our main office at 10575 Central Avenue, Montclair, California not less than seventy-two (72) hours
prior to the meeting date and time above.
Written materials relating to open session agenda items, including those distributed to the majority of the Board of Directors
after distribution of this agenda package, are available for public inspection during normal business hours at the District’s
main office, located at 10575 Central Avenue, Montclair, California.
Pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons with a disability who require a disability-related modification or
accommodation in order to participate in a meeting may request such modification or accommodation from the District’s
Board Secretary at (909) 624-0035 or by email at BoardSecretary@mvwd.org. Notification forty-eight (48) hours prior to the
meeting will enable District staff to make reasonable arrangements to assure accessibility to the meeting.

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE MONTE VISTA WATER DISTRICT
January 26, 2022
DIRECTORS PRESENT
Sandra Rose, President
G. Michael Milhiser, Vice President
Manny Martinez, Board Auditor
Philip Erwin, Director
Tony Lopez, Director
DIRECTORS ABSENT
None.
STAFF PRESENT
Justin Scott-Coe, General Manager
Andrew Gagen, Legal Counsel
Stephanie Reimer, Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial Officer
A.William Schwartz, Director of Engineering, Operations, & Maintenance
Betty Conti, Human Resources & Risk Administrator
Kelley Donaldson, Community Affairs Manager
Leah Nazaroff, Accounting Supervisor
Juan Ventura, Customer Service & Information Technology Manager
OTHERS IN ATTENDANCE
Mark Panny, Carollo Engineers.
ITEM 1: CALL TO ORDER/FLAG SALUTE
President Rose called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.
Vice President Milhiser led those assembled in the Flag Salute.
ROLL CALL
During the Monte Vista Irrigation Company meeting held at 6:00 p.m., Legal Counsel Gagen and
President Rose provided the Monte Vista Water District (District) Board of Directors (Board), staff, and
the public with instructions regarding remote meetings, consistent with the provisions in Government
Code section 54953(e), as recently amended by Assembly Bill 361, and pursuant to District Resolution.
ITEM 2: PUBLIC COMMENT/OPEN FORUM
None.
ITEM 3: AGENDA CHANGES/ADDITIONS
None.
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ITEM 4: CONSENT CALENDAR
Upon motion by Vice President Milhiser, seconded by President Rose, and unanimously carried:
M22-01-5
MOVED: Approve the Consent Calendar, as by roll call vote:
A. Approve the meeting minutes of January 12, 2022, as presented.
B. Authorize the general manager to enter into Contract Change Order 2 with Civiltec Engineering
for $28,539.60 resulting in a total contract not-to-exceed amount of $480,215 to provide
continuation of services through Plant 30 Wellhead Treatment Project completion.
President Rose
Vice President Milhiser
Board Auditor Martinez
Director Erwin
Director Lopez

aye
aye
aye
aye
aye

ITEM 5: DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION ITEMS
A. Connection Fee Study Workshop
Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial Officer Reimer introduced Mark Panny of Carollo
Engineers, who provided a summary of the findings of the draft Connection Fee Study (Study) and
facilitated a Board workshop.
President Rose asked how meter charges are different for large single-family residential developments
and for individual single-family homes. Staff clarified that all meters are assessed a connection fee based
on the size of each individual meter, not based on the size of the development.
Vice President Milhiser confirmed with staff that the District has only one 10-inch domestic meter
connection on its system at Montclair Hospital Medical Center.
Ms. Reimer thanked Mr. Panny for Carollo’s excellent work on the Study. Ms. Reimer also informed the
Board that staff sent a copy of the draft Study to the Baldy View Chapter of the Building Industry
Association of Southern California with an invitation for their participation. A copy was also provided to
the City of Montclair and is posted on the District’s website.
Vice President Milhiser commented that the Study was very informative and interesting.
Board Auditor Martinez reported on the recent Finance Committee review of this item, and requested
that staff provide a comparison of the Study’s proposed connection fees with those of surrounding water
providers. Staff said they will provide this information when the proposed connection fees are brought
back to the Board for adoption.
The Study was received and filed.
B. Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement Project
Director of Engineering, Operations & Maintenance Schwartz provided a brief presentation in support of
staff’s recommendation.
President Rose commented that she is surprised contractors are still willing to bid on projects due to the
constantly changing prices. Mr. Schwartz said the single bid on this project demonstrates the difficult
bidding environment.
President Rose asked how soon the contractor could begin work on the project. Mr. Schwartz believes
they will be able to begin very quickly, contingent on permit requirements.
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Vice President Milhiser commented on the benefit of reconsidering the Main Office Site Renovation
Project.
Director Lopez reported on the recent Engineering Committee review of this item, and thanked
Maintenance Superintendent Hilton Saenz and the Maintenance Department for their excellent work
fixing pipeline leaks.
Board Auditor Martinez asked whether PVC pipe material has been used in the past and will be used for
future projects. Mr. Schwartz reflected on the history of pipeline materials and the District’s move in the
direction PVC for future projects.
Upon motion by Vice President Milhiser, seconded by Director Lopez, and unanimously carried:
M22-01-6
MOVED: 1) Transfer $1,847,000 from reserves into Capital Improvement Project EN2021-07 –
Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement; and 2) authorize the Board of Directors president and
general manager to enter into a contract with Dominguez General Engineering Inc. in a not-to-exceed
amount of $2,999,169 to provide construction services for the Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline
Replacement Project, as by roll call vote:
President Rose
Vice President Milhiser
Board Auditor Martinez
Director Erwin
Director Lopez

aye
aye
aye
aye
aye

ITEM 6: GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT
In addition to his written report, General Manager Scott-Coe briefed the Board on issues and activities
of the past two weeks. Topics covered include the COVID-19 public health emergency, the statewide
drought emergency, recent windstorm damage, activation of sewer service authority project, customer
opinion survey presentation to staff, and Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial Officer Reimer’s
seating on the California Society of Municipal Finance Officers’ Board of Directors.
ITEM 7: INFORMATION ITEMS
Information items were included in the agenda packet.
ITEM 8: BOARD COMMENTS (including reports on conferences/meetings attended at District expense)
Vice President Milhiser reported on the recent Water Facilities Authority (WFA) Board of Directors
meeting and that he has been appointed President. He also commented on WFA General Manager Terry
Catlin’s successful performance evaluation.
Board Auditor Martinez and Director Lopez congratulated Vice President Milhiser and Assistant
General Manager/Chief Financial Officer Reimer on their recent appointments.
Director Lopez reported on his attendance at a recent City of Montclair City Council meeting and
complimented General Manager Scott-Coe on his presentation to the City Council regarding the
statewide drought.
Director Erwin reported on the recent Engineering Committee and Finance Committee meetings.
ITEM 9: CLOSED SESSION
President Rose recessed the meeting to closed session at 7:37 p.m. to discuss:
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A. Conference with Legal Counsel – Existing Litigation (GC §54956.9[d][1])
Case Number RCV 51010: CBMWD v. City of Chino et al.
Director Erwin left the meeting during Closed Session.
President Rose reconvened the meeting into open session at 8:05 p.m. and requested that Legal Counsel
Gagen state the following reportable action taken by the Board for Item 9A: “The Board voted 4-0 to
participate in the appeal filed by the Agricultural Pool and to be represented by the appellate counsel for
the City of Ontario which is the Nossaman firm.”
ITEM 10: ADJOURNMENT
Upon motion by Director Lopez, seconded by Vice President Milhiser, and unanimously carried:
M22-01-7
MOVED: Approved to adjourn the meeting, as by roll call vote:
President Rose
Vice President Milhiser
Board Auditor Martinez
Director Erwin
Director Lopez

aye
aye
aye
not present
aye

There being no further business, President Rose adjourned the meeting at 8:05 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Justin M. Scott-Coe
General Manager/Secretary
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February 9, 2022
Honorable Board of Directors
Monte Vista Water District
SUBJECT: Monthly Financial Reports: December 2021
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Board of Directors:
1. Accept the Register of Demands for the month ending December 31, 2021; and
2. Approve the Financial Summaries for the month ending December 31, 2021.
COMMITTEE ACTION:
This item was not referred to committee as it is considered a routine administrative activity.
PRIOR BOARD ACTION:
None.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
None.
CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS/INITIATIVES:
Strategic Goal 5: Maintain responsible stewardship of District funds to address future needs.

Monthly Financial Reports: December 2021

BACKGROUND
Monte Vista Water District (District) staff routinely provide the Board of Directors (Board) with a
verbal presentation of the financial position of the District. Due to the Coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
pandemic, the California State Public Health Officer and Director of the California Department of
Public Health have advised public agencies to limit nonessential discussion items.
Consistent with this advice, staff has included the December Register of Demands and Financial
Summaries on the Consent Calendar for tonight’s meeting.
DISCUSSION
Register of Demands
There were 174 items paid in the month of December 2021, totaling $3,447,919.86. Major expenditures
for the month, representing approximately 86.9% of total monthly expenditures, include:

Expenditures

% Total
Monthly
Expenditures

$1,132,725

32.9%

Chino Basin Watermaster Assessments

$600,325

17.4%

Water Deliveries – November 2021 $419,969.12 from Water
Facilities Authority and $29,879.61 from San Antonio Water
Company

$449,849

13.0%

December 2021 Payroll-Related Costs

$324,996

9.4%

ACWA JPIA FYE 2022 Auto & Liability Program Renewal

$251,000

7.3%

$181,657

5.3%

$55,477

1.6%

$2,996,029

86.9%

Description of Major Expenditures
Capital Improvement Projects: Plant 30 Wellhead Treatment,
Pipeline Ave Pipeline Replacement, State Street Pipeline
Replacement/PRV, Well 19 Sand Intrusion/Pump Repair, Plant 34
Wellhead Treatment

City of Montclair – FYE 2022 1st Quarter Recycled Water and
Basin Replenishment
Professional Services – HR Legal Services, Wastewater and
Recycled Water Regulatory Compliance Review Project,
Organization Assessment/Class & Comp Study, Finance/Accounting
Support, Customer Service Survey, Connection Fee Study, Chino
Basin Water Bank
Total:

The balance of the District’s demands was for items considered routine in nature occurring on a monthly
basis.
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Board Member Meeting Reimbursements
This report summarizes the dates and meetings attended by the District’s Board members for which the
members were compensated during the month of December.
Schedule of Investment Report
The schedule of investments for the period ending December 31, 2021, reflects a District-invested
balance of $36,160,925.11 and a checking balance of $4,821,281.22, which combine for a working
capital total of $40,982,206.33. The average rate of return for District investments for the December
2021 period was 0.216%.
Financial Summaries
The Financial Summaries reflect both current month and year-to-date expenditures for the District
through December 31, 2021. Operating revenues are $625,000 ahead of budget (including retail sales
$190,000 ahead of budget and wholesale sales $89,000 behind budget). Operating expenditures are
currently $2.1 million under budget. The anticipated year-to-date contribution to reserves is ahead of
budgeted projections by $2.8 million through December 31, 2021.
Respectfully submitted,

Leah I. Nazaroff
Accounting Supervisor

Stephanie A. Reimer
Assistant General Manager/
Chief Financial Officer

Justin M. Scott-Coe
General Manager
Attachments
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CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 113021HA

OPEB (H. ACEVES)

1

12/01/21

HENRY ACEVES

Invoice #: 113021JD

OPEB (J. DIZON)

2

12/01/21

JONATHAN DIZON

Invoice #: 113021RG

OPEB (R. GONZALEZ)

3

12/01/21

ROLANDO GONZALEZ

64121

64122

64123

OPEB (R. GRAY)

4

12/01/21

RUSSELL GRAY

Invoice #: 113021RH

OPEB (R. HARTON)

5

12/01/21

RAYMOND HARTON

Invoice #: 113021MM

OPEB (M. HARVEY-MELLEBY)

6

12/01/21

MARY ANN HARVEY-MELLEBY

64125

64126

OPEB (M. KINSEY)

7

12/01/21

MARK KINSEY

Invoice #: 113021GM

OPEB (G. MARTINEZ)

8

12/01/21

GILBERT MARTINEZ

Invoice #: 113021CP

OPEB (C. PALMA)

9

12/01/21

CHRISTINE PALMA

Invoice #: 113021GP

OPEB (G. PANTOJA)

10

12/01/21

GONZALO PANTOJA

Invoice #: 113021RQ

OPEB (R. QUINCEY)

11

12/01/21

ROBIN QUINCEY

64128

64129

64130

64131

Invoice #: 113021JR

OPEB (J. REDDICK)

12

12/01/21

JOHN REDDICK

Invoice #: 113021BR

OPEB (B. ROWLEY)

13

12/01/21

BARRY ROWLEY

Invoice #: 113021KS

OPEB (K. STANDRIDGE)

14

12/01/21

KATHLEEN STANDRIDGE

15

64132

64133

64134

Invoice #: 113021RT

OPEB (R. TOCK)

12/01/21

ROSA TOCK

64135

889.45

1,497.00
1,135.20

1,135.20
1,196.68

Invoice #: 113021MK

64127

889.45

1,497.00

Invoice #: 113021RG

64124

Check
Amount

1,196.68
1,377.34

1,377.34
181.48

181.48
181.48

181.48
556.94

556.94
206.97

206.97
889.45

889.45
1,001.34

1,001.34
889.45

889.45
1,497.00

1,497.00
181.48

181.48
1,135.20

1,135.20
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CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 113021TT

OPEB (T. TRACY)

16

12/01/21

TRACY TRACY

Invoice #: 113021GV

OPEB (G. VOORTMAN)

17

12/01/21

GARY VOORTMAN

Invoice #: 113021RW

OPEB (G. VOORTMAN)

18

12/01/21

RAYMOND WELBORN

64136

64137

64138

Invoice #: 1000059670

OCT '21 MAINT FEE

19

12/02/21

ACI PAYMENTS INC

20

12/02/21

64139

Invoice #: 73113

YELLOW PAINT

64140

12/02/21

64141

22

12/02/21

ARAMARK REFRESHMENT SERVICES

Invoice #: N02331165

NOVEMBER '21-TRASH SVC

23

12/02/21

BURRTEC WASTE INDUSTRIES INC.

Invoice #: 5510
Invoice #: 6252

24

12/02/21

NOV 2021 BUSINESS CARD EXP-SR
NOV-2021 BUSINESS CARD EXP-JSC

64144

Invoice #: 709620
Invoice #: 709523

25

12/02/21

26

12/02/21

Invoice #: 8689

WATER ANALYSIS~

27

12/02/21

CLINICAL LAB OF SAN BERNARDINO

28

12/02/21

Invoice #: 79983

COMMERCIAL DOOR COMPANY, INC.

64148

480.12
38.50

38.50

86.15
272.84
182.76
30.49

486.09
233.03

233.03
539.85

539.85
2,511.23
2,212.62

4,723.85
124.84
29.72

154.56
181,657.08

181,657.08

CITY OF MONTCLAIR

Invoice #: 2101237-MVW01

64147

480.12

CARQUEST AUTO PARTS
FYE 22 Q1 RECYCLED WTR

64146

1,497.00

CARDMEMBER SERVICE
VEHICLE REPAIRS & MAINT~
VEHICLE REPAIRS & MAINT~

64145

1,497.00

AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES
OFFICE EXPENSE

64143

865.08

86.15

Invoice #: 11866906

64142

865.08

ALL COLOR PAINT CORP

Invoice #: 1PX6-MHKD-XXWT BATTERIES
Invoice #: 167W-QCNY-P3KC EMERGENCY TRAILER SUPPLIES
Invoice #: 1WKV-17FH-XFHY OFFICE COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

21

Check
Amount

COMMERCIAL DOOR INC
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2,332.50

2,332.50
7,213.00

7,213.00

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 5440-1006775

PRODUCTION SMALL TOOLS

29

12/02/21

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRICAL DIST.

Invoice #: 112321GD

MILEAGE REIMB- TRAINING

30

12/02/21

GABRIELA DE LA CRUZ

Invoice #: EI01237040

SEPT '21 CONSULTING SRVCS

31

12/02/21

EIDE BAILLY LLP

64149

64150

64151

Invoice #: 213-180-8942
Invoice #: 909-625-9236

DEC.'21 FIOS INTERNET SVC
NOV '21 FIRE ALARM (ANALOG LINE

32

12/02/21

FRONTIER

33

12/02/21

34

12/02/21

64152

Invoice #: 72621

Invoice #: 788790

35

36

12/02/21

INLAND EMPIRE UTILITIES AGENCY

Invoice #: 210044257
Invoice #: 8175

VEHICLES - MATERIAL~
VEHICLES- MATERIAL

12/02/21

INTERSTATE BATTERY

Invoice #: 12621
Invoice #: 12622
Invoice #: 12623

37

12/02/21

38

12/02/21

39

12/02/21

NOV '21 LEGAL SVCS CB ADJ
NOV'21 LEGAL SVCS GEN
NOVT'21 LEGAL SVCS SEWER

64157

Invoice #: 1-4886

VEHICLE REPAIRS AND MAINT~

LEININGER & SHORT

64159

LIEBERT CASSIDY WHITMORE

PROF. SRVCS. FOR 10/31/21

Invoice #: P004017

OFFICE MAINTENANCE

40

12/02/21

LIGHTING INSTYLE

41

12/02/21

64160

Invoice #: 162462

GASOLINE UNLEADED 275 UNITS

64161

3,219.23

3,219.23
190.98
166.88

1,900.79

1,900.79
491.71

648.69

648.69
136.55
112.18

248.73
8,284.50
3,818.00
2,318.00

14,420.50

KIDMAN GAGEN LAW LLP

64158

Invoice #: 207423

307.16

491.71

OCT 21 WELL 33 BRINE DISCHARG

64156

307.16

HASA INC

Invoice #: 90030418

64155

31.25

GENERATOR SERVICES CO., INC.
SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE~

64154

31.25

357.86

SERVICE PERFORMED ON GENERATOR

64153

Check
Amount

MATHISEN OIL CO
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40.78

40.78
702.00

702.00
86.98

86.98
1,176.94

1,176.94

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 515970300
Invoice #: 515923066

UNIFORMS
UNIFORMS

42

12/02/21

MISSION LINEN & UNIFORM SVC

43

12/02/21

64162

Invoice #: 3136

44

36.80

OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE EXPENSE

12/02/21

OFFICE DEPOT INC

64164

45

12/02/21

46

12/02/21

47

12/02/21

SERVICE & MAINLINE MATERIAL

64165

Invoice #: 25894

Invoice #: 3756

12/02/21

READY REFRESH BY NESTLE
VEHICLE MAINT
VEHICLE MAINT

64169

12/02/21

Invoice #: S100183709.001

INVENTORY

50

12/02/21

S & J SUPPLY CO, INC

Invoice #: 8105790628

DEC'21 -FEB'21 ELEVATOR MAINT

51

12/02/21

SCHINDLER ELEVATOR CORPORATION

52

12/02/21

64171

Invoice #: 255944

53

PLANT MAINT SUPPLIES~

12/02/21

SMITH PIPE & SUPPLY INC

12/02/21

64174

250.00
51.45

51.45

757.06

1,608.84
873.21

873.21
375.58

375.58

SJM INDUSTRIAL RADIO

Invoice #: 700088286616-SA 2029AUG. -SEPT. 2021 10575 CENTRAL AVE.~
Invoice #: 700246748846
OCT'21 ROSE AVE
Invoice #: 700088286616-4775 AUG. -SEPT. 2021 4775 GRAND AVE

54

250.00

1,608.84

Invoice #: 3827316

64173

2,129.71

ROSE AUTO CLINIC

CP200D BATTERY

64172

270.33

602.28
154.78

49

64170

270.33

QUADIENT FINANCE USA, INC.
DISTILLED WATER

Invoice #: 22457
Invoice #: 22454

307.91

2,129.71

Invoice #: 01K6701258437

64168

274.61
25.47
7.83

OPARC
NOV'21 REFILL POSTAGE METER

64167

36.80

ONTARIO BUILDING MATERIALS
OCT. '21 JANITORIAL SVCS

64166

509.68

MR KEYS -ONTARIO LOCK-JACK'S

Invoice #: 208030333001
Invoice #: 208071136001
Invoice #: 208030333002

Invoice #: 19252

48

254.84
254.84

KEYS- 11 COPIES

64163

Check
Amount

SOUTHERN CALIF EDISON
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62.23

62.23
1,358.29
90.99
77.00

1,526.28

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 168210 Dec 21

DEC '21 LIFE/ADD/LT DISABILITY INSURANCE

55

12/02/21

STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY

56

12/02/21

57

12/02/21

64175

Invoice #: 949

CUST SVC TEMP

64176

Invoice #: 578618

Invoice #: LB628

13.11

12/02/21

Invoice #: 942766983

GPS LOCATOR ACCESS - VALVE SOFTWARE

59

12/02/21

T-MOBILE

60

12/02/21

Invoice #: 2664

61

12/02/21

UNITED RENTALS

62

12/02/21

Invoice #: 9893168005

NOV '21 CELL PHONES DIST & OPS

63

12/02/21

VERIZON WIRELESS

HACH POCKET PRO PH & TEMP

64182

64183

64

12/02/21

WESTERN WATER WORKS SUPPLY CO

65

12/08/21

66

CY 2022 AGENCY DUES

64185

24,990.00
62.13

62.13
129.40

739.68

739.68
5,161.23
1,839.49
1,163.70
854.46
512.68

9,531.56
22,260.00

22,260.00

ACWA

Invoice #: 1XJP-MFRJ-XTHJ
Invoice #: 167K-1VM9-3PGD
Invoice #: 133C-QW79-Q6WG
Invoice #: 139W-DFDK-MM9J

OFFICE EXPENSE- BATTERIES
OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
SAFETY MATERIAL- EAR PLUGS

12/08/21

AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES

64186

24,990.00

129.40

MATERIAL
PLANT-30
12x7.5 Repair Clamp 12.70-13.10
MATERIAL
MATERIAL

Invoice #: 910

20.00

USABlueBook

Invoice #: 1114700-01
Invoice #: 1115428-00
Invoice #: 1112342-01
Invoice #: 1114700-00
Invoice #: 1115113-00

64184

30.00

TRUE NORTH RESEARCH, INC.
SMALL TOOLS, PROPANE, SAFETY~

Invoice #: 793922

30.00

20.00

Invoice #: 200115450-001

64181

13.11

THREE VALLEYS MWD

CUSTOMER SERVICE SURVEY

64180

934.40

THOMPSON PLUMBING SUPPLY

58

64179

1,798.78
934.40

LEADERSHIP BREAKFAST

64178

1,798.78

THE RIGHT CHOICE
SMALL TOOLS

64177

Check
Amount
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440.57
111.17
81.80
24.69

658.23

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Invoice #: 121

Vendor Name
PLANT MAINTENANCE- PLANT 1 ELECTRICAL

64187

67

12/08/21

Invoice #: 641-013 Retention

RETENTION EN2018-05 PLANT 30 WELLHEAD

68

12/08/21

CALIFORNIA BANK & TRUST

Invoice #: DE6635

COMPRESSED NITROGEN

69

12/08/21

CALIFORNIA TOOL & WELDING SUPP

64188

64189

PLANT 18 IRRIG WTR SEPT 27-NOV16

70

12/08/21

CITY OF UPLAND

71

12/08/21

Invoice #: 5440-1006534

PRODUCTION SMALL TOOLS

72

12/08/21

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRICAL DIST.

Invoice #: 006801

DEC. '21 LANDSCAPE MAINT

64191

64192

NOV 21 PROG BILL 2021 AUDIT
NOV21 WFC 2021 AUDIT

73

12/08/21

FEDAK & BROWN LLP

Invoice #: 0778466

3/4" Direct Read Meter (NED2D22R8F2SA51)

74

12/08/21

FERGUSON WATERWORKS #1083

75

12/08/21

Invoice #: 0000040

EN2018-05_PLANT 30 WELLHEAD TREATMENT

76

12/08/21

HAZEN AND SAWYER

77

12/08/21

64194

Invoice #: 789615

SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE~

64195

64196

Invoice #: 123432

78

12/08/21

HOLLIDAY ROCK

Invoice #: 6035322531944159

HARDWARE SUPPLIES

79

12/08/21

HOME DEPOT

80

30.50
139.97

139.97
4,445.00

4,445.00
26.63

26.63
9,145.00
545.00

9,690.00
6,670.80

6,670.80
439.03

14,366.50

14,366.50
43.10

43.10
715.03
634.86

1,349.89
206.22

206.22

Invoice #: 25AR1364567
Invoice #: 25AR1365820

NOV'21 XERC8055 MAINT CHARGE
NOV'21 XER5945 MAINT CHARGE

12/08/21

IMAGE SOURCE

64200

30.50

HI-WAY SAFETY INC
ASPHALT MATERIAL
ASPHALT MATERIAL~

64199

19,312.87

439.03

Invoice #: 1346066
Invoice #: 1345295

64198

19,312.87

HASA INC

SAFETY MATERIAL, SVC & MAINLINE~

64197

4,556.20

CLS LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT

Invoice #: 113021-F&B
Invoice #: 113021-F&B-WFC

64193

4,556.20

AMERICAN ELECTRIC SERVICES

Invoice #: 351-1089.01

64190

Check
Amount
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315.94
61.55

377.49

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 90030428

MEU 21,979 BILLING UNITS-OCT. 2021

81

12/08/21

INLAND EMPIRE UTILITIES AGENCY

82

12/08/21

Invoice #: 67315221

ACETYLENE CYLINDER RENTAL

83

12/08/21

LINDE GAS & EQUIPMENT INC.

64201

Invoice #: 1-4613

VEHICLE REPAIRS AND MAINT

64202

64203

OFFICE 365 ONLINE SRVCS

84

12/08/21

MICROSOFT CORPORATION

85

12/08/21

86

12/08/21

Invoice #: 291635

SEPT. 21 FS-6525MFP COPY COSTS

64205

Invoice #: 6052-3

87

SOIL REMOVAL
SOIL REMOVAL

12/08/21

NORTH AMERICAN RECYCLING
OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE EXPENSE

88

12/08/21

OFFICE DEPOT INC

Invoice #: INV-25423

VEHICLE MAINT

89

12/08/21

ONSITE TRUCK AND EQUIPMENT

Invoice #: 10601953

EMPLOYEE TESTING

90

12/08/21

PREMIER FAMILY MEDICINE ASSOC

91

12/08/21

64209

64210

Invoice #: 179000

Invoice #: 8600

19.13

19.13
11,700.00

11,700.00

475.42
110.96
31.49

142.45

2,275.33
174.00

174.00
907.50

7,391.00

93

12/08/21

PUMP CHECK

Invoice #: 113021SR

ACWA CONFERENCE

94

12/08/21

STEPHANIE REIMER

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES-SEPT. 2021

64214

25.00

7,391.00

12/08/21

64213

25.00

907.50

92

Invoice #: 21100

210.89

PSOMAS
METER TESTING

64212

210.89

2,275.33

SEWER PROJECT- PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

64211

20.39

340.00
135.42

Invoice #: 211491212001
Invoice #: 211491831001

64208

20.39

NJBSOFT, LLC

Invoice #: 73141243
Invoice #: 43141244

64207

23,737.32

NATIONAL RAM BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SAMS SOFTWARE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION FEE~

64206

23,737.32

LEININGER & SHORT

Invoice #: E0100GNPQG

64204

Check
Amount

23,068.75

23,068.75

RAFTELIS
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69.25

69.25

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Invoice #: 32909

Vendor Name
DEC' 21 SOFTWARE SUPPORT SVCS &

64215

95

12/08/21

96

12/08/21

Invoice #: 113021SR

EXP REIMBURSEMENT - ACWA

97

12/08/21

SANDRA ROSE

Invoice #: 22457

64217

602.28

EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT-DIRECTOR/MANAGER

98

12/08/21

JUSTIN SCOTT-COE

99

12/08/21

Invoice #: 3833968

METER TESTING/REPAIR

100

12/08/21

SMITH PIPE & SUPPLY INC

Invoice #: 328543

NOV'21FIRE/INTRUSION/ACCESS/~

64219

64220

OCT. 2021 4675 MORENO ST.

101

12/08/21

SOUTHERN CALIF EDISON

102

12/08/21

Invoice #: 958

103

CUST SVC TEMP

64222

12/08/21

UNDERGROUND SERVICE ALERT

Invoice #: 1112342-02
Invoice #: 1114700-02
Invoice #: 11151113-01

12x7.5 Repair Clamp 12.70-13.10
MATERIAL
MATERIAL

104

12/08/21

WESTERN WATER WORKS SUPPLY CO

Invoice #: 120821BD

EMPLOYEE HOLIDAY EVENT

105

12/09/21

BRANDON'S DINER

64225

Invoice #: 120821RE

SAFETY SHOE REIMBURSEMENT

106

12/09/21

ROBERTO ESCALANTE

107

12/16/21

Invoice #: 9984762417

GAS CYLINDER RENTALS

108

12/16/21

AIRGAS USA LLC

64226

Invoice #: M032

NEW CAR INSURANCE

64227

64228

879.77
69.85

69.85
1,476.00

1,476.00
36.95

36.95
34,897.69

34,897.69
560.64

DIG ALERT
DIG SAFE BOARD-STATE FEE

64224

0.00

879.77

560.64

THE RIGHT CHOICE

Invoice #: 1120210462
Invoice #: dsb20206046

64223

VOID

SECURITY OF LOS ANGELES INC

Invoice #: 700088286616-4675

64221

7,066.00

ROSE AUTO CLINIC

Invoice #: 060221JSC

64218

7,066.00

RESOURCE COMPUTER SOLUTIONS
VEHICLE MAINT

64216

Check
Amount

252.55
99.89

352.44
4,878.52
706.53
512.68

6,097.73
855.00

855.00
179.38

179.38
697.00

697.00

ACWA JPIA
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201.92

201.92

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 1H3H-9MRF-TKDK
Invoice #: 1FDV-CDTQ-DXYP
Invoice #: 1CNJ-V3Y4-N43R
Invoice #: 1133-GNXD-KXYH

PUBLIC RELATIONS
OFFICE COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE EXPENSE

109

12/16/21

AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES

110

12/16/21

Invoice #: 120821ASBCSD

2022 REGULAR MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

111

12/16/21

ASBCSD

64229

Invoice #: 696962

MOBILE EQUIP SUPPLIES & MAINT

64230

64231

112

12/16/21

AT&T MOBILITY

113

12/16/21

114

12/16/21

COMPRESSED OXYGEN

64233

Invoice #: 711743

115

116

DECLARATION-SIGNIFICANT WATER SHORTAGE

12/16/21

CHAMPION NEWSPAPERS

Invoice #: AP22-11
Invoice #: NAG22-09

WATERMASTER ASSESSMENTS
WATERMASTER ASSESSMENTS

12/16/21

CHINO BASIN WATERMASTER

64236

Invoice #: 1772
Invoice #: 1771

117

12/16/21

WATER USE EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS~
WATER USE EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS~

64237

CY 2022 RENEWAL SE
CY 2022 RENEWAL LN

118

12/16/21

CSMFO

Invoice #: 909-626-2323

NOV 21 ELEVATOR PHONE LINE

119

12/16/21

FRONTIER

64239

Invoice #: 791467
Invoice #: 791468

120

12/16/21

312.19

312.19
35.48

35.48
3.49

3.49
480.00

480.00
598,672.01
1,652.54

600,324.55
433.00
303.00

736.00
110.00
110.00

220.00
66.79

66.79

SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE~
SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE~

64240

300.00

CONSERV CONSTRUCTION INC

Invoice #: 300008434
Invoice #: 300008436

64238

145.41

CARQUEST AUTO PARTS

Invoice #: 199244G

64235

145.41

CALIFORNIA TOOL & WELDING SUPP
VEHICLE REPAIRS & MAINT~

64234

713.62

300.00

MOBILE SHARE 20GB- IPADS

Invoice #: 657820

449.01
215.82
33.01
15.78

ARROW TRAILER SUPPLY

Invoice #: 12022021

64232

Check
Amount

504.01
439.03

943.04

HASA INC
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CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #
121

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 1342360

ASPHALT MATERIAL

12/16/21

HOLLIDAY ROCK

64241

Invoice #: 202964
Invoice #: 203484

NOV. 21 STMTS POSTAGE
NOV'21 MAINT FEE

64242

122

12/16/21

Invoice #: 900328519

DIGITAL ACCESS SUBSCRIPTION

123

12/16/21

INLAND VALLEY DAILY BULLETIN

64243

Invoice #: 1514

124

12/16/21

Invoice #: 9106542214

ALCOHOL & DRUG TESTING

125

12/16/21

JJ KELLER & ASSOC, INC.

126

12/16/21

64245

Invoice #: 1-4891

PLANT MAINTENANCE

127

12/16/21

LIGHTING INSTYLE

Invoice #: 82131050627905

HARDWARE SUPPLIES

128

12/16/21

LOWE'S BUSINESS ACCOUNT

129

64248

Invoice #: 271710/2
Invoice #: CM265823/2

SAFETY MATERIAL
HARDWARE SUPPLIES

12/16/21

MCFADDEN-DALE HARDWARE

64249

Invoice #: 516011478
Invoice #: 516058751

UNIFORMS
UNIFORMS

130

12/16/21

MISSION LINEN & UNIFORM SVC

Invoice #: INV-25434

VEHICLE MAINT

131

12/16/21

ONSITE TRUCK AND EQUIPMENT

64250

64251

Invoice #: 19261

132

12/16/21

133

12/16/21

Invoice #: 121421HS

D1 CERT RENEWAL HS

134

12/16/21

HECTOR SAENZ

Invoice #: 22471

64254

69.95

69.95
44,907.50

44,907.50
75.00

75.00
76.40

76.40
52.16

52.16
144.21

144.21
99.88
(96.41)

3.47

509.68
482.13

482.13
30.17

30.17

ONTARIO BUILDING MATERIALS
VEHICLE MAINT

64253

5,465.72

254.84
254.84

MAINLINE MATERIAL

64252

4,407.32
1,058.40

LEININGER & SHORT

Invoice #: P006719

64247

534.01

JIG CONSULTANTS

VEHICLE REPAIRS AND MAINT

64246

534.01

INFOSEND INC

EN2021-08_STATE ST PIPELINEREPL, PRV

64244

Check
Amount

108.35

108.35

ROSE AUTO CLINIC
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70.00

VOID

0.00

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #
135

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 16-0010-01

NOV'21 WTR DLVRY

12/16/21

SAN ANTONIO WATER COMPANY

64255

Invoice #: 700088286616-34 MV AUG TO OCT-34 MONTE VISTA-PALO VERDE
Invoice #: 700088286616-9188 JULY TO OCT 9188 MONTE VISTA AVE.

136

12/16/21

64256

Invoice #: 968
Invoice #: 940

137

12/16/21

SMALL TOOLS, PROPANE, SAFETY~

138

12/16/21

64258

UNITED RENTALS

Invoice #: 364000023613

NOV 21 GPS SERVICE

139

12/16/21

VERIZON

Invoice #: 121621EC

T1 CERT RENEWAL OP#25505

140

12/16/21

EDWARD CAMPOS

64260

Invoice #: M032

141

12/21/21

142

12/21/21

AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES

Invoice #: 121721JB

SAFETY SHOE REIMBURSEMENT

143

12/21/21

JESUS BUSTILLOS

Invoice #: 6252
Invoice #: 5510

DEC-2021 BUSINESS CARD EXP-JSC
DEC 2021 BUSINESS CARD EXP-SR

64264

144

12/21/21

Invoice #: FB17930

NOV.2021 PROF. SRVCS

145

12/21/21

CAROLLO

64265

Invoice #: 79312

146

12/21/21

147

12/21/21

Invoice #: 20802

100.27

100.27
314.10

55.00

55.00
251,000.00

262.08
107.91
29.29
25.06

424.34
200.00

200.00
1,536.72
738.42

2,275.14
2,302.50

2,302.50
529.31

529.31

CITY OF ONTARIO
OCT & NOV '21 LEGAL SRVCS COST

64267

1,681.92

CARDMEMBER SERVICE

COST SHARE FOR WW & RW REGULATORY

64266

934.40
747.52

251,000.00

SHELF STORAGE- COMMUNITY AFFAIRS OFFICE
OFFICE COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

64263

10,570.87

ACWA JPIA

Invoice #: 1VDQ-MCD6-JWH4
Invoice #: 1W13-91LQ-4K17
Invoice #: 1X6G-HV41-6CK4
Invoice #: 1H43-VKLG-C1QQ

64262

10,510.96
59.91

314.10

FYE 2022 AUTO AND LIABILITY PROGRAM

64261

29,879.61

THE RIGHT CHOICE

Invoice #: 200905627-001

64259

29,879.61

SOUTHERN CALIF EDISON
CUST SVC TEMP
CUST SVC TEMP

64257

Check
Amount

CUCAMONGA VALLEY WATER DIST
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548.70

548.70

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Check
Amount

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 20211210000438

JAN'22 DENTAL INS PREM

148

12/21/21

CYPRESS DENTAL ADMINISTRATORS

Invoice #: 0182-01

EN2021-09 PIPELINE AVE. PIPELINE REPLAC.

149

12/21/21

DOMINGUEZ GENERAL ENGINEERING

Invoice #: 0013049-IN

ION EXCHANGE SYSTEM FOR PLANT 34 WELLHEA 271,955.00

150

12/21/21

ENVIROGEN TECHNOLOGIES INC

64268

64269

64270

Invoice #: 6770

FLAG

64271

12/21/21

Invoice #: 0778466-1

3/4" Direct Read Meter (NED2D22R8F2SA51)

152

12/21/21

FERGUSON WATERWORKS #1083

Invoice #: 909-625-9236

DEC '21 FIRE ALARM (ANALOG LINE

153

12/21/21

FRONTIER

64273

Invoice #: 28989

12/21/21

Invoice #: 0000041

EN2018-05_PLANT 30 WELLHEAD TREATMENT

155

12/21/21

64275

HAZEN AND SAWYER

156

12/21/21

64276

LIEBERT CASSIDY WHITMORE

157

12/21/21

Invoice #: 516103233

UNIFORMS

158

12/21/21

MISSION LINEN & UNIFORM SVC

GASOLINE UNLEADED 600 UNITS

64277

64278

159

12/21/21

OFFICE DEPOT INC

160

12/21/21

NOV '21 JANITORIAL SVCS

64280

79,379.25

79,379.25
166.88

160,250.00

160,250.00
4,273.00

4,273.00
117.00

117.00
2,450.06

2,450.06
254.84

OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE EXPENSE
OFFICE EXPENSE

Invoice #: 26039

288.36

MATHISEN OIL CO

Invoice #: 21068030001
Invoice #: 212094824001
Invoice #: 212500300001
Invoice #: 212500295001
Invoice #: 212500290001

64279

271,955.00

GENERAL PUMP COMPANY

PROF. SRVCS. FOR 11/30/21

Invoice #: 162872

248,876.25

166.88

154

Invoice #: 208943

248,876.25

FAUST MEDIA SERVICES

EN2021-03 WELL 19 SAND INSTRUSION/PUMP

64274

4,014.39

288.36

151

64272

4,014.39

254.84
205.79
129.74
126.42
14.49
10.78

487.22
2,129.71

2,129.71

OPARC
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CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: INV-15-118157

NOV'21 PROCESSING FEES

161

12/21/21

PAYMENTUS GROUP INC

Invoice #: 122121PC

PETTY CASH

162

12/21/21

PETTY CASH

163

64281

64282

12/21/21

SO CAL GAS
NOV'21 ROSE AVE

164

12/21/21

SOUTHERN CALIF EDISON

Invoice #: 1277991

MESSAGE ON HOLD (QTRLY BILL)

165

12/21/21

SPECTRIO

Invoice #: OP#37803

D1 RENEWAL-HS

166

12/21/21

SWRCB-DWOCP

64286

Invoice #: 978

167

12/21/21

Invoice #: 201404944-0011

SMALL TOOLS, PROPANE, SAFETY~

168

12/21/21

UNITED RENTALS

64288

MATERIAL
MATERIAL
OD-TAPE

169

12/21/21

WESTERN WATER WORKS SUPPLY CO

170

12/21/21

Invoice #: 6779

171

DEC.'21 HEALTH INS PREM
DEC 21 BRD HEALTH INS PREM

12/07/21

PERS HEALTH INSURANCE

Invoice #: 641-013

EN2018-05 PLANT 30 WELLHEAD TREATMENT

172

12/15/21

J.F. SHEA CONSTRUCTION, INC

Invoice #: 22-33

NOVEMBER '21 WATER DELIVERIES

173

12/27/21

WATER FACILITIES AUTHORITY JPA

20211215

20211227

70.00

70.00
786.30

786.30
100.27

100.27

12,220.50
7,854.75

7,854.75

FAUST MEDIA SERVICES

Invoice #: 16621960
Invoice #: 16621967

20211207

255.09

11,436.72
683.57
100.21

SHORTAGE MAIL PACK-11,545

64290

100.32

THE RIGHT CHOICE

Invoice #: 1115113-03
Invoice #: 1115113-02PO
Invoice #: 11115113-02

64289

100.32

255.09

CUST SVC TEMP

64287

152.27
24.89
16.27
16.27

209.70

Invoice #: 700246748846

64285

2,020.75

431.30

NOV 21-MAIN OFFICE (EAST MAIN OF
OCT'21-FIRE HOUSE (WEST FIRE HOUS
NOV 21-FIELD OFFICE (NORTH FIELD OFF
NOV 21-OPS BLDG (NORTH FIELD OFF

64284

2,020.75

431.30

Invoice #: 11402282005
Invoice #: 11822282007
Invoice #: 11612282001
Invoice #: 11192282009

64283

Check
Amount
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34,053.25
6,473.55

40,526.80
366,944.53

366,944.53
419,969.12

419,969.12

CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Item #
174

Check
Date

Check
No.

Vendor Name

Invoice #: 16652008
Invoice #: 16652012

JAN.'22 HEALTH INS PREM
JAN'22 BRD HEALTH INS PREM

12/31/21

PERS HEALTH INSURANCE

20211231

Check
Amount
33,566.47
6,204.48

39,770.95

$3,114,446.68
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CHECK REGISTER

December 2021
Disbursement Accounts

$ Amount

AP Checks
Flexible Spending Reimbursements
Deposit Refunds

3,114,446.68
6,950.92
1,526.02
Subtotal:

Payroll Checks & Wires
Payroll Direct Deposits

$3,122,923.62

Check #:
Check #:
758125 to 758140

Subtotal:

150,145.75
174,850.49
$324,996.24

Grand Total: $

3,447,919.86

BOARD MEMBER
MEETING REIMBURSEMENTS
December 2021
Sandra Rose (7 Meetings)
12/01 ACWA Fall Conference
12/02 ACWA Fall Conference
12/07 Agenda Review
12/08 Inland Empire Utility Agency- Chino
Basin Plan Meeting
12/15 Board Meeting
12/17 Inland Empire Utility Agency- Meeting
with Director Tule
12/22 Meeting with General Manager Justin
and Inland Empire Utilities Agency
Director Elie & General Manager
Shivaji Deshmukh
Tony Lopez (3 Meetings)
12/08 Engineering Committee Meeting
12/13 Personnel Committee Meeting
12/15 Board Meeting
Phil Erwin (2 Meetings)
12/08 Engineering Committee Meeting
12/15 Board Meeting

Mike Milhiser (4 Meetings)
12/09 Water Facilities Authority Special Board
Meeting
12/13 Personnel Committee Meeting
12/15 Board Meeting
12/30 Director/Manager Meeting
Manny Martinez (10 Meetings)
12/01 ACWA Fall Conference
12/07 W.E.L.L Conference- Drought: State
and Local Response
12/09 Chino Basin Water Master- Appropriator
Pool Special Meeting
12/10 Audit of Financials
12/11 Assembly Member Rodriguez- Open
House
12/15 Board Meeting
12/17 ACWA Conference- Water Shortage
12/20 Montclair City Council Meeting
12/21 CSDA Webinar: PFAS- Legal and
Legislative Response 2021
12/28 Director/Manager Meeting

Please note: Meetings attended are paid (1) per
day and not more than (10) meetings in a month

I

Stephanie A. Reimer
(print name)

, verify reimbursement for attendance at these meetings.

_____________________________
Signature

Monte Vista Water District
Schedule of Investments

December 31, 2021
Citizens Business Bank
Balance @:
Balance @:

30-Nov-2021
31-Dec-2021

(Checking)

$1,280,537.33
$1,627,069.73

US Bank Custodial Account
$

Balance @: 30-Nov-2021
Other
Investments

AMEX Centurion
AMEX Bank FSB
Goldman Sachs
Discover Bank
Citibank NA
Live Oak Banking
Morgan Stanley NA
Morgan Stanley PVT
Money Market

Purchase
Price

Activity Summary
Description
Amount

250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
-

Balances @: 31-Dec-2021

Par
Value

250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
2,000,000.00

Yield to
Maturity

Dealer

CUSIP/FDIC

SAI
SAI
WSI
WSI
WSI
WSI
WSI
WSI
USB

27471
35328
33124
5649
7213
58665
32992
34221
31846V807

2.400%
2.400%
3.150%
3.250%
3.300%
1.400%
1.550%
1.500%

Portfolio Yield:

2.369%

# Days
to Term

Maturity
Date

249
249
494
599
601
1186
1188
823
1

09/06/22
09/06/22
05/09/23
08/22/23
08/24/23
03/31/25
04/02/25
04/02/24
01/01/22

2,055,905.00
Market Value

$

253,587.50
253,587.50
259,095.00
261,075.00
261,312.50
253,537.50
254,722.50
254,390.00
2,051,307.50

LAIF Account
Balance @:
30-Nov-2021
Net Monthly Transfers
Quarterly Interest Earnings
Balance @:
31-Dec-2021

33,084,617.61
1,025,000.00
LAIF Yield:

0.212%

Total Investment Portfolio
Overall Average Yield

$ 34,109,617.61
$ 36,160,925.11
0.331%

Certification Statement
The District is able to meet the next six months of cash flow requirements. This will be accomplished
through the receipt of water sales, property taxes, and other miscellaneous revenue.

________________________________

Stephanie A. Reimer
Assistant General Manager/ Chief Financial Officer
File: FYE 2022 Investment Reports
Tab: Dec-2021

Monte Vista Water District
Bond Investments

December 31, 2021
CBB Money Market Account
Balance @:
Balance @:

(Money Market)

30-Nov-2021
31-Dec-2021

Interest Rate:

$4,516,512.77
$3,194,211.49

0.100%

LAIF Account
Balance @:
30-Nov-2021
Net Monthly Transfers
Quarterly Interest Earnings
Balance @:
31-Dec-2021

LAIF Yield:

0.212%

$

-

Total Investment Portfolio

$0.00

Overall Average Yield

0.100%

Bond Proceeds Tracking ($17.0M)
CBB Money Market Account
LAIF Account
MVWD Reimbursement

Balance @:
Balance @:
Through:

31-Dec-2021
31-Dec-2021
31-Dec-2021

$3,194,211.49
$0.00
13,806,039.78
$ 17,000,251.27

Certification Statement
The District is able to meet bond related expenses utilizing the bond investments reflected above.
Qualifying expenditures are funded via withdrawals and/or transfers from LAIF to the Money Market account.

________________________________

Stephanie A. Reimer
Assistant General Manager/ Chief Financial Officer

File: FYE 2022 Investment Reports
Tab: Dec-2021 Bonds

Monte Vista Water District
Investment Informational Graph
INTEREST RATE PERFORMANCE

Dec-20
Jan-21
Feb-21
Mar-21
Apr-21
May-21
Jun-21
Jul-21
Aug-21
Sep-21
Oct-21
Nov-21
Dec-21

1 Year
T Bill

LAIF
Actual %

District
Rate of Return

0.100%
0.100%
0.070%
0.080%
0.060%
0.050%
0.070%
0.080%
0.070%
0.080%
0.110%
0.180%
0.300%

0.540%
0.458%
0.407%
0.357%
0.339%
0.315%
0.262%
0.221%
0.221%
0.206%
0.203%
0.203%
0.212%

0.584%
0.518%
0.453%
0.415%
0.413%
0.356%
0.305%
0.270%
0.253%
0.232%
0.217%
0.213%
0.216%

2.10%

0.75%

GPS
FS

3130A1LF3

0.50%

0.25%

0.00262

0.00576
0.00%

2.14%

File: FYE 2022 Investment Reports
Tab: Dec-2021 Graph

Dec-2021

Monte Vista Water District
FYE 2022 Adopted Budget

Revenue
Current
Month
Projected

FYE 2022
Amended
Budget

Category

Current
Month
Actual

Year To Date
Projected

Year to Date
Actual

Water Sales
Retail Water Sales

9,842,000

714,170

663,121

5,532,078

5,753,689

Readiness to Serve (RTS)

4,483,500

403,515

341,985

2,241,750

2,216,171

212,013

15,384

4,895

119,170

90,623

5,154,000

149,314

185,761

3,071,178

2,982,562

Retail Water Sales - Conservation
Wholesale Water Sales - Chino Hills
Wholesale Water Sales - Other
Recycled Water Sales
Subtotal

-

-

-

-

-

288,000

9,600

12,054

177,600

199,739

19,979,513

1,291,983

1,207,817

11,141,776

11,242,783

Fees
Reconnection Fees

10,000

833

-

5,000

-

Same Day Service

3,000

250

245

1,500

1,745

Miscellaneous Fees Income

8,700

725

1,250

4,350

12,580

Returned Check Fee

4,500

375

60

2,250

1,980

96,000

8,000

90

48,000

39,510

Application Fee

4,900

408

300

2,450

2,280

Meter Tampering Fee

2,300

192

250

1,150

1,250

Late Fee

Extension Fee

8,000

667

5

4,000

5

137,400

11,450

2,200

68,700

59,350

Miscellaneous Income

20,000

1,667

590,129

10,000

594,139

Telecom Lease Revenue

68,300

-

1,333

34,150

33,448

Sale of Surplus Property

6,500

-

4,858

-

4,858

Sewer/Trash Billing Fees

-

-

-

-

-

Subtotal
Other

City of Chino Services
Interest
Energy Recovery

-

-

-

-

-

191,000

47,750

4,068

95,500

57,046

190,000

15,833

6,039

95,000

69,131

4,676,400

-

-

200,191

210,030

5,152,200

65,250

606,427

434,841

968,652

25,269,113

1,368,683

1,816,444

11,645,317

12,270,786

Taxes

1,952,300

976,150

905,380

976,150

1,145,561

Grant / Bond Proceeds

3,400,000

-

-

1,970,000

9,948

Developer Fees

644,000

53,667

-

322,000

245,722

Contributions - Other Agencies

575,000

143,750

-

287,500

52,831

-

-

-

-

-

6,571,300

1,173,567

905,380

3,555,650

1,454,062

$31,840,413

$2,542,250

$15,200,967

$13,724,848

Chino Hills Capacity Maint Charge
Subtotal
TOTAL OPERATIONAL REVENUE

Loan Proceeds
TOTAL CAPITAL REVENUE

TOTAL REVENUES
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$2,721,824

Dec-2021

Monte Vista Water District
FYE 2022 Adopted Budget

Production
FYE 2022
Amended
Budget

Category

Current
Month
Projected

Current
Month
Actual

Year To Date
Projected

Year to Date
Actual

Purchased Water
Source of Supply (WFA)

8,058,679

304,785

332,091

4,631,450

3,663,601

Subtotal

163,800
8,222,479

304,785

332,091

40,950
4,672,400

73,235
3,736,836

Subtotal

498,000
498,000

38,308
38,308

24,198
24,198

249,000
249,000

233,492
233,492

Recycled Water

Pump Operations
Departmental Labor

Production & Water Quality Expenses
Pump & Booster Repair Material

10,000

833

383

5,000

3,762

Well Repair Material

30,000

2,500

76

15,000

8,676

Pressure Control Stations

12,000

1,000

-

6,000

3,095

Production - Meter Testing

12,000

1,000

-

6,000

8,291

2,000

167

-

1,000

-

56,701

4,725

-

28,351

3,610

Emergency Shutdown
Production Permits and Fees
Pump Oil

9,000

750

-

4,500

3,803

1,377,000

102,870

277,051

734,346

1,024,604

40,000

3,333

-

20,000

3,435

4,000

333

3,300

2,000

3,300

Production - Small Tools

8,000

667

562

4,000

2,190

Energy Recovery

2,500

208

-

1,250

-

80,000

6,667

-

40,000

14,112

Subtotal

334,000
1,977,201

24,952
150,005

6,374
287,746

178,120
1,045,567

39,931
1,118,810

911,200

-

-

911,200

577,839

Subtotal

646,680
1,557,880

161,670
161,670

-

161,670
1,072,870

108,422
686,261

Electric Utility
Telemetry
Reservoir Material

Water Analysis
Water Treatment

Water Assessments & Replenishment
Watermaster Assessments
Replenishment Supply

Less Capital Administration Costs

TOTAL PRODUCTION

(119,700)

(9,975)

(9,975)

(59,850)

(59,850)

$12,135,860

$644,793

$634,060

$6,979,987

$5,715,548
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Monte Vista Water District
FYE 2022 Adopted Budget

Distribution
Category

FYE 2022
Amended
Budget

Current
Month
Projected

Current
Month
Actual

Year To Date
Projected

Year to Date
Actual

Fire Hydrant Expense

45,000

3,750

150

22,500

9,484

Small Tools

20,000

1,667

556

10,000

4,290

Mainline Material Expense

60,000

5,000

3,936

30,000

20,218

Service Material Expense

102,000

8,500

7,031

51,000

59,560

Asphalt Replacement

241,650

20,138

44,038

120,825

88,862

Meter Repairs

30,000

2,500

82

15,000

454

Gasoline & Other Fuels

54,000

4,500

6,034

27,000

31,929

Mobile Equipment Maintenance

38,000

3,167

4,874

19,000

27,679

Uniforms and Boots

21,850

1,821

1,539

10,925

9,578

Landscaping

60,900

5,075

4,445

30,450

29,205

1,000

83

-

500

376

47,700

3,975

1,725

23,850

36,210

7,700

642

102

3,850

3,444

Radio Maintenance
General Plant Maintenance Material
Safety Materials
Permits and License
Distribution Labor
DISTRIBUTION EXPENSES
Less Capital Administration Costs

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION

7,000

583

100

3,500

872

947,000

72,846

36,851

473,500

408,680

1,683,800

134,246

111,462

841,900

730,840

(85,000)

(7,083)

(7,083)

(42,500)

(42,500)

$1,598,800

$127,163

$104,379

$799,400

$688,340

Conservation
Category
Conservation Labor
Postage Expense
Water Conservation - Public Relations
Water Use Efficiency Programs
Memberships & Assoc. - Conservation

TOTAL CONSERVATION

FYE 2022
Amended
Budget

Current
Month
Projected

Current
Month
Actual

Year To Date
Projected

Year to Date
Actual

233,400

17,954

5,822

116,700

93,506

11,800

983

3,208

5,900

3,208

49,175

4,098

480

24,588

2,394

117,325

9,777

736

58,663

24,936

2,200

183

-

1,100

1,500

$413,900
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$32,996

$10,246

$206,950

$125,544

Dec-2021

Monte Vista Water District
FYE 2022 Adopted Budget

Administration
FYE 2022
Amended
Budget

Category

Current
Month
Projected

Current
Month
Actual

Year To Date
Projected

Year to Date
Actual

Administrative & Director Expenses
Customer Service Labor
Administrative Labor

415,000

31,923

14,450

207,500

156,120

1,590,800

116,723

63,159

758,700

645,145

Admin -Temporary Labor

50,000

4,167

3,216

25,000

17,064

Public Information

71,031

5,919

14,474

35,516

22,654

250,000

20,833

8,991

125,000

51,340

Director's Fees

32,500

2,708

1,355

16,250

13,275

Director's Services

97,500

8,125

5,418

48,750

32,509

Auditing

35,000

2,917

2,823

17,500

17,718

Legal Counsel

Professional Services
Subtotal

294,900

24,575

14,123

147,450

98,237

2,836,731

217,890

128,009

1,381,666

1,054,062

302,300

25,192

66,905

151,150

130,137

92,600

23,150

-

46,300

17,263

Employee Expenses
District Insurance and Risk Management
Workers' Compensation Insurance
Social Security

349,800

26,908

18,620

174,900

125,860

1,296,400

91,833

57,177

701,000

580,152

900,416

72,496

67,114

450,208

428,622

8,600

717

102

4,300

318

22,300

1,038

1,090

9,150

9,228

4,000

1,000

747

2,167

1,458

28,000

2,333

1,769

14,000

8,884

Education and Training

29,300

2,442

722

14,650

4,711

Memberships and Associations

69,000

5,750

5,707

34,500

33,028

3,102,716

252,857

219,955

1,602,325

1,339,660

40,000

3,333

-

20,000

-

Office Expense

25,500

2,125

1,700

12,750

6,199

Mailing Services/Forms

31,550

2,629

1,329

15,775

12,969

Banking Services

100,890

7,111

6,210

50,445

49,935

Postage Expense

48,100

4,008

3,708

24,050

21,789

Employee Cafeteria Plan
PERS Retirement
State Unemployment Insurance
Employee Programs and Awards
Employee Recruitment Costs
Conferences and Meetings

Subtotal
Office Expense
Uncollectible Accounts

Office Furniture & Fixtures

3,500

292

-

1,750

-

Telecommunications

51,200

4,267

3,250

25,600

21,179

Office Utility

39,400

3,283

5,661

19,700

24,420

Office Equipment Leases

660

55

-

330

648

51,080

4,257

3,634

25,540

22,519

Office Equipment Maint Contracts

272,545

22,712

20,797

136,273

104,583

Computer Equipment & Software

28,750
693,175

2,291
56,363

283
46,572

15,005
347,217

1,891
266,131

(634,500)

(52,875)

(52,875)

(317,250)

(317,250)

$5,998,122

$474,236

$341,661

$3,013,957

$2,342,603

$20,146,682

$1,279,188

$1,090,346

$11,000,294

$8,872,035

Office Maintenance

Subtotal
Less Capital Administration Costs
TOTAL ADMINISTRATION

TOTAL OPERATIONAL EXPENSE
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Monte Vista Water District
FYE 2022 Adopted Budget

Non-Operating & Capital
Project
No.

Description

Total Project
Budget

FYE 2022
Amended
Budget

Current
Month
Actual

Year to Date
Actual

Project to Date
Actual

Non-Operating Expenses
Debt Service
WFA Contributed Capital
GE Capital Loan (M.O.R.E.)
Recycled Water Loan
DWR Loan Program
Series 2020A Bonds
Series 2020B Bonds
Subtotal

741,400
572,700
66,700
284,800
632,600

741,400
572,700
66,700
284,800
632,600

-

80,262
545,284
142,353
316,300

80,262
545,284
142,353
316,300

539,200
2,837,400

539,200
2,837,400

-

430,995
767,899

430,995
767,899

75,000
120,000
300,000
300,000
10,071,000
750,000
50,000
81,928
97,300
45,000
185,000
50,000
15,000
12,000
12,152,228

75,000
120,000
300,000
300,000
4,121,000
375,000
50,000
81,928
97,300
45,000
185,000
50,000
15,000
12,000
5,827,228

271,955
5,959
277,914

5,702
271,955
5,959
14,967
298,584

5,702
271,955
5,959
14,967
298,584

16,978,249
575,000
575,000
963,000
100,000
625,000
935,000
1,353,000
4,030,000
500,000
10,944,264
131,000
32,100
55,000
20,000
110,000
37,926,613

5,756,032
470,991
340,746
394,823
25,000
525,000
785,000
1,353,000
4,005,000
300,000
2,500,000
5,602
15,000
55,000
20,000
110,000
16,661,195

562,170
2,405
58,346
622,921

4,750,658
239,951
48,047
178,750
5,720
6,635
151,864
261,975
2,655
740
13,530
107,662
5,768,188

14,839,595
349,064
123,992
566,275
23,157
204,900
52,078
64,384
155,828
261,975
2,430,754
129,369
13,530
107,662
19,322,563

839,300

69,933

419,600

$970,769

$6,486,371

Capital Outlay Projects
Proposed / Carry-Over
Standby Contractor Services
EN2022-X1
PRV Station PLC's and Pressure Monitoring
EN2022-X2
Well 30 Rehabilitation & Pump Replacement
EN2022-X3
Well 33 Rehabilitation & Pump Replacement
EN2022-X4
Plant 34 Wellhead Treatment
EN2022-X5
Enterprise Resource Planning Software Upgrade GN2022-X1
Backflow System Upgrade
MA2022-X1
AMR Meter Replacement - State St & Fremont StMA2022-X2
Annual Meter Replacement Program
MA2022-X3
New Meter Technician Utility Truck
MA2022-X4
Valve Exerciser Truck Mounted
MA2022-X5
Pipe Segment Repairs
MA2022-X6
Plant 17 Booster Repair
EN2022-06
Disaster Recovery Information Technology Hardware
GN2022-02
Subtotal

Construction in Progress
Plant 30 Wellhead Treatment
EN2018-05
Pipeline Ave Bridge Project
EN2018-09
1-10 Fwy Widening Project
EN2018-11
Reservoir Repair & Recoating
EN2020-01
Flow Control Station from Ramona Feeder to ZoneEN2021-02
3
Well 19 Sand Intrusion Investigation/Pump RepairEN2021-03
Reservoir 16 Rehabilitation
EN2021-05
Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement EN2021-07
State Street Pipeline Replacement
EN2021-08
Pipeline Ave Pipeline Replacement
EN2021-09
Main Office Site Renovation
GN2003-02
AMR Meter Expansion - Peachwood
MA2020-05
Plant 1 Fencing Improvements
MA2021-07
Hydro-Excavator
MA2021-03
Walk-Behind Concrete/Asphalt Saw
MA2021-04
Dump-Truck Replacement
MA2021-05
Subtotal
Capital Admin - Labor Allocation

Total Capital Outlay Projects

$50,078,841
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$23,327,723

$19,621,146

February 9, 2022
Honorable Board of Directors
Monte Vista Water District
SUBJECT: Resolution 806-22: Re-Authorizing Remote Teleconference Meetings Pursuant to
Brown Act Provisions
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Board of Directors adopt Resolution 806-22 re-authorizing remote
teleconference meetings pursuant to Brown Act provisions.
COMMITTEE ACTION:
This item was not referred to committee due to the emergency nature of this matter.
PRIOR BOARD ACTION:
On January 12, 2022, the Board of Directors adopted Resolution 805-22 re-authorizing remote
teleconference meetings pursuant to Brown Act provisions.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
None.
CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS/INITIATIVES:
Strategic Goal 1: Continually strive to provide high quality customer service.
Initiative 1.2: Expand the use of technology to enhance customer service.

Resolution 806-22: Re-Authorizing Remote Teleconference Meetings Pursuant to Brown Act Provisions

BACKGROUND
The global community is responding to the spread of a respiratory illness caused by a novel coronavirus
first identified in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, on December 31, 2019. On January 30, 2020, the
United Nations World Health Organization (WHO) declared the outbreak a Public Health Emergency of
International Concern, and on February 11, 2020 WHO announced an official name for the new disease:
“COVID-19” (short for “Coronavirus Disease 2019”). On March 11, 2020, WHO first described
COVID-19 as a “pandemic,” or a disease that has spread worldwide.
On March 4, 2020, Governor Newsom proclaimed a State of Emergency to exist in California as a result
of the threat of COVID-19. The Governor’s Office and California Department of Public Health have
issued a number of executive orders and public health guidances in response to COVID-19, including
the modification of Brown Act requirements to allow local governments to hold public meetings
remotely by way of teleconference or other electronic means. Monte Vista Water District’s (District)
Board of Directors (Board) has held its meetings remotely or with remote access since March 25, 2020.
On September 17, 2021, Governor Newsom signed Assembly Bill (AB) 361, which allows public
agencies to meet remotely as they did under Governor’s Executive Orders related to COVID-19. AB 361
requires public agencies to review conditions every thirty (30) days and, if conditions warrant, to take
additional action to continue the implementation of AB 361. On January 12, 2022, the Board adopted
Resolution 805-22 re-authorizing remote teleconference meetings pursuant to Brown Act provisions.
Pursuant to AB 361, all resolutions, including Resolution 805-22, are valid for only 30 days after its
adoption so Resolution 805-22 will expire on February 11, 2022.
DISCUSSION
COVID-19 remains a threat to the health and safety of state and local residents, including those who
may attend the District’s public meetings of its legislative bodies (i.e., the Board and its standing
committees). As of February 3, 2022, COVID-19 community transmission levels in San Bernardino
County are “High,” as measured by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Tonight, staff recommends that the Board adopt Resolution 806-22, allowing the Board to continue to
provide remote access to public meetings of its legislative bodies, in accordance with AB 361. The
intent of Resolution 806-22 is to continue to provide remote access to public meetings of its legislative
bodies by re-authorizing Resolution 805-22 adopted during the last scheduled meeting of the Board
since Resolution 805-22 was valid for 30 days and will expire on February 11, 2022.
Respectfully submitted,

Justin M. Scott-Coe
General Manager
Attachment
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RESOLUTION 806-22
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE MONTE VISTA WATER DISTRICT,
COUNTY OF SAN BERNARDINO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
RE-AUTHORIZING REMOTE TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS
PURSUANT TO BROWN ACT PROVISIONS
WHEREAS, the Monte Vista Water District (“District”) is committed to preserving and
nurturing public access and participation in meetings of the Board of Directors (“Board”); and
WHEREAS, all meetings of the District’s Board are open and public, as required by the Ralph
M. Brown Act (California Government Code sections 54950-54963), so that any member of the public
may attend, participate, and watch the District’s Board conduct its business; and
WHEREAS, California Government Code section 54953(e) authorizes remote teleconferencing
participation in meetings by members of a legislative body without compliance with the requirements of
California Government Code section 54953(b)(3), subject to certain conditions; and
WHEREAS, a required condition is that a state of emergency is declared by the Governor
pursuant to California Government Code section 8625, proclaiming the existence of conditions of
disaster or of extreme peril to the safety of persons and property within the state caused by conditions as
described in California Government Code section 8558; and
WHEREAS, it is further required either that (a) state or local officials have imposed or
recommended measures to promote social distancing, or (b) the District’s Board meeting in-person
would present imminent risks to the health and safety of attendees; and
WHEREAS, on September 22, 2021, the Board of Directors adopted Resolution 796-22, and
such resolutions are valid for 30 days, finding that the requisite conditions exist for the legislative bodies
of the District to conduct remote teleconference meetings without compliance with paragraph (3) of
subdivision (b) of section 54953; and
WHEREAS, as a condition of extending the use of the provisions found in section 54953(e), the
Board of Directors must reconsider the circumstances of the state of emergency that exists in the
District, and the Board of Directors has done so; and
WHEREAS, on March 4, 2020, the Governor proclaimed a State of Emergency to exist in
California as a result of the threat of COVID-19; and
WHEREAS, as of February 3, 2022, COVID-19 community transmission levels in San
Bernardino County are “High,” as measured by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention;
and
WHEREAS, the COVID-19 virus remains an imminent threat to the health and safety of state
and local residents, including those who may attend in-person District Board meetings; and

Resolution 806-22

WHEREAS, the District Board hereby finds that the Board shall conduct its meetings without
compliance with California Government Code section 54953(b)(3), as authorized by section 54953(e),
and that the Board shall comply with the requirements to provide the public with access to the meetings
as prescribed in section 54953(e)(2); and
WHEREAS, the District has made provisions to ensure safe remote and in-person access to its
Board meetings, including telephone and internet access, social distancing, and use of facial coverings;
and
WHEREAS, the intent of this Resolution is to continue to provide remote access to public
meetings of the District Board by re-authorizing Resolution 805-22 adopted during the scheduled
meeting of the Board on January 12, 2022, since Resolution 805-22 was valid for 30 days and expires on
February 11, 2022.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Monte Vista
Water District as follows:
Section 1. Recitals. The Recitals set forth above are true and correct.
Section 2. Remote Teleconference Meetings. The general manager and District Board are hereby
re-authorized and directed to take all actions necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this
Resolution, including continuing to conduct open and public meetings in accordance with California
Government Code section 54953(e) and other applicable provisions of the Brown Act.
Section 3. Effective Date of Resolution. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its
adoption and shall be effective until the earlier of (a) March 11, 2022; or (b) such time the District Board
adopts a subsequent resolution under California Government Code section 54953(e)(3) to re-authorize
and extend the time during which the District Board may continue to teleconference without compliance
with section 54953(b)(3).
APPROVED AND ADOPTED this 9th day of February 2022.

______________________________
Sandra S. Rose
President of the Board of Directors
MONTE VISTA WATER DISTRICT
ATTEST:

______________________________
Justin M. Scott-Coe
Secretary to the Board of Directors
MONTE VISTA WATER DISTRICT
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February 9, 2022
Honorable Board of Directors
Monte Vista Water District
SUBJECT: Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement Project
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Board of Directors authorize the general manager to enter into Contract
Change Order 1 with TKE Engineering, Inc. for $28,750 resulting in a total contract not-to-exceed
amount of $122,950 to provide additional survey and design services for the Bandera-San Bernardino
Pipeline Replacement Project.
COMMITTEE ACTION:
This item was not referred to committee due to the urgent nature of this project.
PRIOR BOARD ACTION:
On December 9, 2020, the Board of Directors authorized the Board of Directors president and general
manager to enter into a contract with TKE Engineering, Inc. in a not-to-exceed amount of $27,400 to
provide survey services for the Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement Project.
On February 10, 2021, the Board of Directors authorized the president and general manager to amend
the contract with TKE Engineering, Inc. in a not-to-exceed amount of $94,200 to provide survey and
design services for the Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement Project.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
The Fiscal Year Ending 2022 Amended Budget provides project funding in the amount of $1,353,000
for this project under Capital Improvement Project Number EN2021-07 – Bandera-San Bernardino
Pipeline Replacement. Project-to-date expenditures total $64,384.05.

Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement Project

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS/INITIATIVES:
Strategic Goal 3: Maintain and upgrade the District's infrastructure and facilities.
BACKGROUND
Monte Vista Water District’s (District) 2020 Water System Mini-Master Plan Update and updated fiveyear Capital Improvement Program (CIP) plan identified high priority pipelines for replacement. As a
result, the Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement Project (Project) was included in the Fiscal
Year Ending (FYE) 2022 Budget.
In the past, the District’s approach to distribution system pipeline replacement projects was to design
these projects in-house and contract out the survey portion. Previously staff requested proposals for
surveying services for the Project from three qualified consulting firms and TKE Engineering (TKE)
was selected and awarded the contract. However, the District suffered staffing loss and identified the
need for a consulting firm to perform complete design services in order to keep the project moving and
maintain the schedule. In February 2021, TKE’s contract was amended include design services for the
Project.
DISCUSSION
The Plant 30 Wellhead Treatment Project (Plant 30 Project) included a pipeline connection between
Plant 30 and Plant 32 along Benson Avenue. This pipeline was originally designed to run along the east
side of Benson Avenue which is within the City of Ontario. The city would not give the District an
encroachment permit as they cited concerns with conflicts due to existing and planned, future utility
improvements. This required District to realign the pipeline on the west side of Benson Avenue which is
within the City of Montclair. This alignment ran parallel to the District’s existing 6-inch steel mainline.
Although the Plant 30 Project’s pipeline alignment did not encounter this existing line, the pressure
associated with the paving restoration created 27 leaks along Benson Avenue and the eastern portion of
San Bernardino Avenue.
The City of Montclair required paving of one southbound lane of Benson Avenue as part of the Plant 30
Project from San Bernardino Avenue to G Street. Once this paving was installed, it fell under a paving
moratorium for three years per city code. The repairs, as described above, to the existing 6-inch steel
pipeline violates this paving moratorium. This requires the District to repave the full lane on Benson
versus patching over the leak areas. Staff are concerned that, if the District attempts to repave this lane,
additional leaks may occur requiring full paving restoration once again. Staff’s recommendation is to
add Benson Avenue to the Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement Project so the District can
eliminate this risk and replace the existing steel line which is in poor condition. Based on this
recommendation, TKE was asked to add the Benson Avenue pipeline to their scope of work.
This change order covers the additional scope of work requested on Benson Avenue. The total amount
requested by TKE is $28,750, which includes a credit of $4,800 for potholing work that was not
conducted since it was deemed unnecessary. This change order is within the Project budget and will not
require additional Project funding.
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Bandera-San Bernardino Pipeline Replacement Project

Respectfully submitted,

Hilton Saenz
Maintenance Superintendent

A. William Schwartz
Director of Engineering, Operations
& Maintenance

Stephanie A. Reimer
Assistant General Manager/
Chief Financial Officer

Justin M. Scott-Coe
General Manager
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February 9, 2022
Honorable Board of Directors
Monte Vista Water District
SUBJECT: Comprehensive Compensation Study
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Board of Directors:
1. Review and discuss the Comprehensive Compensation Study included in the 2022 Monte Vista
Water District Organizational Structure and Staffing Assessment Report by Raftelis;
2. Approve the revised Fiscal Year Ending 2022 Staffing Plan;
3. Amend the Fiscal Year Ending 2022 Salary Grade Wage Table to include the recommended position
range changes, reclassifications, and title changes, retroactive to January 1, 2022;
4. Amend the Fiscal Year Ending 2022 Amended Budget by $133,000, adjusting salary and benefits
related accounts to reflect the recommended compensation changes as a result of the Monte Vista
Water District Organizational Structure and Staffing Assessment Report; and
5. Approve the transfer of $133,000 from reserves to appropriate salary and benefits related accounts in
the Fiscal Year Ending 2022 Amended Budget.
COMMITTEE ACTION:
This item was referred to the Personnel Committee on February 8, 2022. The Personnel Committee’s
recommendation will be discussed at tonight’s Board of Directors meeting.
PRIOR BOARD ACTION:
On August 10, 2016, the Board of Directors reviewed the 2016 Classification and Total Compensation
Study and took several actions consistent with its findings.

Comprehensive Compensation Study

FINANCIAL IMPACT:
Amending the Fiscal Year Ending 2022 Budget to establish funding for the recommendation will
increase the salary and benefits related accounts by $133,000 from $5,397,223 to $5,530,223 and reduce
reserves by the same amount from $35,704,690 to $35,571,690.
CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS/INITIATIVES:
Strategic Goal 6: Recruit and develop qualified personnel to increase productivity and enhance
employee retention and morale.
Initiative 6.1: Update human resources planning and policy documents.
BACKGROUND
Monte Vista Water District (District) has committed to completing compensation studies on a scheduled
basis to ensure the District’s compensation and benefit structure remains a point of difference as an
employer of choice. Maintaining a strong employment retention and recruitment packet is even more
important today than at any other time in recent history due to the phenomenon known as the “Great
Resignation.” Staff began working with Raftelis, the District’s consultant, in late May. This project
included a compensation study to review and update job descriptions and compare District
compensation with regional peer utilities. It also included an organizational assessment to evaluate and
review the District’s business processes, organizational structure, and assignments, and to forecast
necessary staffing levels for the next five years. Raftelis’s 2022 Monte Vista Water District
Organizational Structure and Staffing Assessment Report is attached to the following agenda item.
DISCUSSION
Table 1: Peer Utilities
Information

27

Number of
Accounts
8,200

128.25

48,000

Los Angeles County

27

13,800

Valley County Water District

Los Angeles County

42

12,470

West Valley Water District

San Bernardino County

87

22,000

Yucaipa Valley Water District

San Bernardino County

73

17,006

Mesa Water District

Orange County

57

25,032

Yorba Linda Water District

Orange County

81.5

25,350

Walnut Valley Water District

Los Angeles County

57

27,370

Jurupa Community Services District

Riverside County

51.5*

32,300

76

25,080

Utility

Location

Crescenta Valley Water District

Los Angeles County

Cucamonga Valley Water District

San Bernardino County

Rowland Water District

East Valley Water District
*Water operations only

San Bernardino County
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Comprehensive Compensation Study

Raftelis worked with District staff to identify similar water agencies in the local and adjacent counties to
analyze position titles and compensation in closely aligned positions in these peer organizations. Table 1
includes the comparator peer utilities used for this study. Staff made efforts to identify those agencies
that directly compete within the District’s job market to be included in this list.
Once the peer utilities were identified, Raftelis pulled information on compensation and the peer
agencies’ benefit packages. The District has a long-standing compensation practice of using the 60th
percentile as a benchmark for acknowledging the work expectation of each staff member due to the size
of the organization and the many diverse responsibilities each member of our teams is asked to take on.
Table 2 reviews each position and where the position rated compared to the District’s peer utilities.
Table 2: FY22 Midpoint and 60th Percentile
Comparisons

MVWD Job Title

General Manager

MVWD
FY22
Salary
Midpoint

FY22
Average
Peer Salary
Midpoint

60% of
Peer
Average
Range

MVWD
FY22
Midpoint
Compared
to Peers’
60%

$234,686

$264,361

$261,135

-10.13%

$219,336

$211,826

$217,644

+0.78%

$178,630

$172,612

$182,712

-2.23%

Water Systems Superintendent

$119,184

$125,366

$127,196

-6.30%

Maintenance Superintendent

$119,184

$116,874

$121,685

-2.06%

Community Affairs Manager

$119,184

$126,407

$131,810

-9.58%

HR & Risk Administrator

$119,184

$158,040

$159,828

-25.43%

Executive Assistant II

$103,158

$112,561

$111,573

-7.54%

Customer Service Supervisor

$95,940

$105,109

$110,214

-12.95%

Accounting Supervisor

$95,940

$110,752

$113,870

-15.75%

$89,253

$96,806

$97,109

-8.09%

$89,253

$84,136

$86,581

3.09%

$83,034

$79,704

$84,868

-2.16%

Water Systems Operator III

$83,034

$89,848

$93,142

-10.85%

Accountant

$83,034

$86,428

$86,880

-4.43%

Senior Utility Service Worker

$77,230

$86,616

$93,663

-17.54%

Engineering / GIS Technician

$77,230

$72,870

$76,539

+0.90%

Cross-Connection Control
Coordinator

$77,230

$78,417

$80,904

-4.54%

Assistant General
Manager/CFO
Director of Engineering,
Operations, & Maintenance

Senior Utility Coordinator /
Inspector
Construction Projects
Coordinator
Community Affairs
Coordinator
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Comprehensive Compensation Study

MVWD
FY22
Salary
Midpoint

MVWD Job Title

FY22
Average
Peer Salary
Midpoint

60% of
Peer
Average
Range

MVWD
FY22
Midpoint
Compared
to Peers’
60%

Facilities Maintenance
Technician

$77,230

$69,194

$71,210

+8.45%

Executive Assistant I

$77,230

$110,082

$110,286

-29.97%

Water Use Efficiency Analyst

$77,230

$82,625

$80,559

-4.13%

Water Systems Operator II

$73,560

$77,785

$80,040

-8.10%

Projects Assistant

$73,560

$79,027

$77,636

-5.25%

Senior Customer Service
Representative

$70,044

$71,282

$73,591

-4.82%

Utility Service Worker II

$63,523

$61,494

$69,508

-8.61%

Meter Technician II

$63,523

$69,405

$69,292

-8.33%

Water Systems Operator I

$60,507

$68,864

$69,644

-13.12%

Customer Service
Representative II

$57,626

$61,393

$64,548

-10.72%

Utility Service Worker I

$57,626

$62,796

$64,758

-11.01%

Meter Technician I

$57,626

$61,546

$62,214

-7.37%

Administrative Assistant

$52.260

$63,287

$62,514

-16.40%

Customer Service
Representative I

$49,775

$56,195

$57,437

-13.34%

After careful review and analysis, the consultant and staff identified several positions that warranted a
title change to better align with the duties and responsibilities performed at the District and to establish
consistency with the labor market and industry standards. Table 3 reviews these positions.

Table 3: Recommended Title Changes
MVWD Current Job Titles

Recommended Job Titles

Accounting Supervisor

Accounting Manager

Human Resources & Risk Administrator

Human Resources & Risk Manager

Maintenance Superintendent

Distribution & Facilities Manager

Water Systems Superintendent

Water Operations Manager
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Comprehensive Compensation Study

An important review of all job descriptions was conducted to ensure clear responsibilities and identify
consistent requirements of all positions. All job descriptions have been updated to also include any
changes in reporting responsibility due to title changes.
As staff reviewed the data provided, careful consideration was given to the peer information and internal
position relationships. The recommended changes to address compensation results from this analysis
started with creating a new Fiscal Year Ending (FYE) 2022 Salary Grade Wage Table (attached). This
new table is designed to provide maximum flexibility by building ranges that are 2.5% apart. The prior
table design had variable range differentials and made it difficult to place positions within the
recommended targets. Because of the build-out of a new wage table, all positions will be re-slotted
based on the final analysis and recommendation.
Additional Benefits
After a thorough review of the peers’ benefit package, staff identified several benefits not offered at the
District that, if added, would provide for a more flexible work/life balance. Administrative leave is
customarily offered as recognition of the additional time that management staff spend in work-related
activities beyond the regular workweek. Currently, the District’s Executive Team is provided
administrative leave. Staff recommends adding this benefit to the remainder of the Management Team
as described in Table 4.

Table 4: Recommended Additional Benefit
Leadership Level

Administrative Leave Time

Executive Team

40 Hours

Management Team

24 Hours

Bereavement leave is currently offered to all staff to provide time off during very difficult experiences in
our lives. Currently this leave is connected to staff’s sick leave and does not provide a separate or
exclusive number of hours to be used only for bereavement. Staff recommends adding a separate
bereavement leave to be used in these difficult times. In the Employee Handbook, a bereavement leave
policy is identified, including the amount of time afforded depending on the circumstance. Table 5
identifies the time available.

Table 5: Recommended Additional Benefit
Bereavement Leave

Recommended Leave Time

Immediate Family without Travel

3 Days

Immediate Family with Travel

5 Days
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Comprehensive Compensation Study

Staff recommends these changes to continue to position the District as an employer of choice. There is
more competition in today’s market to attract top talent, but when the District is positioned to provide an
exceptional work environment and competitive compensation and benefits it will continue to deliver on
its standard of service to the communities we serve.
Respectfully submitted,

Betty Conti
Human Resources & Risk Administrator

A. William Schwartz
Director of Engineering, Operations
& Maintenance

Stephanie A. Reimer
Assistant General Manager/
Chief Financial Officer

Justin M. Scott-Coe
General Manager

Attachments:
• Proposed Revised Fiscal Year Ending 2022 Staffing Plan
• Proposed Amended Fiscal Year Ending 2022 Salary Grade Wage Table
• 2022 Monte Vista Water District Organizational Structure and Staffing Assessment Report
(attached to “Organizational Assessment” agenda item)
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Monte Vista Water District

Staffing Plan
Revised FYE 2022

2022
Adopted
Positions

2022
Proposed
Positions

2022
Adopted
Positions

2022
Proposed
Positions

Accountant

1

1

Human Resource & Risk Manager

0

1

Accounting Supervisor

1

0

Maintenance Superintendent

1

0

Accounting Manager

0

1

Distribution & Facilities Manager

0

1

Administrative Assistant

1

1

Meter Technician I

1

1

Assistant General Manager/CFO

1

1

Meter Technician II

1

1

Associate Engineer

1

1

Part-Time Meter Technician

0.5

0.5

Community Affairs Coordinator

1

1

Projects Assistant

1

1

Community Affairs Manager

1

1

Senior Customer Service Representative

1

1

Community Affairs Program Specialist

1

1

Senior Meter Technician

1

1

Cross-Connection Control Coordinator

1

1

Senior Utility Coordinator/Inspector

1

1

Customer Service & IT Manager

1

1

Senior Utility Service Worker

3

3

Customer Service Representative II
Director of Engineering, Operations &
Maintenance
Engineering/GIS Technician

2

2

Utility Service Worker I

4

4

1

1

Utility Service Worker II

2

2

1

1

Water Systems Operator III

3

3

Executive Assistant I

1

1

Water Systems Superintendent

1

0

Facilities Maintenance Technician

1

1

Water Operations Manager

0

1

General Manager

1

1

Water Use Efficiency Analyst

1

1

Human Resources Assistant

1

1

District Interns

1.5

0.5

Human Resources & Risk Administrator

1

0

Total Authorized/Proposed Positions

41

41

Classifications

Classifications

M ON TE VIS TA W ATER D IS TRIC T

FYE 2022 Amended Wage Table
Effective January 01, 2022 (Compensation & Classification)

Monte Vista Water District
AMENDED SALARY GRADE TABLE

FYE 2022
(Revised 1/1/2022 Comp & Class)

Titles (sorted by)

Accountant
Accounting Manager
Administrative Assistant
Administrative Assistant II
Administrative Assistant III
Associate Engineer
Asst. General Manager/CFO
Community Affairs Coordinator
Community Affairs Manager
Community Affairs Prog Spec
Cross-Conn. Control Coord.
Customer Service & IT Manager
Customer Service Rep I
Customer Service Rep II
Dir of Engineering, Ops & Maint
Distribution & Facilities Manager
Engineering / GIS Technician
Executive Assistant I
Executive Assistant II
Facilities Maint. Technician
General Manager
Human Resources & Risk Manager
Human Resources Assistant
Intern
Meter Technician I
Meter Technician II
Projects Assistant
Senior Cust Service Rep
Senior Meter Technician
Senior Utility Coord / Inspector
Senior Utility Service Worker
Utility Service Worker I
Utility Service Worker II
Water Operations Manager
Water Systems Operator I
Water Systems Operator II
Water Systems Operator III
Water Use Efficiency Analyst

Range

257
271
245
248
252
269
N/A
257
274
250
256
272
241
247
290
272
254
268
270
248
N/A
283
256
231
245
250
254
252
252
263
261
246
251
274
250
255
261
257

Titles

Intern
Customer Service Rep I
Administrative Assistant
Meter Technician I
Utility Service Worker I
Customer Service Rep II
Facilities Maint. Technician
Administrative Assistant II
Community Affairs Prog Spec
Meter Technician II
Water Systems Operator I
Utility Service Worker II
Senior Cust Service Rep
Senior Meter Technician
Administrative Assistant III
Engineering / GIS Technician
Projects Assistant
Water Systems Operator II
Human Resources Assistant
Cross-Conn. Control Coord.
Accountant
Community Affairs Coordinator
Water Use Efficiency Analyst
Senior Utility Service Worker
Water Systems Operator III
Senior Utility Coord / Inspector
Executive Assistant I
Associate Engineer
Executive Assistant II
Accounting Manager
Customer Service & IT Manager
Distribution & Facilities Manager
Community Affairs Manager
Water Operations Manager
Human Resources & Risk Manager
Dir of Engineering, Ops & Maint
Asst. General Manager/CFO
General Manager

Range (sorted by)

231
241
245
245
246
247
248
248
250
250
250
251
252
252
252
254
254
255
256
256
257
257
257
261
261
263
268
269
270
271
272
272
274
274
283
290
N/A
N/A

Monte Vista Water District
COLA =
0.00%
Range differential = 102.50%

AMENDED SALARY GRADE TABLE

FYE 2022
(Revised 1/1/2022 Comp & Class)
Range
#

231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267

Minimum
Step 1
$15.00
$19.26

$19.74
$20.23
$20.74
$21.26
$21.79
$22.33
$22.89
$23.46
$24.05
$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70

Step 2
$17.00
$19.74

$20.23
$20.74
$21.26
$21.79
$22.33
$22.89
$23.46
$24.05
$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84

Step 3
$20.23

$20.74
$21.26
$21.79
$22.33
$22.89
$23.46
$24.05
$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01

Step 4
$20.74

$21.26
$21.79
$22.33
$22.89
$23.46
$24.05
$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01
$49.21

Step 5
$21.26

$21.79
$22.33
$22.89
$23.46
$24.05
$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01
$49.21
$50.44

Step 6
$21.79

$22.33
$22.89
$23.46
$24.05
$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01
$49.21
$50.44
$51.70

Step 7
$22.33

$22.89
$23.46
$24.05
$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01
$49.21
$50.44
$51.70
$52.99

Step 8
$22.89

$23.46
$24.05
$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01
$49.21
$50.44
$51.70
$52.99
$54.31

Step 9
$23.46

$24.05
$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01
$49.21
$50.44
$51.70
$52.99
$54.31
$55.67

Step 10
$24.05

$24.65
$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01
$49.21
$50.44
$51.70
$52.99
$54.31
$55.67
$57.06

Step 11
$24.65

$25.27
$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01
$49.21
$50.44
$51.70
$52.99
$54.31
$55.67
$57.06
$58.49

Maximum
Step 12
$25.27

$25.90
$26.55
$27.21
$27.89
$28.59
$29.30
$30.03
$30.78
$31.55
$32.34
$33.15
$33.98
$34.83
$35.70
$36.59
$37.50
$38.44
$39.40
$40.39
$41.40
$42.44
$43.50
$44.59
$45.70
$46.84
$48.01
$49.21
$50.44
$51.70
$52.99
$54.31
$55.67
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95

2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%

Monte Vista Water District
COLA =
0.00%
Range differential = 102.50%

AMENDED SALARY GRADE TABLE

FYE 2022
(Revised 1/1/2022 Comp & Class)
Range
#

268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

Minimum
Step 1

$46.84
$48.01
$49.21
$50.44
$51.70
$52.99
$54.31
$55.67
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95
$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

$48.01
$49.21
$50.44
$51.70
$52.99
$54.31
$55.67
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95
$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24
$105.82

$49.21
$50.44
$51.70
$52.99
$54.31
$55.67
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95
$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24
$105.82
$108.47

$50.44
$51.70
$52.99
$54.31
$55.67
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95
$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24
$105.82
$108.47
$111.18

$51.70
$52.99
$54.31
$55.67
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95
$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24
$105.82
$108.47
$111.18
$113.96

$52.99
$54.31
$55.67
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95
$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24
$105.82
$108.47
$111.18
$113.96
$116.81

$54.31
$55.67
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95
$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24
$105.82
$108.47
$111.18
$113.96
$116.81
$119.73

Step 8

Step 9

Step 10

Step 11

$55.67
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95
$57.06
$58.49
$59.95
$61.45
$58.49
$59.95
$61.45
$62.99
$59.95
$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24
$105.82
$100.72
$103.24
$105.82
$108.47
$103.24
$105.82
$108.47
$111.18
$105.82
$108.47
$111.18
$113.96
$108.47
$111.18
$113.96
$116.81
$111.18
$113.96
$116.81
$119.73
$113.96
$116.81
$119.73
$122.72
$116.81
$119.73
$122.72
$125.79
$119.73
$122.72
$125.79
$128.93
$122.72
$125.79
$128.93
$132.15
Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial Officer
General Manager
Board of Directors (Effective 07/01/2021)

Maximum
Step 12

$61.45
$62.99
$64.56
$66.17
$67.82
$69.52
$71.26
$73.04
$74.87
$76.74
$78.66
$80.63
$82.65
$84.72
$86.84
$89.01
$91.24
$93.52
$95.86
$98.26
$100.72
$103.24
$105.82
$108.47
$111.18
$113.96
$116.81
$119.73
$122.72
$125.79
$128.93
$132.15
$135.45
$108.08
$115.65
$276.06

2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%

February 9, 2022
Honorable Board of Directors
Monte Vista Water District
SUBJECT: Organizational Assessment
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Board of Directors receive and file the Operational Assessment
recommendations included in the 2022 Monte Vista Water District Organizational Structure and Staffing
Assessment Report by Raftelis.
COMMITTEE ACTION:
This item was referred to the Personnel Committee on February 8, 2022. The Personnel Committee’s
recommendation will be discussed at tonight’s Board of Directors meeting.
PRIOR BOARD ACTION:
On April 28, 2021, the Board of Directors authorized the board president and general manager to enter
into a Professional Services Agreement between Monte Vista Water District and Raftelis to provide an
Organizational Assessment and Comprehensive Compensation Study for a not-to-exceed amount of
$92,275.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
None.
CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS/INITIATIVES:
Strategic Goal 6: Recruit and develop qualified personnel to increase productivity and enhance
employee retention and morale.
Initiative 6.1: Update human resources planning and policy documents.

Organizational Assessment

BACKGROUND
On April 28, 2021, the Monte Vista Water District (District) Board of Directors (Board) approved
Raftelis as the consultant to provide the District’s Organizational Assessment and Comprehensive
Compensation Study. Staff worked closely with Raftelis to provide insight on the District’s processes
and the appropriate information for a successful overview.
DISCUSSION
As part of their 2022 Monte Vista Water District Organizational Structure and Staffing Assessment
Report (Report), Raftelis provides an Operational Assessment to evaluate and review the District’s
business processes, organizational structure, and assignments, and to forecast necessary staffing levels
for the next five years. The Report includes 23 recommendations for the District to consider and
potentially implement over that time period.
A list of Raftelis’s recommendations is attached, along with brief staff responses. Staff notes that
Raftelis’s recommendations are in significant alignment with the strategic initiatives established by the
Board as part of its 2025 Strategic Plan. A copy of Raftelis’s full Report is also attached.
At tonight’s meeting, Seth Garrison and Rebekka Hosken from Raftelis will review the findings of their
final Report and the 23 recommendations made within the Report.
Respectfully submitted,

Betty Conti
Human Resources & Risk Administrator

A. William Schwartz
Director of Engineering, Operations
& Maintenance

Stephanie A. Reimer
Assistant General Manager/
Chief Financial Officer

Justin M. Scott-Coe
General Manager

Attachments:
• Raftelis Recommendations and Staff Responses
• 2022 Monte Vista Water District Organizational Structure and Staffing Assessment Report
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Monte Vista Water District 2022 Organizational Assessment
Raftelis Recommendation

Staff Response

Recommendation 1: Consider adjusting the span of control of the GM and AGM/CFO to further
share leadership responsibilities and flatten the organizational structure.
Recommendation 2: Separate the engineering, operations, and maintenance functions.
Recommendation 3: Choose an option for the Engineering Department to ensure appropriate
execution of the District’s increased CIP and adoption of enhanced asset management

Staff will consider for future implementation. Staff notes that GM's role includes significant work
representing District to external organizations.
Staff will consider for future implementation.
Staff is implementing a version of Option 3 and has developed and is in the process of filling an
Associate Engineer position consistent with consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 3.5: Develop
and implement an Asset Management Plan.
Recommendation 4: Review the District Treasurer role of the AGM/CFO and clarify reporting
Clarification is provided in the District Bylaws and the AGM/CFO job description. Staff will proposed
relationships and separation of duties.
further clarification for Board consideration during development of District Comprehensive Policy
Manual consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 1.3: Improve standardized policies, procedures, and
work processes across the District.
Recommendation 5: Consider hiring an information technology manager for the District.
Staff will consider for future implementation after procurement and implementation of Enterprise
Resource Planning Software Upgrade Project .
Recommendation 6: Add a new Community Affairs Specialist position in the Community Affairs
Staff has developed and in the process of filling a Community Affairs Program Specialist position
Department.
consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 4.1: Support customers in meeting or exceeding state water
use efficiency standards.
Recommendation 7: Size the new campus facilities to include modest room for future growth, new Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 3.2: Reevaluate the Main Office Site
technologies, and a focus on asset management.
Renovation Project.
Recommendation 8: Consider staffing implications of taking on sewer service operations.
Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 3.3: Explore providing sewer service to
improve local groundwater quality.
Recommendation 9: Improve cross-training and backup for staff positions District-wide.
Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 6.2: Develop a succession plan and
mentorship program to cultivate leadership and professional skills.
Recommendation 10: Enhance the culture of data-driven performance and decision-making with Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 1.2: Expand the use of technology to
improved technology and processes.
enhance the customer’s experience.
Recommendation 11: Streamline the District’s payroll policies and procedures.
Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 1.3: Improve standardized policies,
procedures, and work processes across the District; and Strategic Plan Initiative 6.1: Update human
resources planning and policy documents.
Recommendation 12: Improve automation of the District’s purchasing and work order processes. Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 1.3: Improve standardized policies,
procedures, and work processes across the District; and Strategic Plan Initiative 5.2: Revise and
improve accounting and financial reporting tools.
Recommendation 13: Invest in a records management systems to improve electronic
Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 1.3: Improve standardized policies,
recordkeeping, archiving, and asset management.
procedures, and work processes across the District; and Strategic Plan Initiative 3.5: Develop and
implement an Asset Management Plan.
Recommendation 14: Review the District’s purchasing thresholds and authorization limits.
Staff will review and propose for Board consideration during development of District
Comprehensive Policy Manual consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 1.3: Improve standardized
policies, procedures, and work processes across the District.
Recommendation 15: Develop long-term meter reading plan and associated meter renewal and
Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 3.4: Develop and implement a Meter
testing program.
Testing and Replacement Program.
Recommendation 16: Increase capacity for contract/project delivery and asset management.
Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 3.5: Develop and implement an Asset
Management Plan.
Recommendation 17: Consider developing multi-years construction contracts and/or a short list of Staff will consider implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 3.1: Establish a Pipeline
pre-screened and approved vendors for the District’s ongoing pipeline installation program.
Replacement Program.
Recommendation 18: Re-examine the Project Assistant position related to water quality reporting. Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 2.2: Employ innovative techniques and
treatment to provide high quality water.
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Monte Vista Water District 2022 Organizational Assessment
Raftelis Recommendation

Staff Response

Recommendation 19: Establish a long-term strategy and funding plan for capital improvements
and asset renewal.
Recommendation 20: Develop an asset management program that includes predictive renewal
and maintenance activities.
Recommendation 21: Invest in a strong Preventive Maintenance (PM) program.

Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 3.5: Develop and implement an Asset
Management Plan.
Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 3.5: Develop and implement an Asset
Management Plan.
Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 3.5: Develop and implement an Asset
Management Plan.
Recommendation 22: Discontinue the use of paper work orders and implement a GIS-based work Staff is implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 1.3: Improve standardized policies,
order/asset management system.
procedures, and work processes across the District.
Recommendation 23: Consider the use of temporary or limited term staff, apprentices, or
Staff will consider implementing consistent with Strategic Plan Initiative 6.2: Develop a succession
additional interns to help address the District’s preventive maintenance backlog.
plan and mentorship program to cultivate leadership and professional skills.
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February 3, 2022
Mr. Justin Scott-Coe, General Manager
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
Dear Mr. Scott-Coe:
We are excited to provide the attached Organizational Assessment and Comprehensive Compensation Study to the
Monte Vista Water District (MVWD). Providing utility services is the core activity of MVWD. The services help
preserve the health, environment, and prosperity of the community. They are critically important. Providing these
services efficiently and effectively ensures that customers get high value. It is commendable that you have
commissioned this review to build upon an already strong foundation. We believe that it will help MVWD to have
continued success in addressing the community’s needs going forward.
The study evaluates MVWD’s utility organizational structures and activities, and it identifies opportunities to
enhance efficiency and effectiveness. It summarizes our analysis of staffing resources, organizational structures,
technology, asset management, financial policies and procedures, and related areas to develop recommendations.
Together with the Comprehensive Compensation Study component, it provides information on potential
organizational structure changes at the senior management level and within the engineering group, new or improved
technologies such as Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) to make the organization more
efficient, and process changes to streamline operations.
The District is fortunate to be staffed with people who care deeply about the community and are passionate about
the environment and meeting customer expectations. There is a great deal of good work being done by District staff
and the recommendations in this report are intended to build on and enhance these efforts.
We are confident that the recommendations in this report will provide a useful framework to address your current
and future needs. Thank you for the opportunity to work with the MVWD.
Sincerely,

Seth Garrison
Project Manager

445 S Figueroa St Suite 1925, Los Angeles, CA 90071
www.raftelis.com

Rebekka G. Hosken
Manager
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Executive Summary
The Monte Vista Water District (MVWD or “District”) commissioned an Organizational Assessment and
Comprehensive Compensation Study to evaluate the organization and operation of the District and to
identify opportunities to enhance efficiency and effectiveness. The Comprehensive Compensation Study
portion of the analysis included a review of positions and their corresponding job descriptions, along with
comparisons with similar agencies’ positions in the region. Economic and demographic data was factored
into the analyses.
The recommendations in the study build upon the District’s already high levels of service to customers,
such as the sound record of regulatory compliance, responsiveness to pipeline failures, and excellent
customer outreach activities as compared to general industry practices and the Effective Utility
Management (EUM) framework. Recommendations consider the District’s unique operating environment,
size, and customer demographics.
Raftelis leveraged both national and peer data to make benchmarking comparisons, as well as our
experience working with over 1,200 utilities of all sizes across the country, and several in the Los Angeles
region. Benchmarks chosen were largely from the EUM framework, because data was available both for
California and for national utilities. Raftelis selected and reviewed utility data directly from the peer
utilities. Note that even though we made every attempt to achieve similar comparisons, differences in
operating conditions, data reporting, and other factors mean that all benchmarking must be taken
collectively and in context. Raftelis used a different pool of peers for the Organizational Assessment and
Comprehensive Compensation Study portions of the study, reflecting the fact that the organizational
assessment peers need to be of similar size, scope, and operating environment, while the Compensation
Study peers are agencies that largely compete in the same regions for staffing.
Compensation Study
The cost of living in San Bernardino County is higher than the national median, but it is slightly lower than
the median cost of living in California. However, the cost of living in the area served by MVWD is higher
than that experienced in other areas to the eastern end of the county, due primarily to higher housing costs.
MVWD salaries are on average higher than those offered throughout the U.S. by utilities with a customer
base ranging from 10,000 to 25,000 accounts and by board operated utilities, but they are generally aligned
with those offered by similar entities in the region because the cost of living is much higher than the national
average. The salaries offered by the MVWD appear to be slightly below peers on average. In 22 of the 33
positions reviewed (66.7%), MVWD midpoint compensation was more than 5% below the 60th percentile
of the peers.
Five positions – Executive Assistant I, Human Resources & Risk Administrator, Senior Utility Service
Worker, Administrative Assistant, and Accounting Supervisor – were paid over 15% below the comparison
60th percentile midpoint of the peers, with another five positions – Assistant General Manager/ CFO,
Customer Service Manager, Engineering/ GIS Technician, Construction Projects Coordinator, and
Facilities Maintenance Technician – paid above the comparison agency 60th percentile midpoint. All but
five of the 33 positions are paid below the 60th percentile of comparison agencies.
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Organizational Assessment
The District provides a high level of service and activities are generally efficient, particularly for a smaller
utility. Smaller utilities often operate in a reactive-only mode with chronic underinvestment in staffing and
physical assets. MVWD does struggle with high numbers of leaks and breaks on its water pipelines and
with its asset management practices, particular its management of asset data and Preventive Maintenance
(PM) activities. These areas need to be strengthened. For this reason, MVWD is investing significant
resources in a capital program to replace pipelines and enhance production well performance. These
investments will require corresponding investments in asset management processes to manage the new data
generated and to start transitioning maintenance staff from reactive pipeline repairs to more PM.
MVWD appear to be meeting all of the required functions of a utility. Some of these functions could be
strengthened or become more efficient, such as the payroll process or water metering. The use of a new
billing/Customer Information System (CIS) or an Enterprise Resource Program (ERP) and a
Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) to track maintenance activities and facilitate
more PM should be considered. Many records are currently stored in cumbersome paper files and
electronic tools sometimes require workarounds.
There has been a major transition in leadership at MVWD over the last few years. New leadership is
bringing new ideas and expertise, such as increased investment in water pipeline replacement and
consideration of offering sewer services. There is also an interest in executing more design work with inhouse staff. These changes, as well as the need to balance span of control and responsibilities, may require
some organizational structure adjustments among the leadership team. Raftelis offers several options,
which could be implemented over the next several years as requirements evolve. There is no “right way”
to structure a utility, so the guidance provided is based on MVWD’s operating environment, current staff
arrangement, and our experiences of what has worked at other utilities.
The assessment includes 23 recommendations listed in Table 1 below to help improve activities and create
addition efficiency. Recommendations are numbered based upon order of discussion in this report. To
assist with implementation, however, we have categorized these recommendations as high, medium, and
low levels of priority for utility operations. Most can be implemented over time as noted in the text of this
document.
Table 1: List of Report Recommendations
Rec.
Number

Recommendation

Overlay with
MVWD Strategic
Plan (if any)

Overlay with
EUM 10
Attributes

Highest Priority
3

Choose an option for the Engineering Division to
ensure appropriate execution of the District’s
increased CIP and adoption of enhanced asset
management.

Operational
Optimization

4

Review the District Treasurer role of the AGM/CFO
and clarify reporting relationships and separation
of duties.

Operational
Optimization
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Rec.
Number

Recommendation

Overlay with
MVWD Strategic
Plan (if any)
Goal 3 Priority 2a:
Reevaluate the Main
Office Site Renovation
Project

Overlay with
EUM 10
Attributes

6

Size the new campus facilities to include modest
room for future growth, new technologies, and a
focus on asset management.

7

Carefully consider the implications of taking on
sewer service operations.

9

Move toward a culture of data-driven performance
and decision-making with improved technology
and processes.

16

Increase capacity for contract/project delivery and
asset management.

Operational
Optimization

17

Consider developing multi-years construction
contracts and/or a short list of pre-screened and
approved vendors for the District’s ongoing
pipeline installation program.

Operational
Optimization

Infrastructure
Strategy and
Performance
Infrastructure
Stability

Goal 5 Priority 2:
Revise and improve
accounting and
financial reporting
tools

Operational
Optimization

18

Re-examine the Project Assistant position related
to water quality reporting.

Employee and
Leadership
Development

19

Establish a long-term strategy and funding plan for
capital improvements and asset renewal.

Infrastructure
Strategy and
Performance

Medium Priority
1

2

Consider adjusting the span of control of the GM
and AGM/CFO to further share leadership
responsibilities and flatten the organizational
structure.
Separate the engineering, operations, and
maintenance functions.
Improve cross-training and backup for staff
positions District-wide.

8

10
11

12

Employee and
Leadership
Development
Employee and
Leadership
Development
Goal 1 Priority 1:
Increase staff training
for all District
employees to maintain
excellent customer
service

Streamline the District’s payroll policies and
procedures.

Employee and
Leadership
Development
Operational
Optimization

Improve automation of the District’s purchasing
and work order processes.

Goal 3 Priority 3a:
Develop a strategy to
monitor and reduce
system water loss

Operational
Optimization

Invest in a records management systems to
improve electronic recordkeeping, archiving, and
asset management.

Goal 7 Priority 3:
Improve the District’s
ability to respond to
and recovery from
emergencies

Enterprise
Resiliency
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Rec.
Number

13

14

15

21

22

Recommendation

Overlay with
MVWD Strategic
Plan (if any)

Overlay with
EUM 10
Attributes

Review the District’s purchasing thresholds and
authorization limits.

Goal 5 Priority 2:
Revise and improve
accounting and
financial reporting
tools

Operational
Optimization

Develop long-term meter reading plan and
associated meter renewal and testing program.

Goal 3 Priority 4a:
Develop and
implement a Meter
Testing and
Replacement Program

Operational
Optimization

Ensure that Community Affairs’ work plan includes
capacity to address water rights management and
capacity.

Goal 2 Priority 1:
Develop additional
cost-effective water
supplies through local
and regional
partnerships

Water Resource
Sustainability

Invest in a strong Preventive Maintenance (PM)
program.

Goal 3 Priority 3a:
Develop a strategy to
monitor and reduce
system water loss

Infrastructure
Strategy and
Performance

Discontinue the use of paperwork orders and
implement a GIS-based work order/asset
management system.

Operational
Optimization

Lowest Priority
5

Operational
Optimization

Consider hiring an information technology
manager for the District.

20

Develop an asset management program that
includes predictive renewal and maintenance
activities.

Goal 3 Priority 3a:
Develop a strategy to
monitor and reduce
system water loss

Infrastructure
Strategy and
Performance

23

Consider the use of temporary or limited term staff,
apprentices, or additional interns to help address
the District’s preventive maintenance backlog.

Goal 3 Priority 3a:
Develop a strategy to
monitor and reduce
system water loss

Operational
Optimization
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Introduction
Background
The Monte Vista Water District was formed in 1927 and provides retail and wholesale water service to
approximately 12,322 customer accounts and over 141,000 residents within a 30-square mile area,
including the communities of Chino, Chino Hills, and Montclair within the County of San Bernardino.
The region served by MVWD, and the surrounding areas, are comprised of diverse and growing
communities with varying median incomes and broad demographic characteristics. MVWD is within San
Bernadino County but borders three other counties including the more affluent Los Angeles and Orange
Counties. MVWD is surrounded by other utility providers of different sizes and serving different population
bases with very different community characteristics, making direct comparisons with other agencies
challenging.
The District is governed by a Board of Directors comprised of five members elected at large within the
District’s retail service territory. The District currently has 38.5 full time equivalent (FTE) employees who
work in the areas of engineering, operations, maintenance, field service, customer service, billing, finance,
human resources, community affairs, and administration. MVWD provides approximately 15 million
gallons of potable water per day on average to its customers, which it sources from a combination of District
wells and imported sources.
There has been a significant amount of senior staff turnover in recent years, mostly due to retirements. The
General Manager; Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial Officer; Director of Engineering,
Operations, and Maintenance; Operations Superintendent; Maintenance Superintendent; and Customer
Services/IT Manager are all relatively new to their positions or their positions have changed recently.
The Board of Directors, General Manager (GM), and the Assistant General Manager/Chief Financial
Officer (AGM/CFO), are leading the District through adoption of a new strategic plan (2025 Strategic
Plan) and an update of the Administrative Policy and Procedures Manual. They are also moving the
District to a performance-based operation leveraging EUM principals. The EUM framework is a set of
organizational, operational, and management guidelines and benchmarks for water and wastewater
utilities endorsed by the major industry associations, including the Water Environment Federation (WEF)
and the American Waterwork Association (AWWA), as well as the US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). A key reference for EUM is the Ten Attributes of Effectively Managed Water Sector Utilities (see
Figure 1 below) as presented in “The Effective Utility Management Primer.” 1 The Primer focuses on how
to help utilities achieve outstanding performance by providing high-level practice goals. EUM attributes
describe desired outcomes and provide a set of reference points, guiding utilities to balance focus on all
areas rather than one at a time. EUM is not a checklist of activities or a list of well-defined best practices.
It simply provides high-level guidance on the characteristics of a sound utility and some measures to track
that are indicators of performance. Raftelis intrinsically uses the EUM attributes as a framework and an
important reference when performing utility assessments.

1

AMWA, APWA, AWWA, NACWA, NAWC, WEF and the US Environmental Protection Agency, June 2008
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Figure 1: EUM’s Ten Attributes of Effectively Managed Water Sector Utilities

The District hired Raftelis to review its compensation and benefits to ensure competitive compensation for
staff and to recommend areas for continuous improvement, so operations are well-run and as efficient as
possible. The review included two components:
1) A compensation study to review and update job descriptions and compare District compensation
with that in other regional utilities.
2) An organizational assessment to evaluate and review the District’s business processes,
organizational structure, and assignments, and to forecast necessary staffing levels for the next
five years.

Methodology
Raftelis conducted a kick-off meeting on May 18, 2021, with the District’s GM, AGM/CFO, Human
Resources & Risk Administrator (HRRA), and Director of Engineering, Operations, and Maintenance
(DEOM). The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the scope of the project, the District’s objectives, and
to finalize the project schedule. Raftelis then submitted a data request to collect background information
and data on various organizational structures, operations, and staffing elements. Documentation reviewed
included:
• Organizational charts
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•
•
•
•
•

Staff position titles, salary ranges, and job descriptions
Staffing levels by work unit
Budgets
Annual Financial Reports
Performance/workload reports

In early June 2021, the Raftelis team conducted remote interviews via videoconference with District senior
staff, including the GM, AGM/CFO, DEOM, Water Systems (Operations) Superintendent, Maintenance
Superintendent, Accounting Manager, Human Resources & Risk Administrator, Customer Service & IT
Manager, and Community Affairs Manager in order to learn about their job duties and their areas. After
an initial review of information provided, Raftelis consultants visited the District on June 24, 2021, to
conduct onsite interviews with managers and supervisors, and to visit major facilities, including the main
District headquarters and campus of offices, water operations facilities, and several pumping and storage
facilities.
Follow up meetings and emails occurred over the next several weeks with staff to clarify our understanding
of the information provided, ask additional questions, and to discuss organizational structure and staffing
options. Raftelis made additional data requests to support observations and recommendations.
A portion of the review included comparing quantitative and qualitative organizational and staffing
information against benchmarking data from other utilities, as well as a comparison of salary ranges and
benefits by position. Because the comparison of agencies for compensation includes much different or
larger agencies that happen to be located regionally, and which may directly compete for the District’s staff
members, the list of comparison organizations for compensation was different than the list of benchmark
organizations used for operational benchmarking. The latter required a comparison of utilities of similar
size and scope to MVWD in order to ensure a closer and more fair comparison of operational practices
and resources. Economies of scale is a significant consideration for utilities, so finding similar sized
organizations was important to create accurate comparisons. We also assessed organizational aspects
against AWWA measures and the EUM framework.

ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
The current 2021-22 organizational structure for MVWD is shown in Figure 2 below. According to its FYE
2022 Staffing Plan, the District has 40 budgeted employees (38.5 FTEs), including 1.5 District Interns (not
shown).
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General Manager
1.0 FTE

Assistant General
Manager / CFO
1.0 FTE

Community Affairs
Manager
1.0 FTE

Customer Service
& IT Manager
1.0 FTE

Customer Affairs
Coordinator
1.0 FTE

Senior Customer
Service Rep.
1.0 FTE

Water Use
Efficiency Analyst
1.0 FTE

Customer Service
Rep. II
2.0 FTE

Human Resources
& Risk
Administrator
1.0 FTE

Accounting
Supervisor
1.0 FTE

Human Resources
Assistant
1.0 FTE

Accountant
1.0 FTE

Senior Meter
Technician
1.0 FTE

Executive
Assistant
1.0 FTE

Director of
Engineering,
Operations &
Maintenance
1.0 FTE

Administrative
Assistant
1.0 FTE
Engineering /
GIS Technician
1.0 FTE

Meter
Technician II
1.0 FTE
Meter
Technician I
1.5 FTE

Projects
Assistant
1.0 FTE

Maintenance
Superintendent
1.0 FTE

Facilities
Maintenance
Technician
1.0 FTE

Senior Utility
Coordinator/
Inspector
1.0 FTE
Senior Utility
Service Worker
3.0 FTE

Water Systems
Superintendent
1.0 FTE

Water Systems
Operator III
3.0 FTE

Cross-Connection
Control Coordinator
1.0 FTE

Utility Service
Worker II
2.0 FTE

Utility Service
Worker I
4.0 FTE

Figure 2: 2021-22 Organizational Structure of MVWD
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STAFFING LEVELS
As shown in Table 2 below, authorized staffing levels in the District are quite stable. While the District has
made adjustments to specific positions over time due to reorganizations and reclassifications, overall
staffing has increased by 3.0 Full Time Equivalents (FTEs) from 37 in FY17 to 40 in FY22, an increase of
8.1%.
The Administration and Maintenance Divisions saw increases of 3.0 and 1.0 FTEs respectively, while the
Finance Division decreased by 1.0 position and interns were reduced by 0.5 FTE.
Table 2: Authorized Staffing Levels in FTEs by Division, FY17 – FY22
Adopted

FY 2021
Adopted

FY 2022
Adopted

Change
FY2017
to
FY2022

5

5

5

6

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

7

7

7

7

7

7.5

0.5

Engineering

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

Finance

3

3

3

2

2

2

-1

Maintenance

11

11

12

12

12

12

1

Operations

5

5

5

5

5

5

Interns

2

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

-0.5

TOTAL STAFF

37

37.5

39.5

38.5

38.5

40

3

FY2017
Amended

FY 2018
Adopted

FY 2019
Adopted

Administration

3

4

Community Affairs

3

Customer Service

Division
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Compensation
Summary
MVWD engaged Raftelis to perform a market compensation analysis for 33 full-time positions. The
Raftelis project team obtained publicly available compensation and salary structure information from peer
utilities in California and from national data compiled by the AWWA in order to inform this analysis.
The purpose of this analysis is to provide the MVWD with the necessary information to assist in attracting
and retaining highly qualified staff and to ensure compensation falls in line with staff responsibilities and
job descriptions.
After an analysis of industry, national, regional, and peer utility trends, the project team made the following
observations.
•

While the cost of living in the region of San Bernardino County served by the MVWD is higher
than the national median, it is slightly lower than the median cost of living in California. The cost
of living in the area served by MVWD is higher than that experienced in other areas of eastern San
Bernardino County, due primarily to higher housing costs.

•

MVWD salaries are on average higher than those offered throughout the U.S. by utilities with a
customer base ranging from 10,000 to 25,000 customer accounts and by board operated utilities,
but they are generally in line with those offered by similar entities in the region where the cost of
living is much higher than the national average. In comparison to the peer utilities included in this
analysis, the salaries offered by the MVWD appear to be slightly below comparison peers on
average. In 22 of the 33 positions reviewed (66.7% or two-thirds), MVWD midpoint compensation
was more than 5% below the 60th percentile of the peers.

•

Five positions – Executive Assistant I, Human Resources & Risk Administrator, Senior Utility
Service Worker, Administrative Assistant, and Accounting Supervisor – were paid over 15% below
the comparison 60th percentile midpoint of the peers.

•

Five positions – Assistant General Manager/ CFO, Customer Service Manager, Engineering/ GIS
Technician, Construction Projects Coordinator, and Facilities Maintenance Technician – are paid
above the comparison agency 60th percentile midpoint.

•

Regional competition for positions and salary comparisons among peers may drive up salaries.
This may partially explain why salaries in the MVWD peer group are higher than the California
averages, yet the cost of living is similar. Raftelis has noted this phenomenon in other areas where
there are clusters of agencies competing for the same talent. There is no direct evidence of this
occurring in the region that MVWD operates, but since salary data is publicly available to all
agencies, this is a possibility.
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Market and Economic Trends and Practices
MVWD provides retail and wholesale water service to approximately 12,322 customers in the Cities of
Montclair, Chino Hills, and Chino (partial), and the unincorporated area in western San Bernardino
County, California. MVWD also provides wholesale water service to the City of Chino Hills. MVWD
provides approximately 15 million potable gallons of water per day to its customer base. The bulk of
MVWD’s customer base reside in the City of Montclair, so the project team referenced U.S. Census Bureau
data for the City of Montclair for overall market and trend data.

LOCAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
The City of Montclair (City) is located in San Bernardino County, California. As of the U.S. Census
Bureau’s 2019 Population Estimates Program, the City of Montclair’s population is 40,083, which
represents a 9.4% increase from the 2010 Census (36,664). The City’s median age is 32.5, as of the 2019
American Community Survey. In Montclair, approximately 71% of the population identify as Hispanic or
Latino, 49% identify as White, 11% identify as Asian, 3% identify as Black or African American, 1%
identify as American Indian or Alaska Native, and 4% identify as two or more races. The community is
51% female, and only 73% of adults are high school graduates.
The City’s median household income is $62,024, as of the 2019 American Community Survey, and
approximately 14.6% of the community falls below the federal poverty line. The median value of owneroccupied housing units is $354,500 and median gross rent is $1,405. The following cost of living indices
were obtained from the 2021 Best Places Cost of Living Calculator. The national average cost of living is
represented in the table below as the base comparison value of 100.
Table 3: Cost of Living Comparison
Cost of Living
Grocery
Health
Median Home
Cost
Utilities
Transportation
Miscellaneous
Overall

100.6
86.9

San
Bernardino
County
98.3
86.9

Los
Angeles
County
104.1
89.4

$434,000

$347,600

103.6
115.2
101.7
129.3

109.7
114.6
100.9
117.8

City of
Montclair

Riverside
County

Orange
County

California

United
States

99.3
87.8

105.1
95.9

105.1
92.4

100
100

$629,300

$382,300

$712,500

$552,800

$231,200

96.2
162.1
103.3
164.7

109.4
149.4
100.9
129.4

98.6
115.2
104.6
167.7

102.4
133.1
103.7
149.9

100
100
100
100

The cost of living in the region served by the MVWD varies significantly. In adjacent Los Angeles and
Orange Counties, the cost of living is much higher than even the State-wide average; this is driven primarily
by the high median home costs. Riverside County is also more expensive than San Bernardino County,
though cheaper than the State-wide average cost of living. Adjacent counties outside of the District’s service
area were included in this analysis because of their proximity to MVWD. These regions have a higher cost
of living than San Bernardino County and influence the cost of service provided by the District.
While the City of Montclair is somewhat more expensive to live in than the bulk of San Bernardino County,
the City has a lower cost of living than the State-wide average.
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TOTAL AND PROJECTED ANNUAL SALARY BUDGET INCREASES
The following table illustrates the annual actual salary budget increases for employers nationwide in 2020
and the projected mean and median annual increases for 2021. These figures encompass all industries and
are not specific to water utilities.
Table 4: Annual Salary Budget Increases 2
Position Category
Officers/Executives
Exempt, Salaried
Nonexempt, Hourly
All

Actual 2020 Total Salary Budget Increases
National Mean – All National Median –
Employers
All Employers
2.9%
3.0%
2.9%
3.0%
2.8%
3.0%
2.9%
3.0%

Projected 2021 Salary Budget Increases
National Mean – All National Median –
Employers
All Employers
2.9%
3.0%
2.9%
3.0%
2.9%
3.0%
2.9%
3.0%

ACTUAL AND PROJECTED SALARY STRUCTURE ADJUSTMENT
Most water utilities establish a salary structure through which employees are compensated in a hierarchy
of pay ranges with predetermined minimum and maximum salaries. These pay ranges typically increase
by approximately 2-3% per year, both through structure adjustments and salary increases. The table below
highlights the actual and projected salary structure adjustments in 2020 and the projected adjustments in
2021 for all utilities.
Table 5: Actual and Projected Median Salary Structure Adjustments 3
Position Category
Executives
Managers
Supervisors
Staff

Projected 2020
2.50%
2.50%
2.50%
2.50%

Actual 2020
2.30%
2.50%
2.45%
2.50%

Projected 2021
2.00%
2.50%
2.25%
2.50%

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
The Consumer Price Index for all urban wage consumers (CPI-U) increased by an average of 1.2%
nationally in 2020, while the CPI-U in the Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario region increased by an
average of 1.9% in 2020. The CPI-U in the Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim region has increased at a
slower rate than in neighboring Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, with an annual average increase of
1.6% in 2020. The following table highlights the 12-month percent change in CPI-U nationally and in the
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario and Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim regions.

2
3

WorldatWork 2020-2021 Salary Budget Survey
2020 AWWA Compensation Survey – Medium-Sized Water and Wastewater Utilities
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Table 6: National and Regional CPI-U Comparison 4
Region
United States
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario
Los Angeles-Long BeachAnaheim

1.2%
1.9%

12-Month
Increase,
January 2021
1.4%
2.2%

12-Month
Increase,
March 2021
2.6%
3.6%

12-Month
Increase,
May 2021
5.0%
5.9%

1.6%

0.9%

2.2%

3.9%

2020 Annual
Average Increase

The differences in the 12-month percent changes experienced in these two regions so far in 2021 is notable.
In May 2021, the percent increase was significantly lower (3.9%) in Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim
than in Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario (5.9%).

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES
As of May 2021, the United States had an unemployment rate of 5.5%, California had an unemployment
rate of 7.9%, and the Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario region had an unemployment rate of 7.2%. In the
same month, the Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim region had an unemployment rate of 9.1%. These
rates are substantially lower than those observed in 2020 following the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic
and may be a short-term aberration. It is important to understand unemployment rates, as they are an
indicator of job competition and may require an increase in total compensation to attract talented staff in
a competitive market.

Monte Vista Water District and AWWA Data
The following table illustrates a comparison between the pay range midpoint for MVWD employees and
the AWWA median and midpoint of average salary ranges for similar positions in medium-sized utilities.
The AWWA salary data is further distinguished between board operated (governed) utilities, utilities with
10,000 to 25,000 customers, utilities in California, and all medium-sized utilities included in the salary
survey. Note that each grouping has their similarities and differences with MVWD; for example, utilities
that are not board operated (governed) and are governed directly by a municipality may have different job
functions for some positions because they rely on the parent municipality for some support functions.
The titles and job descriptions of positions at MVWD and positions included in the AWWA benchmark
data are not exactly the same but are reasonably similar in many cases. The AWWA data does not include
comparable positions for several job titles at MVWD, such as the Assistant General Manager/CFO and
Construction Projects Coordinator. Those positions are omitted from the following table. The AWWA
data also does not include customer service support or administrative support positions, so the
Administrative Assistant, Executive Assistant, and Customer Service Representative positions were
compared more closely to similar positions in peer communities.
When compared to Board Operated water utilities, water utilities with 10,000 to 25,000 customer accounts,
water utilities in California, and all water utilities nationwide, the salaries offered by the MVWD tend to
surpass average compensation provided by other utilities. The salaries provided to MVWD’s executive and
managerial staff appear to significantly exceed the averages offered by other utilities in the AWWA study.
4

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, https://www.bls.gov/cpi/
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Table 7: 2020 AWWA Salary Survey – Medium Sized Utilities
Board Operated
MVWD Job Title

2022 MVWD
Salary
Midpoint

General Manager
Director of
Engineering,
Operations, &
Maintenance
Director of
Engineering,
Operations, &
Maintenance
Community Affairs
Manager
HR & Risk
Administrator
Maintenance
Superintendent
Water Systems
Superintendent
Customer Service
Supervisor
Senior Utility
Coordinator /
Inspector
Water Systems
Operator III

All

Median

Average

Median

Average

Median

Average

Median

Average

Top Executive

$135,983

$147,058

$128,205

$138,774

$202,986

$193,457

$145,000

$153,283

$178,631

Top Operations &
Maintenance
Executive

$112,742

$117,892

$117,600

$112,437

$164,481

$166,227

$112,742

$118,729

$178,631

Top Engineering
Executive

$126,262

$125,255

$133,952

$131,381

$147,879

$145,884

$119,862

$122,332

$119,184

Community Affairs
Manager

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$90,017

$86,033

$119,184

Top HR Executive

$90,168

$92,655

$87,003

$98,394

$111,429

$115,578

$92,964

$98,131

$76,563

$82,301

$74,711

$73,460

$106,327

$102,636

$76,623

$78,164

$94,570

$95,137

$82,300

$83,335

$111,218

$110,455

$84,550

$85,993

$71,661

$74,071

$78,000

$82,363

$90,193

$85,587

$68,739

$73,048

$76,563

$82,301

$74,711

$73,460

$106,327

$102,636

$76,623

$78,164

$63,831

$65,614

$65,185

$65,340

$79,602

$80,802

$60,618

$62,665

$56,493

$57,036

$76,190

$73,165

N/A

N/A

$58,656

$59,579

$91,091

$91,715

$94,134

$97,184

$115,669

$111,526

$91,091

$92,038

$67,756

$69,286

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$66,352

$67,952

$80,000

$67,758

N/A

N/A

$54,649

$55,866

$65,185

$65,340

$79,602

$80,802

$60,618

$62,665

$119,184
$119,184
$95,940
$89,253
$83,034
$83,034

Accounting
Supervisor

$95,940

MONTE VISTA WATER DISTRICT

California

$234,686

Accountant

Engineering / GIS
Technician
Engineering / GIS
Technician
Senior Utility Service
Worker

AWWA Job Title

10,000 – 25,000
Customers

$77,231

Water
Maintenance
Manager
Water Operations
Manager
Customer Service
Manager
Water
Maintenance
Manager
Water Distribution
Operator—Senior
Accountant—
Intermediate
Accounting
Manager /
Controller
Engineer—
Associate

$77,231

GIS Technician

$55,474

$57,225

$77,231

Water Distribution
Operator—Senior

$63,831

$65,614
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Board Operated
Water Use Efficiency
Analyst

$77,231

Water Systems
Operator II

$73,560

Billing Technician

$63,523

Utility Service Worker
II

10,000 – 25,000
Customers

California

All

Conservation
Manager
Water Distribution
Operator—
Intermediate
Service Contract
Specialist

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$93,048

$91,840

$80,890

$80,532

$55,658

$54,587

$57,000

$56,858

$66,477

$67,120

$51,126

$52,080

$48,906

$54,023

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$57,262

$58,509

$63,523

Mechanic—Water

$60,093

$63,843

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$55,893

$56,740

Water Systems
Operator I

$60,507

$45,718

$45,971

$49,684

$51,419

$59,454

$59,924

$44,044

$44,795

Utility Service Worker
I

Water Distribution
Operator—
Associate

$57,627

Mechanic—Water

$60,093

$63,843

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$55,893

$56,740
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Water Utility Peers Data
As a part of this effort, similar water utilities in California were analyzed. The salary information for the
peer utilities included in this analysis was obtained from the State Controller’s Government Compensation
in California website (publicpay.ca.gov), and in some cases from the utilities directly. It should be noted
that the salary data for the MVWD was pulled from the District’s 2022 compensation schedule and
compared to peers’ 2022 reported salaries, which is the most recent publicly available data. To draw
comparisons between different position titles and most closely align position titles in peer organizations to
positions in the MVWD, the project team utilized publicly available job descriptions from peer
organizations. Below are a table summarizing the peer water utilities and a map including the location of
each utility.
Table 8: Peer Utilities Information
Utility

Location

Crescenta Valley Water District

Los Angeles County

Cucamonga Valley Water District

San Bernardino County

27

Number of
Accounts
8,200

128.25

48,000

FTE Count

Rowland Water District

Los Angeles County

27

13,800

Valley County Water District

Los Angeles County

42

12,470

West Valley Water District

San Bernardino County

87

22,000

Yucaipa Valley Water District

San Bernardino County

73

17,006

Mesa Water District

Orange County

57

25,032

Yorba Linda Water District

Orange County

81.5

25,350

Walnut Valley Water District

Los Angeles County

57

27,370

Jurupa Community Services District

Riverside County

51.5*

32,300

76

25,080

East Valley Water District
*Water operations only

MONTE VISTA WATER DISTRICT
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Figure 3: Map of Benchmarked Utilities
Most of the peer utilities included in this analysis service communities within San Bernardino County,
though several serve areas in neighboring Los Angeles County, Riverside County, and Orange County.
The cost of living in these counties varies, with the highest cost of living in Los Angeles County. The
disparities in cost of living are only marginally reflected in the salary levels of the peer utilities that serve
those communities. The data also does not show a significant salary disparity between those utilities in the
far eastern areas of San Bernardino County and those in the higher cost areas of Los Angeles and Orange
County. This could be because most are competing against each other for roughly the same talent pool.
The lack of a significant salary disparity suggests that a peer salary sample is somewhat insensitive to the
utilities chosen, as long as they are in the general region.
Summary tables are provided below. Full study results have been provided as Attachment A to this report.
In the table below, the percent of peers’ salary column illustrates the FY 2021-22 MVWD salary midpoint
as a percentage of the average peer salary midpoint. All peer data was for FY 2021-22 as well. When a
peer’s job description was deemed comparable to MVWD’s based upon job duties, supervisory level, and
education and experience requirements, it has been included.
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Table 9: FY 2021-22 Peer Salary Summary
Average
FY22
Peer Salary
Midpoint

Average
FY22
Peer Salary
Minimum

Average
FY22
Peer Salary
Maximum

Number
of Peers

$234,686

$264,361

$252,757

$275,964

8

$219,336

$211,826

$178,038

$245,615

6

$178,631

$172,612

$148,306

$196,918

11

Water Systems Superintendent

$119,184

$125,366

$108,313

$142,418

9

Maintenance Superintendent

$119,184

$116,874

$100,105

$133,643

7

Community Affairs Manager

$119,184

$126,407

$110,379

$142,434

6

Customer Service Manager

$119,184

$112,774

$94,794

$130,755

6

HR & Risk Administrator

$119,184

$158,040

$135,618

$180,463

6

Executive Assistant II

$103,158

$112,561

$95,012

$130,109

5

Customer Service Supervisor

$95,940

$105,109

$89,471

$120,746

9

Accounting Supervisor

$95,940

$110,752

$96,247

$125,257

6

$89,253

$96,806

$82,540

$111,072

7

$89,253

$84,136

$74,172

$94,099

2

$83,034

$79,704

$68,761

$90,646

8

Water Systems Operator III

$83,034

$89,848

$77,947

$101,749

9

Accountant

$83,034

$86,428

$75,300

$97,556

5

Senior Utility Service Worker

$77,231

$86,616

$76,597

$96,636

6

Engineering / GIS Technician

$77,231

$72,870

$62,988

$82,753

5

$77,231

$78,417

$68,192

$88,643

7

$77,231

$69,194

$60,162

$78,225

7

Executive Assistant I

$77,231

$110,082

$95,195

$124,969

7

Water Use Efficiency Analyst

$77,231

$82,625

$72,105

$93,145

5

Water Systems Operator II

$73,560

$77,785

$67,433

$88,137

10

Projects Assistant

$73,560

$79,027

$68,746

$89,307

5

Senior Customer Service
Representative

$70,044

$71,282

$61,307

$81,257

8

MVWD Job Title
General Manager 5
Assistant General
Manager/CFO 6
Director of Engineering,
Operations, & Maintenance

Senior Utility Coordinator /
Inspector
Construction Projects
Coordinator
Community Affairs
Coordinator

Cross-Connection Control
Coordinator
Facilities Maintenance
Technician

MVWD
FY22
Salary
Midpoint

5
The MVWD 2021 Compensation Schedule only includes a maximum annual salary for the General Manager
and Assistant General Manager/CFO positions as they work for specific contracted amounts. The minimum,
maximum, and midpoint are the same for these two positions.
6
The MVWD 2021 Compensation Schedule only includes a maximum annual salary for the General Manager
and Assistant General Manager/CFO positions as they work for specific contracted amounts. The minimum,
maximum, and midpoint are the same for these two positions.
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MVWD
FY22
Salary
Midpoint

MVWD Job Title

Average
FY22
Peer Salary
Midpoint

Average
FY22
Peer Salary
Minimum

Average
FY22
Peer Salary
Maximum

Number
of Peers

Utility Service Worker II

$63,523

$61,494

$61,131

$79,426

7

Meter Technician II

$63,523

$69,405

$60,556

$78,254

4

Water Systems Operator I

$60,507

$68,864

$59,499

$78,230

9

Customer Service
Representative II

$57,627

$61,393

$52,889

$69,896

6

Utility Service Worker I

$57,627

$62,796

$54,551

$71,041

7

Meter Technician I

$57,627

$61,546

$53,999

$69,092

8

Administrative Assistant

$52,260

$63,287

$54,836

$71,738

6

Customer Service
Representative I

$49,775

$56,195

$48,591

$63,798

11

Table 10: FY22 Midpoint and 60th Percentile Comparisons

MVWD Job Title

General Manager

MVWD
FY22
Salary
Midpoint

FY22
Average
Peer Salary
Midpoint

MVWD
FY22
Midpoint
Compared
to Peers’
60%

60% of
Peer
Average
Range

$234,686

$264,361

$261,135

-10.13%

$219,336

$211,826

$217,644

+0.78%

$178,630

$172,612

$182,712

-2.23%

Water Systems Superintendent

$119,184

$125,366

$127,196

-6.30%

Maintenance Superintendent

$119,184

$116,874

$121,685

-2.06%

Community Affairs Manager

$119,184

$126,407

$131,810

-9.58%

HR & Risk Administrator

$119,184

$158,040

$159,828

-25.43%

Executive Assistant II

$103,158

$112,561

$111,573

-7.54%

Customer Service Manager

$119,184

$112,774

$118,224

+0.81%

Customer Service Supervisor

$95,940

$105,109

$110,214

-12.95%

Accounting Supervisor

$95,940

$110,752

$113,870

-15.75%

$89,253

$96,806

$97,109

-8.09%

$89,253

$84,136

$86,581

+3.09%

$83,034

$79,704

$84,868

-2.16%

Water Systems Operator III

$83,034

$89,848

$93,142

-10.85%

Accountant

$83,034

$86,428

$86,880

-4.43%

Senior Utility Service Worker

$77,230

$86,616

$93,663

-17.54%

Assistant General
Manager/CFO
Director of Engineering,
Operations, & Maintenance

Senior Utility Coordinator /
Inspector
Construction Projects
Coordinator
Community Affairs
Coordinator
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MVWD Job Title

Engineering / GIS Technician

MVWD
FY22
Salary
Midpoint

FY22
Average
Peer Salary
Midpoint

MVWD
FY22
Midpoint
Compared
to Peers’
60%

60% of
Peer
Average
Range

$77,230

$72,870

$76,539

+0.90%

$77,230

$78,417

$80,904

-4.54%

$77,230

$69,194

$71,210

+8.45%

Executive Assistant I

$77,230

$110,082

$110,286

-29.97%

Water Use Efficiency Analyst

$77,230

$82,625

$80,559

-4.13%

Water Systems Operator II

$73,560

$77,785

$80,040

-8.10%

Projects Assistant

$73,560

$79,027

$77,636

-5.25%

Senior Customer Service
Representative

$70,044

$71,282

$73,591

-4.82%

Utility Service Worker II

$63,523

$61,494

$69,508

-8.61%

Meter Technician II

$63,523

$69,405

$69,292

-8.33%

Water Systems Operator I

$60,507

$68,864

$69,644

-13.12%

Customer Service
Representative II

$57,626

$61,393

$64,548

-10.72%

Utility Service Worker I

$57,626

$62,796

$64,758

-11.01%

Meter Technician I

$57,626

$61,546

$62,214

-7.37%

Administrative Assistant

$52.260

$63,287

$62,514

-16.40%

Customer Service
Representative I

$49,775

$56,195

$57,437

-13.34%

Cross-Connection Control
Coordinator
Facilities Maintenance
Technician

Figure 4 below shows position status as compared to the 60% percentile of comparison agencies is shown
below:
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Figure 5: Percent Above/Below Comparison Agency 60th Percentile
Facilities Maintenance Technician
Constr. Projects Coord.
Engineering / GIS Technician
Customer Service Manager
Asst. GM / CFO
Maintenance Superintendent
Community Affairs Coordinator
Director of EOM
Water Use Efficiency Analyst
Accountant
Cross-Connection Control Coord.
Sr. CSR
Projects Assistant
Water Systems Superintendent
Meter Technician I
Executive Assistant II
Sr. Utility Coordinator/Inspector
Water Systems Operator II
Meter Technician II
Utility Service Worker II
Community Affairs Manager
General Manager
CSR II
Water Systems Operator III
Utility Service Worker I
Customer Service Supervisor
Water Systems Operator I
CSR II
Accounting Supervisor
Admin. Assistant
Sr. Utility Service Worker
HR & Risk Admin.
Executive Assistant I
-35% -30% -25% -20% -15% -10%
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Benefits Comparison
As a part of this compensation study, it is important to also understand the benefits offered by peer utilities. The following table summarizes the
benefits offered by the peer utilities referenced above.
Table 11: Peer Utility Benefit Comparison
Water Utility

Monte Vista
Water District

Crescenta
Valley Water
District

Cucamonga
Valley Water
District

Retirement Benefits
CalPERS
Classic Members
• 2.5% @ 55
• 8% employee contribution
New Members
• 2% @ 62
• Employee pays 50% of cost
of plan
CalPERS
Classic Members
• 2% @ 55
PEPRA
• 2% @ 62
CalPERS
Classic Members
• Tier 1 – PERS 2.5% @ 55.
Members pay 8% as a pretax contribution effective
1/3/2021
• Tier 2 – PERS 2% @ 60 plan.
Members pay 7% as a pretax contribution effective
1/5/2020
New Members
• Tier 3 – PERS 2% @ 62.
New members pay 6.5% as
pre-tax contribution
effective 7/1/2020

MONTE VISTA WATER DISTRICT

Health Coverage
• Medical benefits through CalPERS
• Dental coverage through Cypress Hybrid
• Vision coverage through Medical Eye Services

• Anthem Blue Cross (PPO)
• Prior to 2020 they had lifetime medical, but no longer offer that
to staff

Hourly and mid-management positions
• District pays 85% of premiums, employee pays 15% for medical,
dental, and vision plans where the combined monthly premiums
exceed $564.71
Executive management employees
• District pays 80% and the employee pays 20% for medical,
dental and vision plans where the combined monthly premiums
exceed $600.00
Outside Coverage
• For full-time, regular employees with health insurance coverage
other than offered by the District, $480.00 per month is allotted
to participate in any health and insurance benefits offered by
the District, with any remainder, after purchase of said benefits,
to be taken in cash

Leave Benefits
• Vacation leave
• 13 paid holidays, including 1 floating
• 8 hours of sick leave per month

•
•
•
•

11 sick days per year
80-160 hours of vacation leave per year
7 days of additional leave offered to Managers
Paid holidays, including 3 floating holidays

• 10 vacation days after 1 year of service; 20 days
after 10 years
• 12 sick days per year
• 10 paid holidays
• 3 personal paid days
• Administrative leave for exempt employees—5
days for General Managers/Assistant General
Managers, 3 days for Managers, and 2 days for
Supervisors
• 4 days of bereavement leave per occurrence
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Water Utility

East Valley
Water District

Jurupa CSD

Retirement Benefits
CalPERS
Classic Members
2.7% at 55
New Members
2% at 62

CALPERS
Classic Members
2.7% at 55
If hired after 7/1/14, 5% of
employee portion paid by
District.

Health Coverage

• District covers 100% of employee’s selected dental and vision
plan for employee and their qualified dependents
• District offers 3 PPO and 3 HMO plans to choose from
• District offers a PPO/EPO dental plan, HMO dental plan, and
voluntary vision plan paid by employee

• Offers CalPERS health benefits with various HMO and PPO plans
• District paid dental through Delta Dental.
• Vision offered through VSP paid by employee

Leave Benefits
• 13 paid holidays
• Administrative Leave
• Executive Management = 64 hours/year
• Senior Management = 56 hours/year
• Management = 48 hours/year
• Professional/Supervisory = 40 hours/year
• 104 hours of sick leave per year
• 80 hours earned annual vacation leave per year
with increase after 3 years
• 11 paid holidays per year, plus two floating
holidays
• Earn up to 25 vacation days per year based on
years of service
• 12 sick days per year

New Members
2% at 62

Mesa Water
District

Rowland
Water District

CalPERS
Classic Members
• 2% @ 55, 7% employee
contribution
PEPRA
• 2% @ 62, 7.25% employee
contribution
CalPERS
Classic Members
• 2.5% @ 55
• 100% of contributions paid
by the District
New Members
• 2% @ 62
• 50% contribution by
employer, 50% contribution

MONTE VISTA WATER DISTRICT

• Cafeteria Plan—$1,600 “Flex Credit” per month to be used
towards health benefits including medical, dental and vision
• 10 medical plans offered by CalPERS: Kaiser HMO Plan, Blue
Shield Access+ HMA Plan, Anthem HMO Select, Anthem HMO
Traditional, Health Net Salud y Mas, Health Net SmartCare,
UnitedHealthcare, PERS Select, PERS Choice, and PERs Care

•
•
•
•

88-160 hours of vacation leave annually
96 sick hours per year
12 paid holidays
9 floating holiday hours per year

• District pays full cost of health insurance coverage for the
employee, their spouse, and dependents with a group plan
• Group dental and vision plans, with 100% of premiums paid by
the District

•
•
•
•

80-160 hours of vacation leave annually
12 sick days per year
11.5 paid holidays
Possibility to accrue 27 hours of compensatory
time off
Paid administrative leave for exempt employees
3–5-day bereavement leave
2-hour voting leave
4 months of unpaid pregnancy leave

•
•
•
•
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Water Utility

Valley County
Water District

Walnut Valley
Water District

West Valley
Water District

Yorba Linda
Water District

Retirement Benefits
by employee to cover cost
of pension benefit
• CalPERS
• District pays 8% of
employee normal member
contributions

Health Coverage

Leave Benefits

• Group health, dental, and vision insurance plans for employees
and dependents, fully paid for by the District
• CalPERS Health Benefits Plan
• ACWA Delta Dental Plan
• Vision Services Plan
• Group employee assistance program

• 80-200+ hours of vacation per year
• 3.69 hours of sick leave accrued per 2-week time
period, indefinitely
• 12 weeks of unpaid pregnancy leave
• Voting leave
• 40 hours of bereavement leave per occurrence

CalPERS

• Offers medical, dental, and vision coverage with employees
sharing in the cost when the cost exceeds amount provided by
the District

CalPERS
Classic Members
• 2% @ 55
• 100% of contributions paid
by the District

• 100% of health, dental, and vision plan costs paid by the District
for employees and dependents

PEPRA
• 2% @ 62

CalPERS
Class Members
• Tier 1: 2% @ 55, 7%
employee contribution
• Tier 2: 2% @ 60, 7%
employee contribution

Unknown

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 100% of premiums for health, dental, and vision plan costs
paid by the District for employees; 67% of premium costs for
dependents covered by the District

80-200 hours of vacation per year
14 paid holidays, including 2 floating
3.7 sick hours per bi-weekly pay period
80 hours of administrative leave for Executive
Management staff, 120 hours for the General
Manager and Assistant General Managers
5-day bereavement leave per occurrence
Up to 693 hours of unpaid pregnancy leave
Voting leave
School activities/school appearance leave
Organ and bone marrow donation leave
Crime victim leave

• 80-180 hours of vacation per year
• 96.2 sick hours per year (3.7 per pay period)

New Members (Hired 2013
or later)
• 2% @62, 6.75% employee
contribution
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Water Utility

Yucaipa Valley
Water District

Retirement Benefits

Health Coverage

Leave Benefits

CalPERS
Classic Members
• 7% contribution by
employee

Health benefit premiums paid by employer at the following
rates:
• $675 for single general or exempt employee
• $1,755 for family coverage of general and exempt employees
• $1,638 for all coverage levels for supervisory employees

Unknown

New Members
• 2% @ 60
• 8% contribution by
employee

Dental plan premiums paid by employer at the following rates:
• $35 for a single employee, $92 for family coverage for an
employee
Vision plan offered; premiums paid by employee

It should be noted that several of the peer utilities included in this analysis pay 100% of the costs for medical, dental, and vision plans for their
employees and their dependents. The MVWD does not currently offer this benefit.
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Discussion & Observations
All positions except for one, the Construction Projects Coordinator position, were compared to at least four and
often more similar positions at peer agencies. The Raftelis project team noted that it is difficult to make peer
comparisons for the Construction Projects Coordinator position, as only two peers had similar positions; all other
positions had four or more peers for comparison. However, each of the comparison positions for the Construction
Projects Coordinator were very similar and the salaries fairly comparable, suggesting that a larger pool may not be
needed.

Conclusions
While District salaries are higher than both national and State-wide averages, most are below salaries offered by
regional comparison utility organizations. This suggests they are generally appropriate, given the higher costs of
living in the region on average.
Higher regional salaries cannot be explained by a higher cost of living alone, as the region served by the District
offers a similar cost of living to the State-wide average. The higher salaries are likely, at least partially, the result of
increased competition for skilled workers and salary comparisons among the peers. Raftelis has noted this
phenomenon in other areas where there are clusters of agencies competing for the same talent. There is no direct
evidence of this occurring in the region that MVWD operates, but since salary data is publicly available to all agencies
this is a possibility.
Salary adjustments are justifiable for several positions at MVWD, so long as job responsibilities of peers align with
the actual work staff are performing.
Minor salary adjustment may also be necessary for positions with high levels of regional competition, such as the
Customer Service Representative position. Note that the labor market is highly variable because of the COVID-19
pandemic, and conditions may be transient.
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Operational Assessment
In this section of the report, we will share data from benchmarking MVWD operations with other comparison
agencies. We will also make recommendations to assist the District in improving organization structure and staffing
levels to meet service expectations over the next five years and to improve the efficiency of operations.

Comparison Data – Operational Benchmarking
Raftelis considered comparison data from a series of utilities that are similar to MVWD in terms of operating
conditions, size, and services provided, as shown in Table 12 below. These comparison agencies are within four
California counties: Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside, and Orange. The comparison agencies’ number of
water accounts range from 5,500 to 25,000, deliver between just over 1 MGD to 45 MGD, and employ between 27
and 87 full-time equivalents (FTEs). Every comparison agency used is a water district and has the term “Water
District” in its name; for simplicity and space-saving reasons, the term “Water District” has been omitted from their
names.
Table 12: Comparison Agency Data – Operations Benchmarking
Services Provided

Total FTEs

Approximate
Accounts

Water
Delivered
(MGD)

Monte Vista

Water only

37

12,300

14.0

Beaumont – Cherry Valley

Water only

45

19,700

10.5

Water, sewer conveyance

27

8,200

3.0

Water, sewer treatment

43

10,800

2.2

Joshua Basin

Water only

28

5,500

1.4

Mesa

Water only

57

25,000

14.4

Water, Sewer treatment

49

13,200

7.4

Rowland

Water only

27

13,800

8.6

Valley County

Water only

42

12,500

6.3

West Valley

Water only

87

22,000

13.7

Yorba Linda

Water, Sewer conveyance

81.5

25,400

45.0

Water, sewer treatment

73

17,000

11.0

Utility

Crescenta Valley
Hi-Desert

Mission Springs

Yucaipa

Only districts were selected for comparison, since water utilities that are part of larger municipal governments tend
to have different organizational structures and operating models. They commonly share services such as fleet
management, accounting, and IT with other municipal functions. This makes them less applicable for organizational
benchmarking.
At an organizational level, there are several high-level staffing benchmarks that are commonly cited across the
industry and by EUM – namely, the number of accounts served per FTE and million gallons per day (MGD) treated
per FTE. Figure 6 shows that most of the peer utilities serve between 200 and 350 accounts per FTE. MVWD is on
the upper end of this range with 333 accounts per FTE. The implication is that serving more accounts per FTE
indicates that an organization is leaner (in terms of staffing) or more efficient. However, operational differences,
treatment processes, water sources, and system demographics can have a significant impact on staffing, so this
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benchmark alone is not sufficient to draw conclusions. Figure 6 also presents the 25th percentile, median, and 75th
percentiles of Accounts per FTE for water utilities contained in AWWA Utility Benchmarking. The participants in
AWWA Utility Benchmarking tend to be larger, high-performing utilities, whereas the peer utilities tend to be smaller
organizations that are not able to take advantage of the same economies of scale. Despite the lack of economies of
scale, MVWD fares well compared to the AWWA survey data.
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Figure 6: Accounts per FTE

A second way to examine staffing levels for comparisons across utilities is through water production levels,
measured in MGD per employee. Figure 7 shows the MGD of water delivered per FTE for the peer group. In
comparing Figure 6 and Figure 7, one can see that the peers have been re-ordered. Differences between the two
figures are generally due to differences in per account consumption. Ironically, a utility that indicates lean staffing
on a per account basis can appear less lean if it serves accounts that use a relatively small amount of water. The
prevalence of multi-family housing, agricultural use, lot sizes, infrastructure age, and many other factors can
influence MGD produced per employee. A big factor is often the amount of non-revenue water. If a system is losing
a lot of water, then it may appear more efficient in terms of water production per FTE. MVWD has the third highest
water production per FTE of the peer group, similar to its relative performance in accounts per FTE. Figure 7 also
presents the 25th percentile, median, and 75th percentiles of MGD per FTE as reported for water utilities in the
AWWA Utility Benchmarking. While the majority of peers were at or below the 25th percentile in Figure 6, most
peers are at or above the 25th percentile in Figure 7. While the peer utilities still lack the economies of scale of larger
utilities, most peers rely on groundwater or imported water, which generally requires fewer staff in order to deliver
treated water to customers.
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Figure 7: MGD per FTE
Overall staffing levels can be an indicator of an organization’s efficiency, though utilities have wide latitude as to
what functions they perform in-house versus outsource. A utility that appears leanly staffed may make wide use of
contract services and another utility may be more heavily staffed yet perform most duties in-house. Both utilities can
be efficient, high-performing utilities, but they are achieving the goal in different ways.
Figure 8 shows the relative distribution of job functions across a number of the peer organizations. Some job
categories, such as Operations & Maintenance (O&M), are fairly consistent across the organizations. However, the
more “specialized” components of the organizations show variability as to how they are staffed. For instance,
Engineering is represented by bright red bars. Based on the width of the bars some utilities, such as Beaumont –
Cherry Valley or Yorba Linda, have engineering groups, while others likely only employ one or two engineers, and
in the case of several utilities, none. This data shows differences in how organizations choose to staff functions.
Those that have few or no engineering staff likely outsource a majority of their engineering work.
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Figure 8: Job Functions
EUM and the industry does not provide best practices for staffing functions. Best practices are centered around
activities performed and the relative efficiency of performance. For example, there is no “correct” number of
engineering staff at a utility, only measures pertaining to efficiently delivering engineering activities, such as
delivering a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). These activities can be delivered by various combinations of in-house
and contract resources.
Other comparisons to gauge the relative performance of utilities are centered around the three major utility
expense/investment types: O&M, capital, and debt service. While the use of operating expenditures per account can
be an indication of the performance or efficiency of a utility, it should be noted that a large portion of a utility’s O&M
costs are essentially fixed – they have little influence over the costs of purchased water, chemicals, or power needed
to provide service. Moreover, the peer utilities rely on purchased raw and/or treated water from third-party sources
to varying degrees, which counts as an O&M expense. MVWD has the second highest operating expenses per
account among its peers which can be, in part, due to its role as a wholesale provider with a single customer. For this
reason, it is difficult to extract separate costs out and provide an accurate “apples to apples” comparison.
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Figure 9 presents the most recent annual capital budget per account for the peer utilities. Similar to O&M expenses
per account, MVWD has the second-highest annual capital investment per account. Operating expenses tend not to
fluctuate much from year to year unless there is a major change in operations or a significant one-time expense.
Capital expenses, though, can be highly variable from year to year as big projects are periodically tackled. Different
utilities may be in different capital replacement cycles, which can influence spending levels. Newer systems require
less investment, while older ones are often catching up on delayed capital investment. While MVWD does have the
second highest capital spending per account, it ranks toward the top of a consistent continuum between the lowest
capital spending utilities and the highest.
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Figure 9: Annual Capital Budget per Account
There is a cohort of utilities among the peers that spends relatively little on their capital budget and a cohort that
spends significantly more. As indicated in the previous paragraph, there may be a number of reasons for these two
cohorts. Some of the utilities in the low spending cohort may have made significant investments in previous years
and are simply in a down spending cycle. Other may have newer systems and do not require significant capital
investment at this time. A few may be neglecting capital investment to keep rates low or to offset expenses in other
areas. Those in the higher spending cohort may be working on one or more big capital projects or are trying to catch
up with capital needs. Based on the described needs at MVWD, the capital spending needs per account appear
reasonable.
The amount of debt service per account reflects past capital spending and borrowing decisions. High amounts of debt
service can be due to large, recent capital projects that require high levels of debt service for the coming two decades
or more, or it may be due to financing decisions made 10 or more years ago with the debt soon to be retired. Figure
10 presents the annual debt service per account for the peer utilities. MVWD has the highest rate among the peers,
though again, the peer utilities exhibit a continuum of debt service amounts, and MVWD’s debt service level is
considered comparable.
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Figure 10: Annual Debt Service per Account
While the previous three figures have looked at major expense and capital investment components, a key metric for
comparison between utilities is water rates. Revenue must match the sum total of the utility’s O&M expense, cashfunded capital, annual debt service, and change to its reserves. A utility decides how to collect its rate revenues
through its rate structure. In Figure 10 and Figure 11 below, total bills are presented at two levels of residential
consumption: 10 hundred cubic feet (ccf) and 20 ccf per month. As MVWD and the majority of peers charge a bimonthly bill, the total bills presented are calculated for 10 ccf and 20 ccf of usage over a two-month period. In 2021,
the AWWA released its Water and Wastewater Rate Survey which contains a survey of water utilities 2020 residential
bills at 5 ccf and 10 ccf per month. Figure 10 presents the peer utilities’ residential bi-monthly bills at 10 ccf of usage.
The median bill for small systems (utilities delivering 25 MGD of water or less) calculated as part of the AWWA
rate survey is also included. MVWD’s total bill at 10 ccf is near the median, with roughly half of the peers’ bills above
and half below.
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Residential Bill, 10 ccf/bi-month
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Figure 11: Residential Bill, 10 ccf (bi-month)
Figure 11 presents total bi-monthly bills 20 ccf of usage. MVWD again is seen to be in the middle of its peers and
has a total bill roughly equal to the median bill surveyed by AWWA.
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Figure 12: Residential Bill, 20 ccf/bi-month
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Analysis and Recommendations
Raftelis used benchmarks and our understanding of best appropriate practices to compare MVWD operations with
other peer agencies. We have made recommendations to assist the District in improving the organization to meet
service expectations over the next five years and to improve the efficiency of operations over the long term, consistent
with EUM and industry recognized best practices.
The analysis and recommendations detailed below identify specific and actionable recommendations that can be
implemented to strengthen service delivery for the next five years at MVWD. The recommendations are not provided
in a priority order, but as they relate to the District as a whole or to a specific department or division.
The District has dedicated professional staff who are committed and who pride themselves on providing high levels
of service to customers. This was evident during inspection of assets, and our interviews and interactions with staff,
and is present in the information provided. Staff express a true passion for serving the community and a commitment
to retaining a close “family” culture. For example, MVWD has worked hard to schedule regular employee events to
build comradery and provide a break. This has been a priority in general, but even more so due to the complications
of continuing to stay connected and provide service during the COVID-19 pandemic.
This review included two components: a compensation comparison and review, and an operational comparison and
review. In particular, MVWD wanted to know how its organizational structure and staffing levels should be changed
to ensure its ability to continue providing excellent service now and over the next five years.

Staffing and Organization Structure
Recommendation 1: Consider adjusting the span of control of the GM and AGM/CFO to further
share leadership responsibilities and flatten the organizational structure.
There are varied opinions about the optimal organizational structure of a utility and there are countless examples of
successful and less successful arrangements; although directly correlating success with structure is challenging. The
EUM attributes “Stakeholder Understanding and Support” and “Operational Optimization” touch on organizational
structure but offer little concrete guidance on specific alignments. Raftelis has observed some common practices
around span of control and industry alignments of functions that are prevalent. For example, having 5-7 direct reports
to the senior executive is common at small and mid-sized utilities. Separation between the operations functions and
more administrative/support function is also common.
While the organizational structure at MVWD seems to be working well with the incumbents, there are some
noticeable differences in span of control. As of July 2021, the GM had two direct reports, the AGM/CFO and the
DEOM. The AGM/CFO had five direct reports who oversee the following departments: Community Affairs,
Customer Service and IT, Human Resources and Risk, Finance, and the Executive Office. The five direct reports
include: Community Affairs Manager, Customer Service & IT Manager, Human Resources & Risk Manager 7,
Accounting Supervisor, and Executive Assistant, who also has a dotted line relationship to the General Manager.
The span of control is much greater for the AGM/CFO as compared to the GM. Other managers/supervisors in the
organization have as few as one direct report, while some positions have as many as six direct reports. The
AGM/CFO’s span of control is particularly noteworthy given the broad range of responsibilities of the direct reports
and the relatively few reports to the GM.

The current Human Resource & Risk Administrator position is recommended to be retitled to Human Resource & Risk
Manager earlier in this report and is shown as Manager in the organization charts on the assumption this will occur.
7
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One option to address this imbalance is to move the Community Affairs and Human Resources and Risk (HR)
groups from under the AGM/CFO to the GM as shown in Figure 13. The GM would then be directly responsible
for operations/engineering, Community Affairs, HR, and risk management, allowing the AGM to focus on finance
and customer service functions, freeing up some of the position’s capacity for additional long-range financial analysis,
capital budgeting, IT, and strategic customer service activities. This option might be attractive given anticipated IT
projects and additional investments in capital that are planned.

General Manager
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Assistant General
Manager / CFO
1.0 FTE

Director of
Engineering,
Operations &
Maintenance
1.0 FTE

Community Affairs
Manager
1.0 FTE

Human Resources
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1.0 FTE

Figure 13: Proposed General Manager New Reports
Independent utilities (i.e., districts) commonly have the most important functions and the largest staffing groups
reporting directly to the top executive at the organization. HR, finance, engineering and planning, and
external/community affairs leaders in those organizations often report directly to the top executive, unless there are
directors that lead separated administrative and operations-type functions. Top executives are also closely involved
in relations with the governing body and external affairs. Functions that support these areas often report directly to
the top executive. Customer service functions fall in various spots across utility organizations with some considering
it an operations function and others treating it as an administrative or finance function. Again, there is no accepted
best practice or optimal organization structure to reference in the industry. Many arrangements have proven
successful.
Another alternative is to create a broader AGM/CFO position in which all operational staff report to the
AGM/CFO. In essence, the AGM/CFO would become responsible for all internally facing activities including the
groups under the DEOM, leaving the GM to focus entirely on inter-agency communication, legislation, outreach,
political issues, and board relations. This arrangement might help if a considerable amount of time is anticipated to
adopt services, for example. This would, however, further increase the levels of hierarchy in areas.
The AGM position at peer utilities in the region, when present, typically cover only parts of the organization. Some
positions still report directly to the GM. The Jurupa Community Service District shows that HR reports directly to
the General Manager’s office. The Walnut Valley Water District operates with the AGM overseeing all operational
divisions. The West Valley Water District has a CFO/Administrative Officer and an AGM reporting to the GM.
There are various structures at neighboring utilities, so it is impossible to say that there is a preferred arrangement in
the region. In our experience, the arrangement often depends on the skills, experience, and qualifications of senior
staff.
A flatter organization may create more involvement in the leadership team that better represents the multiple facets
of operations as compared to consolidating decision-making and information sharing within a two-person leadership
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team. Moving responsibilities from the AGM/CFO to the GM, if desired, could be undertaken in a phased matter
by first communicating the changes and purposes for them to staff, identifying any steps that should occur to make
this happen, and finally setting an effective date for the new arrangement. Job description and supervisory
relationships would need to be updated accordingly. There is no immediate need to make this change.

Recommendation 2: Separate the engineering, operations, and maintenance functions.
It is rare to have a single position directly supervising both engineering and operations/maintenance functions,
especially if there is a lot of in-house activity (vs. outsourced) occurring in each area. While the three areas –
engineering, operations, and maintenance – must collaborate, there are challenges in having one position with such
broad responsibility. The DEOM cannot focus exclusively on the District’s CIP and engineering needs, which will
be growing significantly as the District works to greatly increase its pipeline replacement program and considers
taking on more internal engineering and potentially taking on sewer activities. As needs in this area grow and should
the in-house engineering division staffing grow or more contractors be utilized, and as the District increases its focus
on asset management, the DEOM will need to devote more time to these activities.
The current Water Systems Superintendent and Maintenance Superintendent appear to be sufficiently skilled and
experienced to run these functions independently. Both now operate with a good deal of independence under broad
oversight of the DEOM, who provides mostly support and consultation. While there is natural collaboration between
engineering and operations functions, the functions are different and require different expertise. The incumbents
report great collaboration, which should continue, but also report that the DEOM serves as more of an advisor to
engineering-related operations topics than as a manager involved in day-to-day activities. Our recommendation
simply formalizes this relationship, as shown in Figure 14.
Under the current organization structure, the GM has two direct reports: the AGM/CFO and DEOM. By flattening
the organization in this manner, the General Manager will have more direct involvement in operations. This should
enhance collaborative decision-making and communication across the organization.
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Figure 14 : Proposed Split of DEOM Position
Due to the incumbent DEOM’s relative newness to the District, this recommendation would likely require a wait
until natural attrition occurs in the position. At that time, the DEOM and two Superintendent positions can be reclassified with compensation adjusted appropriately. The cost to implement this recommendation would include
moving two Superintendents to a higher classification, for example, from Range #251 to Range #253, for an increase
of approximately $32,000 for both positions ($16,000 for each) and moving the current DEOM position from Range
#255 to the same Range #253, for a reduction of about $35,500. The net impact of this change would be a savings
to the District of $3,500 and improved communication and involvement at the executive level.
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Note that if MVWD pursues Recommendation 1 to adjust the span of control for the GM and AGM/CFO, then the
GM would have six direct reports, which is within the 5-7 direct reports commonly seen in the industry but much
greater than the two positions currently under the GM.

Recommendation 3: Choose an option for the Engineering Department to ensure appropriate
execution of the District’s increased CIP and adoption of enhanced asset management.
The MVWD plans to considerably expand the amount of annual capital pipeline renewal beyond historical levels to
address failures and aging infrastructure. The District has considered many approaches to handle the expansion,
ranging from more contractor/consultant support to increasing in-house engineering capacity. The DEOM expressed
a desire to build greater in-house engineering capacity by adding staff to the Engineering Department. Under his
proposal, the District would reclassify the Engineering Tech/GIS position to an Engineer position and this full-time
position would provide engineering design and project management services, as well as manage the GIS needs of the
District.
There is no “right” answer for how to structure engineering functions at a utility. Many of MVWD’s peers outsource
their engineering, especially project design needs, while others perform the bulk in-house. Within the utility industry,
engineering needs at small and mid-sized utilities are met through the full range of strategies ranging from fully
providing engineering services in-house to fully outsourced engineering services. The EUM attributes “Infrastructure
Stability” and “Financial Viability” touch on making sure a utility has a viable plan for managing, renewing, and
paying for infrastructure, but does not provide specific guidance on staffing engineering groups.
There is naturally concern about adding staff at MVWD. Some consider the increase in capital projects in the next
five years or so to be temporary and suggest that the additional engineering needs could be handled by external
contractors. Others see the need for in-house resources for a sustained capital program at elevated levels well beyond
five years. Another factor is the relative cost of the options. Contract engineering service can be expensive on a per
project basis, but the cost is offset if there is limited need for design. In-house engineering can be very economical if
there are good processes in place and staff can focus on project delivery.
Raftelis’ recent benchmarking with other utilities suggests that there are some guidelines that may inform staffing
levels at engineering departments. One metric that can guide staffing levels is annual capital cost per engineering
FTE. In the recent benchmarking study, staffing ranged from $0.5 – $2.0 million of capital delivered per year per
engineering FTE. That means that an engineering department with four staff would be expected to deliver between
$2 - $4 million in capital projects per year. Examination of a second metric, engineering FTEs per 10,000 accounts,
found that engineering departments were staffed at a rate of 2 – 4 full-time positions per 10,000 accounts. These
metrics translate into MVWD being able to support an engineering delivery function of 3-4 people. These metrics
are not based solely on professional engineers but rather “engineering” positions, meaning that whichever job titles
are in engineering are counted, including those such as GIS technicians, asset managers, planners, etc. Essentially,
all those associated with planning and delivering capital projects are counted.
Below are three options to staff the engineering and design functions at MVWD to manage the capital improvement
program.
Option 1: Build a full services in-house engineering design and delivery group.
One option, shown in Figure 15 below, is to build a full-service in-house engineering design and delivery group to
manage all design, inspection, and GIS work at the District. Some services like survey would still be outsourced, but
the bulk of the design, project management, inspection, and GIS work would be performed by MVWD staff. This
option would involve hiring one or more licensed engineers. Note that the group will still have to get assistance for
more complex projects such as water treatment projects or projects with complex geotechnical work.
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Figure 15: Engineering Department – Option 1
In addition to capital project delivery, the engineering department would still need to support the general engineering
and asset management needs of the MVWD. This includes ensuring that the system maps and records are accurate
and up to date, assisting with operational optimization (a key EUM attribute), assisting with regulatory compliance,
and asset management activities. Combined, these new activities increase the scope of the engineering functions at
MVWD.
Option 2: Outsource design work and fill the vacant Engineering Tech/GIS position with a person that also has
project management/administrations skills to help with capital projects.
In this option, shown in
Figure 16 below, the District would not add any engineers to design capital projects but instead would hire a
technically trained project management/administrative person who would help oversee engineering contracts and
capital projects management. The position would also help with GIS, asset management, and O&M data
management. This individual would have project management and project administration expertise, would have
some design expertise to be able to read plans and interpret designs, but designs would still require the use of contract
engineering firms to perform design work. This multi-talented person may be hard to find or expensive. Training
may be required to buttress one or more needed attributes of the position.
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Figure 16: Engineering Department – Option 2
Option 3: Create a hybrid Engineering Department which includes an Engineer and Water Resource Analyst.
This option, shown in Figure 17 below, is similar to that proposed by the DEOM and would add the resources of a
licensed Engineer (or Associate Engineer) who can review contract designs and provide in-house engineering design
expertise, supplemented by an Engineering Tech/GIS person with project management/ administrative skills as
discussed in Option 2. The Tech position would help the Engineer/Associate Engineer manage contracts and
projects, as well as help with asset management and GIS. Project inspection, survey, and other ancillary function
would still need to be outsourced.
In addition, we recommend moving the Water Use Efficiency Analyst currently in Community Affairs to the
Engineering Department and retitling the position as a Water Resource Analyst. Ensuring safe and adequate water
supply is a critical operational component of water utility operation and deserving of significant focus and resourcing.
Implementation of this recommendation will accomplish the goal of integrating demand and supply management
under the District’s water resource responsibilities.
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Figure 17: Engineering Department – Option 3
The right option for MVWD should include consideration of the following things:
• Volume of capital projects now and over the next 5 plus years
• Level of design expertise required for the District’s projects; most of the capital renewal projects planned
are pipeline projects, which require less design expertise if only plan views are needed (no profile views)
• Ability to meet other District engineering needs besides capital project delivery
• Costs and value created
• Overall asset and O&M data management at MVWD
• The requirements to have plans stamped by a licensed engineer
In our view, MVWD should be cautious about Option 1 if the District plans to reduce the size of the capital program
after the next 3-5 years. A reduced capital program would create excess staff capacity. Some of the services like
inspection and survey can be procured affordably without the need for additional specialized staff. While some would
point to a decrease in hourly costs for services, increased overhead may offset the lower hourly rate.
While Option 2, fully contracting out engineering may be an attractive option because of the low staffing overhead,
it also carries risks. A utility is a highly capital-intensive operation and relies on the quality of its infrastructure to
ensure continued delivery of service to customers. Minimal in-house engineering expertise and historical knowledge
places a utility at risk of poor-quality design, cost overruns, and infrastructure failures.
We recommend the District consider hybrid Option 3 to ensure quality infrastructure and contract oversight. Under
this option, a new licensed engineer position would provide in-house design expertise for pipeline projects and
manage contractor projects in conjunction with the Director and an expanded Engineering Tech/GIS position. This
position would be supplemented by the Project Assistant to manage contracts elements, such as pay requisitions and
schedules. In this way, the District could do some design in-house, employ contractors where appropriate, and still
improve other engineering needs like asset management and operational optimization. If the number of projects
grows even further, the District may need to hire additional positions, perhaps on a limited term, until the capital
improvement program returns to lower levels.
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Recommendation 4: Review the District Treasurer role of the AGM/CFO and clarify reporting
relationships and separation of duties.
The AGM position now includes not only Chief Financial Officer (CFO) duties but is the District Treasurer as well.
The position’s job description is explicit in delineating that the position receives administrative direction from the
General Manager and policy direction from the Board regarding the position’s fiduciary responsibilities in overseeing
District finances as Treasurer.
While the relationship appears to work well now, should there be contention between the GM, AGM/CFO, and the
Board, having the AGM/CFO report (even in part) directly to the Board could result in conflict and confusion. If
there is malfeasance, there could also be some potential fiduciary conflicts. Furthermore, if the AGM/CFO needs to
certify, audit, or warrant any financial information for the Board, it is unclear that the reporting relationship affords
the necessary independence. This may be clearer if a District policy or Board resolution explained the separation of
AGM/CFO duties and those of the GM. Raftelis is not aware of such a policy or Board resolution.
In reviewing comparison agencies, the joint AGM/CFO is an unusual arrangement. In most utilities, the CFO is a
separate position (as opposed to being combined with the AGM). The CFO is also named the District’s Treasurer
and is responsible for Treasurer duties as set forth in State law. However, in every case we noted, the CFO/Treasurer
reports directly to the General Manager. In this way, there is no potential for conflict or confusion with the Treasurer
position reporting to two bosses: the General Manager and the governing board. Some utilities do have a Treasurer
position filled by a member of the Board. They often review information provided by the top executive or
independent auditors. For example, an annual audit should be submitted to the Board and not the District
management.
Raftelis recommends that MVWD more clearly articulate the responsibilities for the AGM/CFO, including fiduciary
responsibilities to the Board. The documentation should provide guidance on what to do if a conflict arises between
the parties regarding financial decisions. MVWD may also want advice from outside counsel to assure that the
arrangement meets all the legal separation of duties required under California law.

Recommendation 5: Consider hiring an information technology manager for the District.
The District does not have a position exclusively focused on IT. The Customer Service Manager was re-titled to
Customer Service and IT Manager in July 2021 to recognize his new role taking over management of the District’s
technology and related vendor contracts from the AGM/CFO. The incumbent is skilled at technology and excited
for the new variety of duties. The District is in the process of selecting a new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
software that will serve the organization. The strategic plan’s focus on using technology to improve customer service
makes this a logical placement.
In considering the District’s long-term needs there will be an increasing need to focus on technology improvements
across the organization in order to meet data analysis and performance enhancement needs in the strategic plan, and
to increase staff efficiency. An Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) or ERP project will each be multi-year
endeavors that will likely tie up a staff person nearly full time. Technology needs for the District include ensuring
cybersecurity (a growing and very real threat to utilities); meter testing and replacement; field operations
technologies; customer service call center and online customer improvements; asset management technologies;
document scanning and storage solutions; and more.
Poor implementation of technology projects can be very costly, in dollars, productivity, public trust, and staff morale.
Having a dedicated person with a background in information technology and an understanding of the right questions
to ask vendors would be a valuable skillset to have in the District. In addition, a truly performance-driven operation
uses data to inform management and decision-making. Due to a historic reliance on paper recordkeeping, there is a
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lack of significant data available in MVWD and movement to automated systems and electronic recordkeeping will
assist staff in pinpointing operational needs. Data is the key to performance management.
For this reason, we recommend the District plan to hire a dedicated information technology position in the near
future, reporting to the AGM/CFO as shown in Figure 18 below. This position can be solely focused on all of IT
and data initiatives and would manage multiple vendor contracts and serve as IT project manager.
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Figure 18: Addition of IT Manager to Finance and Administration Division
The cost of implementation would be up to $175,000 including salary, benefits, and overhead. While this is a sizeable
increase in costs, the benefits of the position – including enhanced data and information security, automation of
manual tasks, and better data analysis to inform operations – would merit the investment and can be planned for and
implemented in a phased manner over the next 3-5 years.

Recommendation 6: Add a new Community Affairs Specialist position in the Community Affairs
Department.
The Community Affairs Department is very busy with a myriad of important outreach and educational programs
and activities critical to the District. In order to ensure the Department maintains this service level, the former Water
Use Efficiency Analyst position, moved to Engineering, should be replaced with a Community Affairs Specialist
position which can be fully devoted to assist the Community Affairs Department.
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Should the District implement all the recommendations above, the new organization chart would be as shown below
in Figure 19. This result is intended to be phased in over the next five years.
General Manager
1.0 FTE

Assistant General
Manager / CFO
1.0 FTE

Accounting
Supervisor
1.0 FTE

Accountant
1.0 FTE

Administrative
Assistant
1.0 FTE

Customer Service
& IT Manager
1.0 FTE

IT Manager
1.0 FTE

Human Resources
& Risk Manager
1.0 FTE

Human Resources
Assistant
1.0 FTE

Executive
Assistant
1.0 FTE

Senior Meter
Technician
1.0 FTE
Meter
Technician II
1.0 FTE
Meter
Technician I
1.5 FTE

Facilities
Maintenance
Technician
1.0 FTE

Customer Affairs
Coordinator
1.0 FTE
Customer Affairs
Specialist
1.0 FTE

Senior Customer
Service Rep.
1.0 FTE
Customer Service
Rep. II
2.0 FTE

Community Affairs
Manager
1.0 FTE

Director of
Maintenance
1.0 FTE

Director of
Operations
1.0 FTE

Senior Utility
Coordinator/
Inspector
1.0 FTE

Water Systems
Operator III
3.0 FTE

Senior Utility
Service Worker
3.0 FTE

Utility Service
Worker II
2.0 FTE

Utility Service
Worker I
4.0 FTE

Cross-Connection
Control Coordinator
1.0 FTE

Director of
Engineering
1.0 FTE

Engineer
1.0 FTE

Projects Assistant
1.0 FTE

Engineering Tech/
GIS
1.0 FTE

Water Resource
Analyst
1.0 FTE

Figure 19: Proposed New Organizational Chart

District-Wide
During the review, several issues that impact the entire MVWD organization were investigated. They are discussed
in this section.

Recommendation 7: Size the new campus facilities to include modest room for future growth, new
technologies, and a focus on asset management.
The MVWD main campus, located in Montclair, California, has several buildings, including a former fire station
training tower and building. The primary office building is fairly new and in reasonable condition. Several other
buildings, including an operations area, engineering/ maintenance area, and garage, are much older, going back to
the early 1900s in some cases. The District has plans in place and is in process of building new campus facilities to
provide additional space and functionality for the non-office operations. These buildings are already budgeted in the
District CIP and plans are in process.
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Figure 20: Current MVWD Campus Facilities
Building new facilities for public entities is always a balancing act: on one hand, you want to size it for the future, to
provide room for future growth and ensure it lasts a long time so that staff have suitable space to perform efficiently
and effectively. On the other hand, you have to ensure the public doesn’t perceive overbuild or a too fancy “Taj
Mahal” that is viewed as an expensive waste of ratepayer funds.
In planning the campus, we would recommend that the District include flexibility for future growth of 2-3 positions
in existing areas. It should also include some space for temporary workers such as interns, consultants, and temporary
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project employees. The addition of sewer O&M employees would have a significant space impact. This needs to be
careful considered. Finally, we noticed that there isn’t a good, dedicated space for meter testing and backflow
equipment. The District should have a small test bench for testing 4-8 meters at a time.
The District should specifically consider:
• How will workforce size change during the life of the building?
• How likely is sewer provision to occur? If it does, how big of a staff will be necessary? What additional
equipment will be needed?
• What technology changes will occur?
• What changes in water provision requirements may occur in the next 10, 20, or 30 years?
Having several multi-purpose spaces that can be used for training, planning sessions, or simply group meetings is
very helpful. We often hear the biggest regret with new facilities is not enough unallocated space for general purposes.

Recommendation 8: Consider staffing implications of taking on sewer service operations.
At the time of this review, the Board had authorized the GM and staff to enter into investigations and planning to
consider taking on a new business line – the provision of sewer collection and distribution – to the unincorporated
areas within the District’s service boundaries.
The District has been approached by developers requesting this new service. The Board and GM consider sewer
service a potential opportunity to improve local water quality and increase the District’s service offerings to
customers. The Board would only consider this new service if it were self-funding, with no subsidy required by the
water operations (as required by California state law). The District is in the process of environmental review as
required by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and moving the approval process through the Local
Area Formation Commission (LAFCO), which approves service provision areas in the county. The District would
also require a contract with the Inland Empire Utilities Agency (IEUA) for sewer treatment. The District is also
reviewing funding sources for the new operation.
According to the GM, the District would not staff sewer operations immediately but slowly phase over to a fully
staffed operation, using contract assistance at first. Staff would require time to become certified and the District
would need time to hire additional staff and obtain additional equipment. Adding this business creates another reason
to separate engineering and operations/maintenance, as discussed in Recommendation 2.
Positive aspects of this change include the potential to increase economies of scale for operations/maintenance,
additional resources/revenues, diversification of services, and an opportunity to grow the service area. Other utilities
that have taken on new services have reported a few challenges. While these issues may not be applicable to MVWD,
Raftelis notes them to provide a balanced perspective. For example, other utilities report having to develop a number
of new standards, specifications, and policies to ensure the new infrastructure is appropriate. Other utilities have also
had to put requirements in place to prevent developers from installing infrastructure more quickly and cheaply than
appropriate.

Recommendation 9: Improve cross-training and backup for staff positions District-wide.
While additional positions have been recommended in this review where we believe they are justified, it is important
to recognize that staff are an investment of significant resources which, in turn, can result in higher rates to customers.
The District has historically maintained relatively lean staffing for this reason. MVWD can further improve efficiency
of operations and enhance capacity by creating additional opportunities for cross-training. For example, some meter
readers in Customer Service hold a backflow certification and can provide backup for the Backflow Specialist in
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Operations when necessary. There could also be more cross-training across the Operations and Maintenance
functions. This is the type of cross-training that would benefit the organization and help in reducing the need for
added staff.
We noted several instances where the District lacks backup. It is acknowledged that at a smaller utility like MVWD
not every position can have complete backup. If staff members are out of work due to illness, vacation, training, or
other reasons functions sometimes stall. Several staff noted the difficulty in scheduling and taking time off. In
Operations, for example, if just one of three staff members goes on their 9/80 Friday scheduled time off or a vacation,
the crew is down by 1/3. If the Senior Utility Coordinator/Inspector is pulled to perform inspections, Maintenance
loses a crew leader for that period. In Operations, a cross-training program had been implemented but was curtailed
due to impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and need for remote work.
While sustainable in the short-term, this lack of backup creates stress on staff and can lead to delays in getting work
done or employee burnout. Operational Resiliency is one of the main tenants of EUM, simply because the impacts
of not having backups caused by a variety of factors can have a devastating impact on utility service delivery. There
are several things that the MVWD can do to mitigate impacts without providing excessive positional redundancy.
The District should formally identify backups and backup processes for every staff position and implement a phased
program of cross-training, where appropriate. In addition, some utilities have moved away from single-focused
person programs and efforts. Using cross-connection (backflow) again as an example, instead of having a single
tester/inspector, they have shared the functions across multiple technicians with one individual often the primary
resource and others being secondary resources. This is an evolution of cross-training that may help MVWD in some
areas.

Recommendation 10: Enhance the culture of data-driven performance and decision-making with
improved technology and processes.
Best practice, high-performance utility organizations collect, analyze, and review data to streamline operations,
justify decisions, and show progress toward goals. Information management is a crucial part of almost all EUM
practices. The District has adopted an aggressive Strategic Plan and the GM has focused staff on implementation of
that plan. However, inefficient electronic data collection, information management system, and process automation
throughout the organization is an impediment to fulfilling the Strategic Plan.
The Operations and Maintenance Division has electronic work order history for field maintenance available through
the Hansen work order system, which was used from 1999-2019. This system is currently not used. The Eden system,
which is used for some work orders, is not yet connected to GIS. The Division doesn’t have an electronic system
linked to GIS for tracking work to assets. Some work is currently managed through paper records, making the data
more difficult to access and analyze. Customer Service has just started using electronic work tracking associated with
customer accounts, but the system is very basic, and the processes are just now being developed to start using the
data. A major system upgrades to an ERP is planned. Payroll processing is also highly manual and time consuming.
A more automated process would be more efficient.
Once the District implements a new ERP system, it will provide new work processes and a database of information
can be used for continuous improvement. For example, it can help pinpoint where meter replacement/maintenance
needs to occur, what the key risks are with processes, which activities take too long, and whether the District meets
its own performance benchmarks in several areas. There is a similar need to implement a CMMS as described in
Recommendation 20 for field O&M activities.
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Public agencies are being asked more and more frequently these days to defend their performance and show verifiable
progress toward goals. Without quantitative data and defensible, efficient processes, this is a subjective game. Having
information to clearly show how the District is performing – operationally, not just financially – will greatly assist in
reassuring customers that the District is well-managed and a trusted steward of ratepayer funds.

Finance and Administration Division
The District’s Finance and Administration Division is led by the AGM/CFO and includes four departments: Human
Resources and Risk, Finance, Customer Service, and Community Affairs. In addition to these operating
departments, the Finance and Administration Division includes two support positions, the Executive Assistant and
Administrative Assistant. The Administrative Assistant position, in particular, has in recent years served as a floating
position to provide support across the four operating departments, helping where needed.

HUMAN RESOURCES AND RISK DEPARTMENT
The Human Resources and Risk Department was, until FY 202122 fiscal year, a one-person operation consisting solely of the
Human Resources and Risk Administrator (HRRA) position,
recommended for reclassification and retitling as Manager, with
occasional assistance from the Administrative Assistant and other
staff. In FY 2021-22, the Board approved an additional 1.0 FTE
Human Resources Assistant position, bringing HR Department
staff to two. This division is responsible for human resources
support and management, employee compensation and benefits,
risk management including oversight of District insurance
contracts and review of vendor contracts for insurance
requirements, payroll, and more. The HRRA has taken an active
role in working to create the “family” environment of the District,
including scheduling special staff events, such as the employee
barbecue lunch that our team was invited to during an onsite visit.

Figure 21: Employee lunch

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
The Finance Department consists of two staff, the Accounting Supervisor and Accountant, responsible for all
bookkeeping and financial work for the District, including accounts payable, accounts receivable, and audit. As the
District’s former Finance Manager, the AGM/CFO provides particular oversight of the Finance Department and
performs the long-range financial planning and budgeting aspects herself.

Benchmark comparisons and a review of the capital budgets show that MVWD is facing a significant increase
in capital work, while it already has a relatively high amount of debt. The biggest challenge of the Finance
Department is likely to be finding ways to pay for needed capital investments, while keeping rates affordable and inline with other area agencies. A careful mix of PayGo and debt financing will be required. EUM does not offer a best
practice in this area, because paying for capital is largely a political and philosophical decision made at the local
utility. However, bond rating agencies such as Standard & Poors and Moody’s offer guidance on debt coverage
ratios, cash on hand, and other financial measures to help guide decisions. The District has available cash reserves
as a result of unexpended debt proceeds.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT
The Customer Service Department is led by the Customer Service & IT
Manager and includes a Senior Customer Service Representative, two
Customer Service Representative II positions, a Senior Meter
Technician, a Meter Technician II, and 1.5 FTE Meter Technician I
position. This division is responsible for providing direct service to
customers, including sending and processing bills, answering questions
and assisting with service requests such as turn-on and turn-off of water
service, reading meters in the field, and more. As of FY 2021-22, the
Customer Service & IT Manager was given the responsibility to oversee
the District’s IT contracts and vendors. He is in process of leading the
District through identification of a new ERP system.

CUSTOMER SERVICE DIVISION
Monthly Averages
•
•
•
•
•
•

1,000 phone calls answered
5,150 payments processed
6,200 bills generated
6,400 meters read
32 meters exchanged
1,100 past due notices generated

The Department answers an average of about 1,000 phone calls and 20 online inquiries each month, as well as taking
payments over the counter, through the mail and a night box (lockbox), and online. Raftelis reviewed these metrics
in comparison to data in AWWA Utility Benchmarking. We also discussed staffing and work processes with the
Customer Service & IT Manager. Both sources suggest that there is the right number of staff in customer service.
Finding the right number of staff is often challenging for small and mid-sized agencies because of periodic surges in
customer interactions associated with the time of the day and regular operations like disconnections for non-payment
of bills. Vacations and other staff leave events also create a disproportionate impact on small and mid-sized agencies.

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
The Community Affairs Department consists of a Community Affairs Manager, a Customer Affairs Coordinator,
and a Water Use Efficiency Analyst. This department is responsible for water use efficiency programs and outreach,
educational programs to local schools and customers to support conservation efforts, tracking of legislation and
letters of support and opposition, and public information including serving as liaison to partner agencies, meeting
with stakeholder groups, and performing some media relations. The work of this department was noticed throughout
our visit, including a welcoming display for customers in the lobby area of the administrative building, as well as
clever slogans on the side of the utility trucks. Even the building’s elevator door was wrapped with outreach materials.
The District holds an annual poster contest for schoolchildren.

Figure 22: Samples of District community affairs outreach and education
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Benchmarking activities of the Community Affairs Department is somewhat challenging at utilities have varying
goals for community outreach and there are few true best practices in the industry. Many utilities are very comfortable
taking the role of “silent servant” where they provide only required information to customers. Others opt for a more
prominent role in the community. In our experience the latter approach generally builds more support for important
efforts such as water conservation and capital investment.
Recommendations for all department within the Finance and Administration Division are below.

Recommendation 11: Streamline the District’s payroll policies and procedures.
Based upon current job descriptions, the HRRA serves as the District’s payroll administrator and is responsible for
review and entry of timesheets, calculations for exiting employees, ending payroll reports for benefits, federal and
state payroll reports, and quarterly/annual reconciliations, as well as preparation of the District’s approximately 36
checks to staff. This is an unusual arrangement, and in our review of job descriptions, it was noted that comparison
agencies did not have this responsibility in HR but, more often, in the Finance Department. More typically, HR is
responsible only to ensure accurate pay classification/rate for each staff member; unless the pay rate changes, HR’s
role in the payroll process is limited to questions on policies and the appropriate application of labor agreements. HR
typically is not responsible for compiling regular payroll information and ensuring it is accurate.
In the District’s current payroll process, employees complete Excel timesheets and save to a shared drive for review
and electronic approval/sign-off by their supervisor. The Administrative Assistant manually enters hard copy
timesheets into the Eden payroll software for review by the HRRA. The HRRA and Accounting Supervisor report
that significant time is spent reviewing employee entries, particularly with regard to non-standard hours (e.g.,
overtime or special shifts). Employees often self-report overtime when it may not be appropriate, and significant
discussion and interpretation of policies must occur in a short period of time to resolve any questions. Timesheets
are submitted to Finance for entry on Monday morning and payroll must be finalized by Tuesday at 2 p.m., leaving
just over 24 hours to resolve payroll questions.
During interviews with staff, both the HRRA and the Accounting Supervisor noted spending significant time on the
District’s biweekly payroll function which they now share. The HRRA had previously been solely responsible but
has added the Accounting Supervisor as backup and to assist with payroll, splitting the duties. Between these two
staff positions, a minimum of 10-12 hours is spent per biweekly pay period, which annualized is 240-288 hours per
year or over 10% of a full-time staff member. In our experience this is excessive for an organization with 36
paychecks.
In addition, staff are concerned about consistency, and the ability to ensure compliance with all payroll-related
regulations and requirements, in addition to their other duties. This is a common concern as payroll is a technical
specialty and even more complicated in the State of California with the CalPERS retirement system. Most agencies
must either have an in-house payroll specialist solely devoted to this function who is very knowledgeable about many
changing policies and requirements, or external experts to provide professional advice and assistance. They must
also have strong supporting policies and practices that are as clear as possible.
The District must streamline the payroll process and support it with clear policies and practices. It may also want to
consider the use of an external payroll vendor such as ADP. Not only can such vendors assist with automation such
as “employee self-service” (ESS) in which staff enter their hours worked into an online timesheet and this is
automatically fed to payroll, they can eliminate the need for manual data entry. These firms often provide compliance
services and technical assistance as well, including State and Federal reporting. While the public sector has specific
nuances that are not applicable to private sector payroll, many such vendors are now addressing these issues and
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local governments are increasingly using their services. By contracting out payroll, greater efficiency through
automation may be realized, as well as additional technical support for staff.
The cost of a payroll vendor can vary widely depending upon the nature and type of services contracted. In one small
California City with approximately 45 employees and CalPERS retirement, ADP was used for bi-weekly payroll and
annual costs were around $8,000. This increased to $10,000 when ESS options were later added. While seemingly
more costly than current operations unless the current staff time is considered, this option may assist in mitigating
some risk for the District and is less expensive than hiring a full-time Payroll Technician. Payroll automation can
take 3-6 months, depending upon the vendor and staff time to focus upon this initiative. A carefully planned and
rolled out implementation would be beneficial to manage staff understanding and expectations.
Regardless of whether or not the District moves to a vendor delivery model, the District still needs to review and
streamline its compensation policies to ensure clarity and standard application in the automated system. For
example, the overtime policies of the District should be set up to easily calculate payroll depending on the employee
classification, date, and time of hours worked; in short, MVWD needs clear rules and that can be more automated.
Staff will still need to review and approve final payroll, but after all standard policies have been applied. This means
payroll should require intervention only on very rare occasions and in very special circumstances. Staff could request
sample payroll policies from other regional agencies of similar size and scope to determine where changes can occur
to ensure clarity and standardization.

Recommendation 12: Improve automation of the District’s purchasing and work order processes.
The District operates a decentralized purchasing system in which staff in the divisions prepare and submit their own
requisitions online for approval via an automated workflow in the Eden system; there are no dedicated purchasing
staff. While the use of transaction attachments is possible in Eden, that functionality is not currently being used and
staff maintain paper files.
The former Hansen electronic work order system (CMMS) is no longer in use and the current Eden system is not yet
connected to GIS functions. The Operations and Maintenance work orders are being handled through a basic
electronic system developed in-house using service order functionality within Eden, supplemented by paper records.
While this is an acceptable temporary work-around, this is not the best long-term solution. While historical records
from the Hansen system in use from 1999-2019 are available to staff, the need to query redundant systems is not
ideal. The District should move to full implementation of an integrated CMMS as soon as practical.
The inventory of materials is entered into the Purchase Order system by Maintenance Department staff, sent to
accounts payable in Finance, and manually entered into Eden. There is no live count of materials or inventory for
use by Maintenance staff, who maintain an inventory and warehouse of commonly used parts in case of emergency
and to minimize disruptions to operations (see Figure 23: Operations and Maintenance inventory read for use in the
warehouse). They also maintain inventory on their trucks. Raftelis found the parts kept in inventory to be extremely
well organized, much better than at other utilities, which greatly helps in accurate and efficient inventory
management.
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Figure 23: Operations and Maintenance inventory read for use in the warehouse
Staff is currently focused on selection of a new ERP system rather than improvements to the existing one, as is
appropriate. However, process improvements are needed too so these new tools can be used effectively.
Improvements to the purchasing and workflow process should be incorporated into any ERP specifications,
including:
• Automated creation and workflow of work orders
• Ability to handle a complex rate structure.
• Attachment functionality (staff can attach backup documents or information to any purchasing request or
work order)
• Live inventory module
• Direct interface with Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable
• Ability to use third-party payment applications
• Ability to interface with meter reading software for AMR/AMI
• GIS-capability and use of tablets and phones by staff in the field
By moving to automation, not only will the process of work orders and purchasing be expedited, but the District will
build a valuable database of information for use in managing operations.

Recommendation 13: Invest in a records management systems to improve electronic
recordkeeping, archiving, and asset management.
A great deal of important knowledge has been captured on paper and is stored in various locations at the MVWD
facilities. In the engineering, operations, and maintenance office area, there is a vaulted room where many as-built
plans are stored. In other offices, file drawers of documents are the primary means of information retention. While
this storage option is better than nothing, the District would lose everything in the event of catastrophic fire or other
event and often finds it difficult to use the information effectively for decision-making. Better electronic data
management and information systems are needed.
Electronic document management is an important aspect of “Operational Optimization” and “Operational
Resiliency” as referenced in EUM. It is vitally important that this historical knowledge is available and can be easily
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used for decision-making. The engineering, operations, and maintenance functions need a linked CMMS and GIS
system to manage their information. This is explained further in Recommendation 20 below. They also require,
along with other departments, a better electronic document management solution for other records such as contracts,
forms, HR records, etc. The Finance and Administration Division should be made responsible for creation of an
expedited records management system, phasing in scanning or storage of important documents while transferring
operations to electronic data systems. For example, as the new ERP system is implemented, staff should be mandated
to attach documents to each transaction after a certain date ; all information prior to that date should be scanned or
stored.

Recommendation 14: Review the District’s purchasing thresholds and authorization limits.
In interviews, staff noted that the purchasing thresholds and authorization limits were quite low, in some cases just
$500. This is very low in a capital-intensive operation such as a utility where a single component such as a valve can
be in excess of such low amounts.
The District should compare its purchasing thresholds with that in other agencies to determine appropriate levels.
While oversight of purchasing is important to minimize the risk of fraudulent behavior, the limits should not unduly
impair daily operations or delay work. Empowering managers with higher spending authorities will improve
efficiency of operations; however, the District must also hold staff accountable for complying with these purchasing
limits and with all purchasing procedures.

Recommendation 15: Develop long-term meter reading plan and associated meter renewal and
testing program.
MVWD has been adopting automated meter reading (AMR) technology on a limited basis over the past few years
while working to determine a long-term metering solution. AMR allows staff with radio units to read customer
meters while driving or walking by a meter location, saving the information for later download to a billing or data
collection computer. According to staff, the District has replaced approximately 1,000 of 13,000 meters to date using
AMR. The District has close to 8,000 meters that have been in the ground for over 15 years, about 63% of the active
meter inventory. Over time and/or amount of usage, the meter accuracy deteriorates, especially when measuring
low flows.
In September 2021, the District approved an updated meter replacement policy with a replacement schedule of 1520 years for small and medium meters; large meters are replaced when calibration is no longer acceptable per AWWA
standards. The District does not have a meter testing facility, which means it cannot perform as needed testing, nor
can it review the change in accuracy of the meter population over time. Best industry practice is that utilities test
roughly 5-10% of their new meters before they are installed to ensure factor accuracy standards. Utilities should also
test a representative population of meters periodically, using AWWA standards that require low, medium, and high
flow range testing. This type of testing requires in-house meter testing equipment (i.e., a meter testing bench). Large
meters should be tested much more frequently than small meters; some as often as yearly according to AWWA if
they are very large. Some larger utilities elect to purchase specialize equipment for testing these larger meters,
typically those over 1 inch in diameter. Other find it more cost effective and convenient to use outside testing
companies for their large meters.
The District has not yet determined whether it will continue with AMR or move to Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI) technology. This is an important decision that should be made in the near future. Each system has its pros
and cons. Manual meters are the most basic and least expensive, but they require a labor to read each billing period.
AMR significantly decreases the time required to read meters but can add $25 to $75 to the cost of a meter, depending
on technology and vendor. AMR provides one-way communication, sending a signal from the meter to the reader.
AMI provides two-way, near real time communications. AMI can provide flow and consumption data, which allows
a host of analyses. It can even detect leaks, preventing excessive water bills and adjustments. AMI can send
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information to the customer directly about usage in order to better manage demand. AMI data allows for much more
detailed monitoring and dashboard-based monitoring of the water system. It is invaluable for reducing demand
associated with conservation programs. Some AMI systems even allow remote shut off and flow reduction.
Unfortunately, the capital cost of AMI is higher than AMR and higher than manual reading. While a typically 5/8inch residential water meter may cost around $125, adding AMR equipment may increase the costs by $25 to $75.
AMI requires reading collectors, typically located on utilities poles throughout the service area. This can add an
additional $50 to $75 per meter on average.
Both AMR and AMI are worthwhile technologies which enhance the efficiency and safety of a utility’s meter reading
function. AMI allows for real-time information to customers and the utility, notifications on usage to customers, and
greater overall transparency. The cost of AMI is incrementally higher – some estimate up to 25% more than AMR –
and the utility must assess whether the benefits of the AMI over AMR are worth the added cost. In addition, either
technology requires upfront funding and an investment; MVWD has been exploring the use of grant funding for its
meter program.
We recommend the District move rapidly to establish a long-term meter plan and begin an annual capital investment
in the replacement/testing of all meters.

Engineering, Operations, and Maintenance Division
The Engineering, Operations, and Maintenance Division is overseen by the Director of Engineering, Operations,
and Maintenance (DEOM) and consists of the three departments: Engineering, Operations, and Maintenance.
Engineering engages in system planning, engineering, and capital project delivery, while Operations focuses on well
and treatment, and Maintenance focuses on the distribution system. Engineering functions are supervised directly
by the Director, but the Operations and Maintenance Departments are led by superintendents who report to the
Director.

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
The Engineering section of the Engineering, Operations, and Maintenance Division is responsible for design and
implementation of the District’s capital improvement program (CIP), maintenance/updates to the GIS systems,
contracts management, and project management (overseeing the work of contractors hired to design and construct
capital projects) under oversight of the DEOM. Currently the Engineering Department is comprised of two positions
– an Engineering/GIS Technician and a Projects Assistant. The District anticipates a sizeable increase in the CIP as
it seeks to catch up on deferred investment in pipeline replacement.
The Engineering/GIS Technician position is currently vacant and the DEOM is evaluating the best staffing and
organization for this unit. According to the job description and interviews with staff, key tasks for which the
Engineering/GIS Technician position is responsible for are:
• Design and drafting for District construction projects, system repair, and replacements
• Maintenance of GIS maps and layers, fire hydrant flow maps, banners, and signs as needed
• Use of AutoCAD map to create drawings and maps for Water Operations section and maintain drawings
• Performing calculations and studies related to the water system
• Coordinating capital projects with contractors, utility companies, and other agencies
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While the Projects Assistant is located in the Engineering Department, in reality the position supports all three
departments: Engineering, Operations, and Maintenance. One of the Projects Assistant’s main duties is helping with
compliance reporting. According to the job description and interviews, key tasks for the Projects Assistant include:
• Ensuring timely completion and execution of vendor contracts and agreements, including bonds and
insurance, and notices of award, proceed, and completion
• Maintaining list of vendors on the plan holder list and those to whom bids are forwarded
• Preparation of project bids and addenda
• Scheduling pre- and post-bid meetings
• Preparation of letters, correspondence, and administrative tasks for all three divisions
• Preparation of water quality compliance reports submitted monthly, quarterly, and annual for signature by
the DEOM
• Investigating water complaints and reporting on quantity
• Preparing water quality samples per chain of custody and coordinating with external testing laboratory
• Maintaining spreadsheets on construction project contracts and developer service agreements for
Maintenance division.
While this level of support has been sufficient to meet District needs in the past, there is concern that the increase in
the CIP size over the next five years will require additional resources.

Recommendation 16: Increase capacity for contract/project delivery and asset management.
The DEOM has proposed the addition of an engineering position that is focused on design and management of
capital projects to ensure they are built to plan and constructed on time and on budget. We concur that more project
administration help is needed as the capital program expands. This will free up the DEOM’s capacity to focus upon
large-scale projects on the District campus, as well as the potential new line of business to provide sewer service.
Given the growth in the District’s CIP, additional capacity will be necessary to perform various project functions;
regardless of if engineering is delivering projects predominantly in-house or through consultants. Most project
administration function can be overseen with minimal engineering technical expertise. A projects administrator
should have knowledge and experience in project delivery, contracting/bidding, records management, water quality,
and familiarity with water system operations.
Project delivery often is limited by the speed at which it can be administered and not at the speed of the contractor(s)
completing the work; should utility staff fall behind, the ability for contractors to execute becomes limited. In addition
to oversight of projects, any new position should also have responsibilities with overall system asset management.
Completed projects need to be integrated with existing systems such as GIS, for example, to ensure they are properly
tracked and maintained. There is also a need to implement a CMMS as discussed in Recommendation 20, and for
the District to maximize use of the data collected.
Advanced asset management at the MVWD is limited. Operation is focused on operating assets to meet customer
and regulatory requirements and Maintenance is focused on fixing pipes and performing maintenance. Engineering
is focused on the delivery of the capital program. Paper records of work orders are kept, but the data is reportedly
not analyzed frequently and used to modify asset practices such as predictive failure analysis. Implementation of
advanced asset management practices is referenced in many elements of EUM. MVWD must bolster its activities in
this area as it manages a growing capital program.
The Engineering/GIS Technician position should be responsible for helping with asset management along with the
GIS of the distribution system as well as asset recordkeeping and assisting with pipeline design drawings.
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Recommendation 17: Consider developing multi-years construction contracts and/or a short list of
pre-screened and approved vendors for the District’s ongoing pipeline installation program.
The District’s aging infrastructure has resulted in a significant increase in leaks and maintenance issues. For this
reason, the Board has authorized staff to significantly increase its investment in pipeline replacement over the next
five years in order to play “catch up” and bring pipeline condition to acceptable levels. CIP funding levels have been
increased accordingly and staff are now working to plan for rapid deployment of these additional resources.
Several methods are used by other agencies to expedite and reduce the costs of capital pipeline installation. One is
to consolidate projects into multi-year contracts to lock in pricing and attract more competition. Contractors often
like these multi-year efforts because it assures them work over a long period. This allows them to be more aggressive
on other pursuits. Another option is pre-screening a short list of vendors for construction and installation services.
The District would undertake a traditional purchasing process to screen contractors for a series of future projects to
be determined at a flat price per foot or other metric for installation and select those most qualified and with the most
reasonable price. The contract can provide an annual escalation metric so that quoted prices can increase by 1% per
year, CPI, or another number, ensuring the vendors can continue over time. This can help manage risks associated
with price increases. An alternative is to simply pre-screen the vendors and then provide individual project task orders
with details and ask all pre-screened firms to “bid” on the cost of the task order.
This process greatly shortens project deployment time, as purchasing and bidding alone can take up to three months.
By having pre-screened contractors on hand, the District can quickly start up new projects and begin construction.
These vendors would also become familiar with the District’s policies and procedures, further shortening the learning
curve during construction. The District may also find that it can take more of a design-build approach with these
contractors, providing them with less detailed plans and specifications than may be required for other contractors.
For example, they may not need detailed profile views of most pipeline segments. Having a minimum of two such
pre-screened contractors will allow the District to simultaneously work on multiple projects as well as ensuring a
backup should one contractor have to stop working for some reason.

Recommendation 18: Re-examine the Project Assistant position related to water quality reporting.
The Projects Assistant located in the Engineering Department is responsible for supporting the Engineering,
Operations, and Maintenance Departments with a broad variety of duties including ensuring approval of vendor
contracts and agreements, scheduling of pre-bid and bidding meetings, preparation of bid addenda and
advertisements, and oversight of some aspects of construction contracts and agreements. These are typical job duties
for an administrative projects assistant and consistent with duties seen in comparison agencies. The Projects Assistant
currently serves all three divisions below DEOM.
The MVWD Projects Assistant is also involved in water quality reporting, which is unusual for the classification.
The Projects Assistant is responsible for submitting monthly, quarterly, and annual water quality reports to regulatory
agencies and has been ensuring chain of custody for water samples, sending them to the external laboratory vendor
for analysis. The Projects Assistant tracks water quality results in a spreadsheet, reviews them for compliance with
standards, and coordinates follow-up action with the Water Systems Superintendent if the District is not meeting
standards. The Projects Assistant also tracks water production amounts, import amounts, quantities across wells,
and recycled water amounts. Our understanding is that the position does not collect samples or perform any water
quality testing and is not responsible for making any process or flow adjustments to ensure/achieve compliance.
In most other agencies, a technical manager such as a Laboratory Director or Operations Superintendent with an
operator license reviews and submits regulatory reports. There is a division between the administrative aspects of
compiling data and the technical aspects of collecting and reviewing the data. For this reason, we recommend that
MVWD review the position carefully and decide if the position is more administrative or more technical. If it is
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determined to be more technical and requires interpretation of the results, for example, requiring technical training
and an operator license may be appropriate. If the position requires broad administrative skills and some analyst
capabilities above a basic level, then perhaps an analyst or manager title is appropriate.

Recommendation 19: Establish a long-term strategy and funding plan for capital improvements
and asset renewal.
With the growth of the CIP program, new leadership, and a fresh look, it is an opportune time to revise the District’s
policy for funding capital projects. The benchmarking section of this document shows that MVWD already carries a
relatively high debt load but has manageable rates, as compared with peers. Staff can assess the Board’s willingness
to consider the use of additional debt for large projects, as long as staff analysis justifies the financials, and the debt
service (principal and interest payment) requirements are not too onerous. PayGo (cash), paying for capital projects
with current rates is also an option. Utilities are all over the map in terms of the balance of PayGo and debt financing
of capital projects. This recommendation addresses EUM attributes, “Financial Viability” and “Infrastructure
Stability.”
While the District has recently completed a five-year CIP plan mini update that is published as part of its thirty-year
master plan, it should expand this to 20-years internally and hold discussions with the Board to include planned asset
replacements and associated funding method for each project. The long-term rate impacts of these decisions should
also be discussed to provide context for these discussions.
A revised policy should include metrics by which staff are required to analyze project financing to determine the
costs of PayGo (cash) financing versus the use of loans or debt. Besides the financial costs of borrowing (interest and
administrative costs related to borrowing), the District should include consideration of the non-financial
considerations, such as generational impacts, as outlined in the table below:
Table 13: Considerations for Capital Projects Financing
PAY AS YOU GO (PAYGO)

•
•
PROS
•

•
•
CONS

•
•

DEBT (Loans/ Bonds)

Future funds not tied up in
debt payments
Can use interest savings
(that would be spent on
debt) toward other projects
No risk of default

•

Can increase wait time for
projects while saving up
Large projects can exhaust
budget
Risk of project inflation
during wait
Burden to current users for
benefit of future users

• Borrowing rate could be high
• Debt payments impact future
budgets and reduce future
flexibility

•
•
•

Projects delivered when
needed; no wait
Costs spread over life of asset
Builds capacity to invest with
available funds
Those using the project, pay
for the project

Once a policy is created, staff can analyze large-scale capital projects with regard to lifespan, project cost, and
cost/benefit of PayGo versus debt financing and debt burden based upon current financing rates. For capital projects
over a specific threshold size ($1 million or $2.5 million, for example), staff should be required to perform a
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calculation on total cost if financed, impact upon net position if paid in cash, and potential rate impacts. This analysis
should be applied as soon as possible for future projects in order to take advantage of favorable interest rates.

OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT AND MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT
The DEOM oversees the Operations and Maintenance Departments, led by the Water Systems Superintendent and
Maintenance Superintendent, respectively. The Operations Department consists of the Water Systems
Superintendent, three Water Systems Operator III positions, and one Cross-Connection Control Coordinator
position. The Department is responsible for water quality, supply, and treatment. Operations staff maintain pumping
and booster facilities and treatment equipment. Laboratory work is outsourced but Department staff perform some
field testing and collect samples. Ensuring appropriate water supply includes a complicated blend of demand, budget,
and provider agreements which is overseen by the Superintendent. Minimum flow requirements from surface
treatment plants and other vendors requires occasional shut off of groundwater production. Physical space
constraints restrict the ability to build new tanks and places more focus on the maintenance of existing ones and at
alternatives, such as groundwater.

Figure 24: An aging control panel at one of the major treatment and storage facilities.
The Maintenance Department includes the Superintendent, a Senior Utility Coordinator/Inspector position,
Facilities Maintenance Technician, three Senior Utility Service Workers, two Utility Service Worker II positions,
and four Utility Service Worker I positions. The Maintenance Department performs mostly reactive maintenance,
such as repairing pipeline leaks, as well as some PM such as hydrant maintenance and some valve exercising. In
addition, the Maintenance Department oversees maintenance of the District’s vehicle fleet and of the facilities,
including contracted janitorial services and landscape maintenance, elevator maintenance, and asphalt replacement
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contracts. In addition to maintaining the District’s assets, the Department advises developers on construction
standards and installations.
Because the recommendations regarding operations apply to both departments, we have included both departments
in one section of this report.

Recommendation 20: Develop an asset management program that includes predictive renewal and
maintenance activities.
The District currently conducts maintenance in mainly a reactive mode, responding to problems as they occur. This
is mainly driven by the relatively high number of water main breaks and somewhat lean staffing. Preventive and
predictive maintenance activities such as valve exercising, unidirectional flushing, and meter replacement/testing
based on analytics are generally not practiced. In many cases the data may not exist or its in paper records that can’t
be easily analyzed for this type of asset management.
It can be a challenge to make the transition from a reactive to a proactive organization. Doing so requires an
intentional asset management program. The lack of a CMMS hinders the District’s ability to analyze and thus
prioritize capital maintenance and renewal efforts. An asset management program can assist the District in tracking
performance metrics, setting targets, and identifying strategies for achieving those targets. For instance, Figure 25:
Water Losses shows the water losses for the District and the peer utilities based upon their 2020 Urban Water
Management Plan (UWMP) reports (with the exception of Joshua Basin, for which 2018 was the most recent
available). The District has the fourth highest rate of water losses among the peer utilities. An asset management
program, in which leaks, breaks, and line maintenance is recorded can help identify priority pipe segments for
replacement: Is the District best served by replacing its oldest pipe, or pipe of a particular material? Should pipe in a
particular pressure zone be prioritized or are there pipe segments in areas of subsidence that should be prioritized?
Generally, waiting for pipe to fail and then replacing it is the most costly way to manage assets.

Water Losses (AF per 100 miles of pipe)
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Figure 25: Water Losses
In addition to analysis of capital assets, an effective asset management program can assess the feasibility of service
level targets. For instance, when paired with a CMMS, the District can assess what PM is actually being done and
the amount of time it takes versus reactive maintenance. It can help answer questions such as, “If the District were
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to institute a valve exercising program, what resources would be required to achieve that? Would additional staff be
required?” An asset management program is a long-term investment in the operational optimization, infrastructure
performance, and resiliency of the utility.
As mentioned previously asset management is an integral part of EUM. Unfortunately, asset management is not well
understood in the industry; many people equate developing an inventory of assets or installing a CMMS as doing
asset management. Those are some components of asset management, but there is much more to it. Asset
management is fundamentally a way of doing business to deliver service levels to customers at the lowest cost. Asset
management, because it is not well understood, sometimes get a bad reputation. Utilities have put in place programs
that have not created value. This is not true asset management. Asset management involves many interrelated aspects
as shown in Figure 26 below.

Figure 26: Principles of asset management best practices

Recommendation 21: Invest in a strong Preventive Maintenance (PM) program.
MVWD has had a high number of leaks, estimated to be 120-140 per year on water mains with an additional 60-90
service leaks. MVWD’s metrics have improved due to the recent increase in CIP projects, but there is still more to
be done. In interviews, staff noted that maintenance had been deferred and they have been acting reactively “fighting
fires” in terms of emergency repairs and replacements and have been pulled away from a comprehensive PM. This
is a costly operational approach, both in terms of the cost of such repairs but stress on staff in responding and public
impressions of the District.
Maintenance Department staff noted that the District has invested in more CIP projects, which is helping to decrease
leaks and failures. The new DEOM and Maintenance Superintendent have changed repair approach as well, moving
from performing repetitive point repairs in the same area to replacing entire sections of pipe; although, Raftelis noted
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a large number of repair clamps or so-called “band-aids” in the MVWD inventory. Replacing sections of pipe as
opposed to band-aiding is industry best practice.

Figure 27: MVWD has a large number of repair clamps or so-called “band-aids” in inventory
District Maintenance needs to move to a more proactive Preventive Maintenance program, including valve
exercising, unidirectional flushing, and other programs which have been lagging. A fully staffed Engineering
Department with GIS and asset management can pinpoint trouble spots and assist in the design of a more aggressive
PM program, moving the District toward more predictive maintenance versus reactive maintenance.
The District may require an interim investment in an annual leak surveillance contract to identify leaks that require
attention; this can be done in parallel to the creation of a strong in-house leak detection program. The Maintenance
Superintendent should be made accountable for planning and phasing in this transition from reactive to Preventive
Maintenance over the next five years with strong collaboration from engineering. This recommendation addresses
the EUM attribute, “Infrastructure Stability.”

Recommendation 22: Discontinue the use of paper work orders and implement a GIS-based work
order/asset management system.
As the District works to implement its Strategic Plan and move to a data-driven, performance-based operation, it
will need to have data to analyze. The current lack of electronic work order tracking and management at MVWD
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results in the lack of readily available data which could pinpoint repetitive repairs or locations, most commonly used
inventory or parts, and other valuable information. MVWD needs a CMMS.
As noted earlier, the District should implement a new ERP, ideally one with a GIS-based work order and asset
management system. Such a system will tie the work performed directly to those assets and provide the ability to
better schedule preventive maintenance repairs. In many cases, a single CIS to track customer account work orders
(i.e., meters) and O&M work orders doesn’t exist. Two systems may be required. Often the ERP for managing
accounting, billing, and customer information uses a more basic CMMS module that links to accounts. A more
advanced, GIS-based CMMS with more advanced functionality is required for treatment and distribution activities.
Such systems tie work activities to assets and asset classes. Examples of such systems include Lucity or Cityworks.
These systems were once cutting edge like GIS but are now commonplace in the utility field and provide the data
necessary for efficient management of resources.

Recommendation 23: Consider the use of temporary or limited term staff, apprentices, or additional
interns to help address the District’s preventive maintenance backlog.
The District has a backlog of PM that have been deferred as crews work to address more pressing leaks and
replacements. For this reason, the capital improvement program is planned to significantly increase the level of
pipeline replacements in the next five years. In order to address the District’s backlog with regard to PM in the
interim, consideration should be given to the use of temporary or limited-term staff, apprentices, or additional interns
to help address simple PM tasks. This is also an opportunity to build succession and begin to train potential new fulltime staff as others retire or depart the District.
The full-time crew can work to train temporary staff to help with hydrant painting, data entry, and other duties to
begin helping the District catch up on PM while other full-time crew can address pipeline breaks and leaks that
continue to occur.
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Conclusion
This Compensation and Organizational Assessment was undertaken to ensure the District’s competitiveness with
regard to staff compensation, ensure appropriate staffing levels can meet service demands for the next five years, and
identify opportunities to enhance efficiency and effectiveness within the Monte Vista Water District’s utilities
operations. The recommendations in this report were developed to build upon the District’s already high service level
and strategic approach to operations.
By investing in engineering and contract management resources, information technology, and Preventive
Maintenance, the District will ensure its utilities operations continue to provide high value to residents for years to
come.
Using this report as a guide, the District will be able to continue to improve operations and services and to streamline
internal processes for the benefit of the MVWD community. Prioritization of these recommendations and thoughtful,
planned implementation are needed to ensure resources are expended prudently and risks to utility operations
reduced.
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General Manager’s Report
Meetings:
January 27: Chino Basin Watermaster Appropriative Pool Committee – Special Meeting
January 27: Chino Basin Watermaster Board
February 2: Inland Empire Utilities Agency Board of Directors
February 2: Elizabeth Skrzat, Chino Basin Water Conservation District
February 3: Chino Basin Watermaster Appropriative Pool Committee – Special Meeting
February 4: California Special Districts Association Member Services Committee
February 4: California Special Districts Association Professional Development Committee
February 4: Chino Basin Watermaster Court Hearing
February 7: City of Chino Hills, City of Upland, Inland Empire Utilities Agency – Chino Basin Program
Brainstorm Session
February 7: Scott Burton, City of Ontario – Chino Basin Watermaster Board Coordination
February 9: Rosemary Hoerning, City of Montclair – Recycled Water
February 9: Erik Pfahler, Borstein Enterprises and Bob Bowcock, Integrated Resource Management –
Sewer Service

Events:
February 16 & 17, 2022 – Virtual Workshop: “Special District Leadership Academy (SDLA) Module #1:
Governance Foundations,” 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. each day, online
March 9 & 10, 2022 – Virtual Workshop: “SDLA Module #2: Setting Direction / Community Outreach,”
9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. each day, online
March 10, 2022 – Virtual Workshop: ACWA’s Legislative Symposium, 9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m., online
March 12, 2022 – In-Person workshop hosted by MVWD & CBWCD: “Ready for Drought: Simple Ways
to Save Water Inside & Outside Your Home,” 9:00 – 11:00 a.m., Waterwise Community Center (4594 San
Bernardino St., Montclair)
March 12, 2022 – Waterwise Community Center Open House, 3:00 – 5:00 p.m., Waterwise Community
Center (4594 San Bernardino St., Montclair)
April 3-6, 2022 – Special District Leadership Academy Conference, San Diego
April 18 & 19, 2022 – Virtual Workshop: “SDLA Module #3: Board’s Role in Finance and Fiscal
Accountability,” 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. each day, online
May 3-6, 2022 – Association of California Water Agencies’ 2022 Spring Conference and Exhibition,
Sacramento
May 4 & 5, 2022 – Virtual Workshop: “SDLA Module #4: Board’s Role in Human Resources,” 9:00 a.m. –
12:00 p.m. each day, online
August 22-25, 2022 – California Special Districts Association’s 2022 Annual Conference and Exhibitor
Showcase, Palm Springs

Capital Projects:
Bandera-San Bernardino Street Pipeline Replacement Project: Plans are being reviewed by City of
Montclair to determine permit conditions. By action of the Board of Directors Dominguez General
Engineering, Inc. received a notice of award on January 27, 2022.
January 26, 2022

I-10 Freeway Widening Project: The construction duration was expected to be two years; however, the
construction of District facilities is delayed and is now estimated to be complete by April 2022.
Plant 30 Wellhead Treatment Project: Staff expected to have Plant 30 operational by November 15 but
due to issues in procuring equipment the schedule has been pushed back to the end of March, assuming the
equipment passes the 30-day performance testing in the first test. Staff met with Division of Drinking
Water (DDW) on February 2 to discuss the monthly treatment report. Staff anticipate receiving the final
permit amendment by the end of February.
Reservoir 4 Recoating Project: On January 19 Plant 4 was vandalized and equipment was stolen from the
contractor performing the reservoir recoating project; a police report was filed on January 20. To insure
that the project continues safely and per schedule, the District hired a private security firm for the duration
of the project. The project is on schedule to be completed by the end of February 2022.
Reservoir 16 Rehabilitation Project: Reservoir 16 Project will not be able to move forward until the
State Street Pipeline and PRV Station are completed in 2022.
State Street Pipeline Replacement Project: Staff has received 60% plans from JIG consultants and have
completed the service survey. Currently, the consultant estimates they can supply 90% plans by January
31. Staff expects to have a complete package which will be sent out to bid by mid-February.
Well 19 Sand Intrusion Investigation/Pump Repair: The well pump and VFD are scheduled for
delivery and installation in March and returning to service in April.

January 26, 2022
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Dry January Conditions Return Snowpack to
Near Average Levels
Published: Feb 01, 2022

SACRAMENTO, Calif. – The Department of Water Resources (DWR) today conducted the second snow survey
of the season at Phillips Station. Following a dry January, the manual survey recorded 48.5 inches of snow
depth and a snow water equivalent of 19 inches, which is 109 percent of average for this location for this
date. The snow water equivalent measures the amount of water contained in the snowpack and is a key
component of DWR’s water supply forecast. Statewide, the snowpack is 92 percent of average for this date.
“We are definitely still in a drought. A completely dry January shows how quickly surpluses can disappear,”
said DWR Director Karla Nemeth. “The variability of California weather proves that nothing is guaranteed
and further emphasizes the need to conserve and continue preparing for a possible third dry year.”
Snowmelt during January has been minimal. However, with little to no accumulation of snow during
January, snowpack levels are closer to average February 1 conditions, meaning that a return of winter
storms in the Sierra Nevada is needed during February and March to remain at or above normal levels.
Regionally, the Southern Sierra snowpack is not faring as well as the Northern Sierra. Water supply forecasts
for the south San Joaquin Valley are below average due to the lack of rain and snow in this region.
“These dry January conditions demonstrate the importance of continuing to improve our forecasting
abilities and why these snow surveys are essential,” said Sean de Guzman, Manager of DWR’s Snow Surveys
and Water Supply Forecasting Unit. “While we always hope for a generous snowpack, DWR’s ongoing
investments in forecasting techniques will help the state better prepare for both drought and flood
conditions.”
In light of last year’s poor runoff, DWR has increased its efforts to improve climate and runoff forecasting by
strengthening its collaboration with partner agencies and academia and by investing in proven technologies
to improve data collection and hydrologic modeling. One example is DWR’s investment in remote snowpack
measurements through the Aerial Remote Sensing of Snow program by partnering with Airborne Snow
Observatories, Inc. (ASO). Data from ASO has proven to be the most accurate assessment of snowpack
conditions that, when coupled with newer, sophisticated runoff models, will improve runoff forecast
accuracy.
Although early season storms helped alleviate some drought impacts, a lack of storms in January has
underscored the need for Californians to continue focusing on conservation. Most of California’s reservoirs
are still below average, and groundwater supplies are still recovering. California still has two months left of
its typical wet season and will require more storms in those months to end the year at average.
DWR conducts four media-oriented snow surveys at Phillips Station each winter near the first of each month,
January through April and, if necessary, one additional in May.
Contact:
Jason Ince, Information Officer, Department of Water Resources
(916) 820-8138 | Media@water.ca.gov
Additional Resources

•
•
•
•

Video of today’s Phillips survey (Available early afternoon)
Digital photos of today’s Phillips survey (Available early afternoon)
Snowpack readings (View readings for current regional snowpack and historical snowpack comparison)
CDEC precipitation data (View current charts for the Northern Sierra 8-station index for updated rainfall
readings in the critical northern portion of the state, as well as the San Joaquin 5-station

index and Tulare Basin 6-station index.)
More information on DWR’s Airborne Snow Observatory Program

Warren wrote in an email. laborating with friends and
“Students want the full col- colleagues is a big part of
lege experience when they that.”
La Sierra University
enrollDaily
at a university.
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ing around a green campus across town, Pomona Colquad, meeting up and col- lege and Claremont McK-

enna College also came back
in person Monday.
Still, the latest assault
from the unpredictable pandemic was in the back of
some students’ minds.

“I’m hesitant coming
back on campus given that
the threat of omicron is still
looming,” said Preeti Juturu, 21, a fourth-year UCR

of more than 100,000 troops along Ukraine’s borders was “the largest mobilization” in Europe in
decades, adding that there has been a spike in cyberattacks and Russian disinformation.
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Pomona spent $8.5
million on the design and
construction of water
treatment plants like this
one after the state declared
perchlorate a contaminant
and set a maximum level of
6 parts per billion in 2007.
In September, a jury found
a foreign corporation liable
for contaminating the
groundwater and awarded
Pomona $48 million. A
federal judge last week
rejected an appeal by the
company.

Federal judge upholds $48M award
for Pomona in water pollution case
By Steve Scauzillo
sscauzillo@scng.com

A federal court judge last week rejected an appeal by a foreign corporation found liable for contaminating the
city of Pomona’s groundwater with a
toxic chemical in a ruling handed down
by a jury in September.
U.S. District Court Judge R. Gary
Klausner on Thursday denied the re-

quest for a new trial brought by the defendant, a U.S. subsidiary of Sociedad
Quimica y Minera de Chile, known as
SQM North America Inc.
In addition, Klausner ruled the
$48 million in damages awarded by a
jury were not excessive and should be
paid.
“We are pleased with Judge Klausner’s ruling,” Ken Sansone of SL Envi-
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ronment Law Group, who
represented Pomona at the
trial, said in a statement.
“It is time for the company
that caused the contamination to pay to clean up the
mess it made.”
On Sept. 7, after more
than 10 years and three trials, the city won its case
against SQM North America. The case, which began
in 2011, bounced between
courts until the city prevailed after presenting its
full argument in U.S. District Court in Los Angeles.
SQM may still appeal the
ruling but has not yet done
so, Sansone said in an interview Monday.
“We believe the verdict
was correct and was supported by the evidence and
the law,” he said.
The jury found fertilizer
shipped from the Atacama

Desert of Chile in the 1930s
and 1940s and mixed into
the soil of Pomona’s fertile
ground by citrus farmers
contained sodium nitrate, a
common enhancement, but
also perchlorate, a chemical that causes thyroid
damage and wreaks havoc
with crucial hormones at
high doses and can interfere with childhood development.
When the state declared
perchlorate a contaminant
and set a maximum level of
6 parts per billion in 2007,
Pomona had to close 14
wells, which pumped the
perchlorate-contaminated
water from the aquifer, part
of the Chino Water Basin.
It spent $8.5 million on design and construction of
treatment plants. This does
not include the cost of operation, wrote James Makshanoff, Pomona city manager,
in a recent email.
SQM attorney Bob Smith,
with San Diego-based law
firm Lewis Brisbois Bis-

gaard & Smith, had said after one of the trials in 2018
that the company’s product
was not defective and the
mining company did nothing wrong. The company
said it should not be held
liable for risks unknown to
it in the 1930s and 1940s because that would be adhering to future water quality
standards.
But the federal court jury
disagreed and awarded the
damages to the city.
“The City of Pomona is to
be commended for ﬁghting
for over a decade to make
sure that the polluters, not
the taxpayers of Pomona,
pay to clean up the perchlorate in the drinking water
and that Pomona’s citizens
have clean and healthy water to drink,” Sansone wrote.
The city has not yet received the check from
SQM. Sansone hopes this
will mark the end of a long,
drawn out case and that the
company has the means to
pay the judgment.
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student from the San Joaquin Valley town of Mountain House who is seeking
two degrees — one in public
policy and another in economics.
At the same time, Juturu
said, “I appreciate physically
being able to be in a classroom.”
The return caught some by
surprise.
“The way omicron was
going, a lot of people just assumed that we were going to
stay online” through the winter quarter, said UCR ethnic studies professor Gerald
Clarke Jr. “And they were surprised to hear that we were
going back.”
Students returned to the
classroom at the group of
Claremont Colleges, including Pomona College and Claremont McKenna College.
“We’re thrilled to have
our students back on campus,” wrote Pomona College
spokesperson Patricia Zurita
Vest. “All our classes are being held in-person except
for
a very small number of
February 2, 2022 9:47 am (GMT
-8:00)
classes.” The college also is
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Student David Chen, 19, focuses on his computer while
studying at UC Riverside on Monday, the day the university
reopened on-campus classes. Other inland universities like
La Sierra and the Claremont Colleges did the same.
In-person teaching returned in January at the University of Redlands and Riverside’s California Baptist
University.
At UCR, the provost’s ofﬁce received about a dozen
calls from students questioning the decision to resume inperson instruction, which applied across the UC system,
Warren said. UC schools —
and many others — had earlier decided to start winter
sessions online amid the omnicron spike over the holidays
after returning to campus in
the fall.

If his petition to remain
online were denied, Clarke
said he would pursue a hybrid arrangement — partially
in person, partially online —
“so students could at least social distance within the classroom.”
Warren said many professors are offering the choice
of learning in person or remotely this week.
“So — at least for the larger
lecture classes where instructors are offering both options
— at least half the students
are attending remotely,” he
said.
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